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SUMMARY

From physical motion to cognition, every physiological process of the human body is
precisely controlled by our brain. To maintain its vital activity, our brain cells demand
elevated levels of energy, which are tightly regulated to satisfy a critical homeostatic cellular
balance. Thus, anomalies in brain homeostasis provoke devastating neurodegenerative
diseases (NDs), which are among the most common cause of death in the Western world.
To date, a cure for NDs does not exist. This is due to the current lack of knowledge on the
understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in normal brain ageing and the key
players that trigger neuropathology. Human genetics have confirmed risk alleles associated
with protein aggregation, mitochondrial biology and protein-quality control. A common root
of NDs and senescence is protein misfolding and brain deposits of ordered protein structures
referred to as amyloid.
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease affecting
the central and peripheral nervous system. PD pathology is defined by the abnormal
accumulation of the protein a-synuclein (aSyn) in neurons, nerve fibers and glial cells,
characteristic of a-synucleinopathies. Key neuropathological hallmarks of PD are Lewy
bodies (LBs) and Lewy neurites (LNs), which are aSyn-positive brain inclusions.
Interestingly, the biological processes by which LBs and LNs are formed as well as their
role in neurodegeneration await to be defined.
Overall, our knowledge on the ultrastructure of the human brain is extremely limited.
Understanding human brain ultrastructure is central to describe its function, and therefore,
identify physical alterations of senescence vs disease. This is essential to design novel
therapies and translational animal and cellular models for NDs and ageing.
Electron microscopy (EM) visualizes cellular and tissue ultrastructure at high-resolution by
two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) imaging. These studies have helped to unravel the
nature of the structural components that compose human brain bodies, gaining insights into
their possible origins and biological roles. However, a modern description of the
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ultrastructure of human brain aggregates by applying modern 3D EM technologies is largely
lacking.
The first part of my thesis is focused on the ultrastructural characterization of human brain
aggregates in PD and senile non-demented donors by means of 3D correlative light and
electron microscopy (CLEM) approaches. In Chapter 2, we describe the detailed EM
characterization of Lewy pathology alongside a multi-scale CLEM pipeline specifically
developed for this study. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, we analysed the ultrastructural
composition and cellular origins of the age-related brain body defined as Corpora amylacea
(CA). Overall, these studies revealed an astonishing heterogeneity in Lewy pathology:
previously described filament-containing LBs are identified, however, the vast majority of
Lewy pathology, including LBs and LNs, possessed a predominant organellar nature
composed of membrane stacks, disrupted cell organelles and dysmorphic cytoskeletal
elements. In the case of CA, they are visualized as electron-dense granular aggregates
composed of packed membranes and morphologically preserved cell organelles. Further, we
provide strong indications that CA originate intracellularly in astrocytic feet forming the
glymphatic system of the brain, pointing to a physiological role on sequestering toxic
metabolites to prevent tissue inflammation via clearance through the cerebral spinal fluid.
The second part of this thesis is focused on cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) and the
software developments implemented for 3D image processing and subtomogram averaging
(STA). Cryo-ET has the enormous potential of in situ visualization of hydrated-frozen
biological samples within their native context at high-resolution and in 3D. However, several
bottlenecks are identified in the cryo-ET pipeline, such as sample preparation, data
acquisition, tilt series alignment and STA, thus far preventing high-throughput cryo-ET.
Usually specimen preparation and data acquisition are sample-dependent; however, tilt
series alignment is a deterministic step that should be straightforward, but it is currently an
important drawback in cryo-ET since alignment is not automated and errors require several
rounds of manual intervention. Importantly, alignment errors result in a substantial decrease
of the final resolution in the 3D reconstructed tomograms. Thus, in Part II, Chapter 2, we
present an automatic tilt series alignment approach for high-resolution cryo-ET data sets.
We described our algorithm and the factors to be considered when aiming for high-resolution
STA. In Part II, Chapter 3, we implement computational tools and strategies for STA of
membrane-bound protein macro-complexes. Furthermore, we present several user-friendly
and flexible protocols for STA that can be applied to a wide spectrum of cryo-ET data sets.
The results comprised in this thesis highly improve our understanding of the structural basis
and origins of human brain bodies in senescence and neurodegeneration. Alongside the
biological results, a multi-scale pipeline that combines microscopy and advanced image
processing approaches are established for nanoscale visualization of the human brain.
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THESIS OVERVIEW
This thesis is divided in two parts:

PART I: Ultrastructure of neurological hallmarks in elderly and Parkinson’s disease human
brain.
•

Chapter 1 provides a general background of the features of ageing and
neurodegeneration with a focus on Parkinson’s disease. Conventional electron
microscopy is reviewed.

•

Chapter 2 describes the findings on the ultrastructure of Lewy pathology in the brain of
Parkinson’s disease donors. Published in Nature Neuroscience (2019), DOI:
10.1038/s41593-019-0423-2.

•

Chapter 3 reports the findings on the origins and ultrastructure of the human brain body
named Corpora amylacea in senile and Parkinson’s disease donors. Published in
Scientific Reports (2018), DOI: 10.1038/s41598-018-36223-4.

•

Chapter 4 concludes and outlooks Part I of this thesis.

PART II: computational methods for high-throughput cryo-electron tomography and
subtomogram averaging
•

Chapter 1 reviews state-of-art cryo-electron microscopy with a focus on cryo-electron
tomography and subtomogram averaging. This chapter is adapted from a book chapter
Published in Methods in Cell Biology (2019), DOI: 10.1016/bs.mcb.2019.04.003.

•

Chapter 2 describes an implemented automatic tilt series alignment pipeline included
in Dynamo for high-throughput cryo-electron tomography. In preparation (2019)

•

Chapter 3 presents new tools and implementations of Dynamo, the software package
for subtomogram averaging, for cryo-electron tomographic data sets. Published in
Frontiers in Molecular Biosciences (2018), DOI: 10.3389/fmolb.2018.00082.

•

Chapter 4 concludes Part II and outlooks future venues for cryo-ET and STA.

Closing Remarks: summarizes the main achievements of this dissertation.
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PART I:
Ultrastructure of Neurological
Hallmarks in Elderly and
Parkinson’s Disease Human Brain

CHAPTER 1
Introduction: Neurological Hallmarks of Ageing and Disease
This chapter provides a general overview of human brain aggregates in senescence and
Parkinson’s Disease, specifically for Lewy pathology and Corpora amylacea. The chapter is
inspired by the causality dilemma between ageing and disease.

1.1

Ageing

Ageing comprises a set of physiological changes that develop during the lifespan of a living
being resulting in a decline of its biological capabilities, and ultimately, death. Ageing
contributes one of the highest risk factors for a wide range of cardiovascular and neurological
illnesses in developed conturies . According to the United Nations report on worldwide
1

ageing in 2017, population older than 60 years was more than twice as large as in 1980. By
2050, the number of elderly people is projected to be around 2.1 billion, doubling again the
numbers reached in 2017 . This increase in life expectancy brings a higher prevalence of
2

age-related disorders and neurodegenerative diseases (NDs).
The line that separates ageing and neurodegeneration is thin and diffuse, with common
senescence and NDs brain phenotypes such as neuronal death, brain mass loss and senile
deposits . Furthermore, deceased brains from elders who have not been diagnosed with any
3

NDs, routinely present cellular and tissue features such as neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs)
and amyloid inclusions . These manifestations indicate a clear overlap between
4

neurodegeneration and ageing where physiological changes and pathology may be difficult
to distinguish.

1.2

Human brain bodies: Corpora amylacea

Human brain bodies are deposits composed of diverse cellular materials such as cross-linked
proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and other subcellular structures in the form of intra- and/or
extracellular aggregates. Interestingly, brain aggregates are profuse in selected brain regions.
Examples of human brain aggregates are: Psammoma , Negri , Pick , Bunina , Lafora ,
5

Hirano , Marinesco , Zebra and Lewy bodies (LBs)
13

14

15

16,17

6

7

8

9–12

together with Corpora amylacea

(CA) . Human brain bodies have been associated with specific neuropathology and NDs,
18–20

however, some of them are established to be a result of physiological ageing and associated
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neurodegeneration. The role of brain aggregates in normal brain function and NDs has been
substantially suggested in literature, however, it is currently unclear if they are the cause or
the effect of degenerative processes

. Thus, detailed analyses on the biology of brain

3,18–22

bodies will give us answers on the importance of these hallmarks of ageing and NDs in brain
homeostasis .
3

The term ‘Corpora amylacea’ (CA) is been used to refer to aggregates found in the healthy
nervous system and various organs in humans and other species . CA are hyaline
20

glycoprotein-based bodies that appear numerously in ageing and NDs brains, coexisting with
other defined forms of neuropathology. They are defined as physiological aggregates related
to senescence, however, their origins and function in promoting or counteracting specific
pathogenic mechanisms are unknown .
18

CA were first discovered by Purkinje in 1837 . Virchow named them from the Latin,
23

Corpora, meaning ‘body’, and amylacea, meaning ‘starchy’, as they show a starch-like
shape when inspected with iodine . Lafora related them to progressive myoclonic epilepsy
24

(PME). However, as CA were often found in diseased as well as elderly brains, Robitaille
coined the term polyglucosan body (PGB) to encompass all bodies in health or diseased
brains presenting with high polysaccharidic composition . Historically, the presence of CA
10

was defined as regular changes in senile brains of no pathological significance. This is most
likely why CA has attracted much less attention than other types of brain bodies linked to
specific NDs. Nonetheless, already in 1953, neuropathological reviews appointed the
importance of better understanding the role of CA . CA has been suggested to originate
25–28

from oligodendroglia, neurons, astrocytes, blood cells as well as being mere post mortem
artefacts . Several studies have focused on the histochemical, ultrastructural and
29,30

immunocytochemical composition of CA since it became generally accepted that their
appearance correlates to ageing and chronic NDs .
20

1.2.1 General characteristics of Corpora amylacea
Cerebral CA are generally described as spherical bodies of 2 to 20 µm in diameter by light
microscopy (LM) of paraffin sections. Their shape may range from spherical to oval or
elongated presenting concentric laminated patterns where the centres stain stronger than the
periphery in histological studies . CA are mainly composed of amyloid glucose polymers
20

with small quantities of protein (5%) and phosphates (3%) . Moreover, CA have been found
20,31

immunoreactive for stress-related proteins, heat shock proteins (HSP), ubiquitin (Ubq) ,
32

tau , α-synuclein (αSyn) , nucleic acids , cytoskeleton , complement cascade , apoptotic
18

33,34

35

36,37

38

18

and mitochondrial proteins. Recently, CA have been reported to be immunopositive for
39

microbial proteins .
40

CA are typically distributed in almost all regions of the central nervous system (CNS) in
elderly subjects, tending to congregate in the glial feltwork beneath the ependymal lining of
-6-
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the ventricles, corpus callosum, the aqueduct, pia mater, over the hippocampal formations
and in the outer part of layer I covering the cortex. They also cluster in spaces at the entering
spinal sensory root fibres where astrocytic fibres are also abundant. Moreover, CA has been
observed without any limiting membrane in pial connective tissue or subpial space,
suggesting a route of scape into the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) for their clearance.
Importantly, CA are highly accumulated in elders and upon chronic NDs (Figure 1) .
20,41

Figure 1. Corpora amylacea in the human brain. CA in the subpial glial feltwork of the cortex of man
aged 56 years. Note the slightly denser cores to the larger bodies in (A). (A) Periodic acid-Schiffhaematoxylin stain. Bar = 20 µm. (B) Haematoxylin and eosin stain. Bar = 40 µm. (C) Scattergram of
counts of CA per section of retina in 51 individuals with either malignant melanoma or no relevant
illness at various ages. Note great variation in abundance; the authors find a correlation coefficient, r
= 0.424 (p > 0.01). Adapted from ref. [20].

1.2.2 Ultrastructure of Corpora amylacea
CA ultrastructure has been defined as consisting of amyloid polyglucosan fibrils of 8 to 12
nm in width, forming a whorl-like pattern, similar to the concentric laminated layers
observed by LM

. Ramsey reported CA nearby astrocytes surrounded by glial fibrillary

36,42–45

acidic protein (GFAP) fibrils, presenting glycogen granules . By contrast, Woodford and
42

Tso found CA within myelinated and unmyelinated axons . Furthermore, intra-axonal CA
46

have been reported in numerous NDs, e.g., in myelinated peripheral nerve axons in
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients . Regardless of their glial or neuronal origin,
47,48

CA present a homogeneous morphology and overall composition. A novel ultrastructural
description of CA is presented in this thesis (Part I Chapter 3) . Interestingly, CA has so far
49

not been reported within the perikarya of neurons.
1.2.3 Function of Corpora amylacea
The origins and nature of CA remain unknown. In general, CA is associated with alcoholism,
epilepsy, drug abuse, trauma, ageing or nerve cellular stress and NDs . To date, there are
18–20
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two main hypotheses that describe CA function and formation: the vascular hypothesis and
the metabolic hypothesis.
The vascular hypothesis postulates that CA is formed due to disturbances at the blood-brain
barrier (BBB) to prevent leaking of unwanted substances into the brain, and therefore, CA
is seen as a sequester mechanism for cellular protection. Moreover, CA has been also
proposed to be tightly linked to the CSF. Furthermore, CA is prominently found in chronic
vascular diseases as diabetes mellitus .
36,50

On the other hand, the metabolic hypothesis indicates that CA is a product of cellular ageing
and neurodegeneration accompanied by the synthesis of stress proteins. In this case, CA
would entrap toxic products originated by oxidation and cellular stress, a common
denominator in ageing and NDs. Finally, CA would originate from dystrophic mitochondria

51

and transglutaminases, which induce molecular cross-linking of cellular components and
lead to stable protein-complexes mixed with disrupted cell organelles resistant to
proteolysis .
33

Thus far, the literature has suggested a protective role for CA, however, both hypotheses
lack substantial scientific evidence.
1.2.4 Corpora amylacea in neurodegenerative diseases
As the human lifespan increases, cardinal marks associated with the aggregation of altered
disease-related proteins augment their prevalence. CA have been found in Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD), multiple sclerosis (MS), hippocampal sclerosis (HS), temporal lobe epilepsy,
Parkinson’s Disease (PD), glycogen storage diseases (GSD) and adult polyglucosan body
disease, among others (Figure 2).
18

CA is defined as an end-product reservoir of neuronal death in MS, AD and PD. In AD,
advanced glycated proteins, e.g., glycosylated tau protein, were detected in both neurons and
CA. Therefore, and since increasing amounts of glycated products in cells lead to oxidative
stress by oxygen generation, a link between the number of CA and neuronal degeneration
was suggested for AD . CA has been proposed as a potential hypoxic-ischemic HS marker ,
52

53

since elevated amounts of CA-deposits were found in HS-damaged regions . Moreover, CA
44

display epitopes for PD-related proteins such as aSyn and parkin , and it is found alongside
18,33

Lewy pathology in PD brains . Finally, CA are present in a wide range of GSD, Lafora
49,54

disease and inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy together with other PGB .
11,18
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Figure 2. Integrative schematic diagram of different brain conditions associated with CA. The main
differential diagnostic to be considered in their evaluation is shown. Adapted from ref. [18].

1.3

Neurodegenerative diseases

Neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) are a heterogeneous group of illnesses, which comprise
a set of biological conditions that progressively debilitate and destroy the CNS as well as
affecting the peripheral (PNS) and enteric (ENS) nervous system. Common
pathophysiological features of NDs are inclusion body formation, selective loss of brain cells
and anomalies in cognition. Of note, NDs can differ from one another in the nature of their
pathology, clinical symptoms and affected brain regions. Importantly, NDs impose a
tremendous impact on worldwide societies due to the decrease of life quality in patients and
their relatives, representing a global economic burden. Examples of NDs are AD, PD,
dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), multiple system
atrophy (MSA), Huntington’s Disease, ALS and prion diseases (PrD), among others .
55,56

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the prevalence of NDs is increasing

57

(Figure 3). This is partly due to longer lifespans in modern societies and elongated periods
2

of non-treatment caused by delayed disease detection. Furthermore, NDs have a devastating
effect on human health such as incapability of speaking, cognition and impaired voluntary
movement. Currently, treatment of NDs does not cure the illness but mitigates their clinical
manifestations, increasing patient life expectancy. Thus, research towards novel treatments
for NDs is needed; however, it will only be effectively achieved together with a clearer
understanding of the cause and origins of specific age-related mechanisms for
neurodegeneration.
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Figure 3. Percentage of total disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) for neurological disorders and a
selection of other diseases. One DALY is the equivalent of a healthy life year a disabled individual
has lost. Modified from WHO report on Neurological Disorders 2006, ref. [57].

Interestingly, a shared hallmark of NDs is the presence of intra- and extracellular deposits
of structurally misfolded proteins whose presence drastically induce imbalances in cellular
proteostasis . For example, most common inclusions in AD are beta-amyloid (Ab) plaques
3,58

and hyperphosphorylated microtubule-binding tau, which is present in tauopathies . In a59

synucleopathies, protein deposits containing high levels of the protein aSyn, e.g., Lewy
bodies (LBs) and Lewy neurites (LNs), appear in the CNS and PNS

16,60,61

. In ALS and FTD,

the TAR DNA-binding protein (TDP)-43 accumulates forming intracellular inclusions .
62

Although these inclusions originated from the aggregation of specific disease-related
proteins, resulting aggregates are routinely positive for Ubq, HSP, and other proteins
involved in cellular digestion and mitochondrial function . This overlapping pathobiology
63,64

implicates shared, altered cellular pathways such as protein quality control, autophagylysosome pathway, mitochondrial homeostasis, protein aggregation, synaptic toxicity, glial
activation and DNA-RNA regulation (Figure 4).
65

Figure 4. Common neuronal pathways altered in multiple neurodegenerative diseases. Inset I:
molecular chaperones, including HSP, regulate protein folding and Ubq proteasome system (UPS)-
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mediated degradation, while disaggregase could return misfolded proteins to their natively folded
and functional state. Inset II: dysfunction in the autophagy–lysosomal pathway could underlie
accumulation of pathogenic protein aggregates and damaged mitochondria. Inset III: impairment of
mitochondrial quality control through mitophagy and mitochondrial dynamics results in reduced
energy production and dysfunctional proteostasis network. Inset IV: transcellular propagation and
seeding of protein aggregates could underlie the disease progression. Inset V: abnormal stress
granule dynamics that favour aggregation and aberrant incorporation of misfolded proteins
contributes to toxicity. Inset VI: soluble forms of protein assemblies induce both pre- and postsynaptic
impairments, leading to network dysfunction. Adapted from ref. [65].

1.3.1 Protein aggregation theories
Notwithstanding large differences in protein composition, location and distribution, brain
aggregates are a common root of neurodegeneration . Brain inclusions originate from the
3,66

progressive accumulation of precisely structured proteinaceous aggregates. Cellular
processes that trigger brain body formation are protein misfolding, oligomerization and
accumulation. Main proteins implicated in pathological abnormalities responsible for NDs
are: aSyn, TDP-43, Ab, tau and prion proteins. These proteins undergo misfolding from
their native state to form oligomers and/or fibrils rich in b-sheet structures. Importantly,
conditions favouring protein misfolding are oxidation and imbalances in cellular
proteostasis.
The end-up product of protein misfolding is a highly organized structure known as
amyloid . An amyloid is a protein aggregate formed by b-sheet enriched, folded proteins
65,66

that stick to one another, resulting in b-sheet arrays forming a fibril made of staggered bstrands that run in parallel, defining the axis of the fibril. A cross-section of such fibril shows
the classical motif of intermolecularly arranged b-sheets that produce a cross-like diffraction
pattern, and thus, are referred to as b-cross . Dyes such as Congo red and thioflavin, are used
67

to stain amyloidic aggregates .
68

Recent evidence has appointed fibrils to act as a reservoir of trapped non-toxic aggregated
protein forms, while oligomers would be the seed that propagates misfolding of native
protein species, identifying oligomers as the main culprit of neurotoxicity . Interestingly,
69,70

misfolded protein species can be highly heterogeneous and interconvertible structures,
making it difficult to define relevant forms central to NDs . Several studies have reported
71,72

distinct conformational variants or strains of misfolded proteins accompanied by specific
clinical symptoms, pathological invasiveness and toxicity in PD, PrDs and AD . In
73–77

addition, it has been demonstrated that misfolded proteins can molecularly cross-talk
through cross-seeding by incorporating several aggregation-prone proteins that share
conformational complementarity to form hybrid aggregates . Similarly, in human tissue,
66,78

co-existence of heterogeneous protein aggregates has been reported in almost half of AD
cases, exhibiting aSyn

79,80

and/or TDP-43 immunoreactivity . However, it is difficult to
81

determine whether the neuropathological brain inclusions themselves contain cross-seeded
species or if they are just composed of multiple types of disease-related proteins. A
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compelling question here is whether this is a real pathological cross-talk or a defence
mechanism to stop spreading of potentially toxic agents, i.e., misfolded protein cross-talk
and cross-seeding may be a physiological response to trap unwanted protein species.
The current aggregation processes for protein misfolding are defined as the seedingnucleation model. In this model, a nucleation phase results in the formation of a stable seed
by polymerization of protein monomers followed by a rapid aggregation stage. Then, in the
elongation phase, recruitment of native soluble protein takes place by forcing its misfolded
form to fit into the growing fibril. Finally, the spreading of toxic protein species is thought
to occur in a manner akin to infectious prion proteins (Figure 5). In PrDs, the infectious
agent is a prion protein that self-replicates and promotes misfolding and aggregation of
native monomeric prion protein in the host. According to the seeding-nucleation model,
prion proteins propagate without being noticed for a long period of time until a certain toxic
threshold is reached, resulting in symptomatic neuronal and brain dysfunction . This
82–84

hypothesis is attractive in its simplicity, and therefore, it has gained acceptance in the field
of NDs. However, it has also generated controversy since several studies on post-mortem
human brain as well as connectome-mapping studies do not correlate with the implicated
assumptions in this hypothesis . For example, some PD cases do not show Lewy pathology,
85,86

even at severe PD stages, indicating that pathology spreading does not always evolve as a
function of time and disease state in the clinical cases

.

85,87,88

Figure 5. Protein aggregation and the prion principle of pathological transmission. Monomeric
proteins can misfold and aggregate. Spreading of protein misfolding operates at different levels
during the pathogenesis of NDs, including molecule-to-molecule, cell-to-cell and brain region-tobrain region. In some specific cases, it may also operate to transmit the disease from individual to
individual, as has been demonstrated for PrDs. Adapted from ref. [66].
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1.4

Parkinson’s Disease

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is the second highest incidental ND, and the most common form
of movement disorder . PD is characterized by a complex clinical frame of neurological
89–91

dysfunctions with prominent death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars
compacta (SNpc) . Loss of dopaminergic neurons results in dopamine deficiency within the
92

basal ganglia, provoking typical PD motor symptoms as bradykinesia and resting tremor.
PD is considered an idiopathic or sporadic disease that mostly appears in elders, however, it
can also affect younger people . Worldwide, 7 to 10 million people are estimated to suffer
93

from PD, with 60,000 new cases diagnosed yearly .
94

The first unequivocal description of PD is acknowledged to James Parkinson in his
monograph ‘An Essay on the Shaking Palsy’ from 1817 . Over 50 years later, the clinical
95

spectrum of PD was described by Jean-Martin Charcot and his team, naming the
neurological clinical framework of symptoms ‘Parkinson’s Disease’, and defined three
different variants nowadays included in the umbrella term ‘parkinsonian disorders’ .
96

97

1.4.1 Epidemiology and clinical diagnose
PD has a prevalence of 1% at age above 60, increasing to 5% by age 85. An age of 65 to 70
years has been reported as the usual onset for PD, however, PD may be clinically diagnosed
at any age. Early onset PD is diagnosed in less than 5% of the cases, predominantly in genetic
variants. Statistically, women are 1.5 times less likely to be affected by PD than men. The
mean duration of PD is 15 years that in some cases can be extended over two decades or
even longer, resulting in a relentless disease progression .
94,98

PD is clinically diagnosed based on motor symptoms that define the clinical syndrome of
parkinsonism of which PD is the major cause. Cardinal parkinsonism manifestations are
rigidity, resting tremor, bradykinesia, postural instability and gait impairment accompanied
by degeneration of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic system. On autopsy, neuronal loss and
gliosis in SNpc are observed. Further non-motor manifestations associated with later PD
stages are sleep and olfactory alterations, depression, dementia and hallucinations, which
indicates the spread of pathology beyond the brain stem .
97

Parkinsonian disorders can be sporadic or inherited. Some of them have a clear genetic
cause, while others are caused by unknown degenerative mechanisms. Based on the nature
of their pathological accumulation, most parkinsonian disorders fall into tauopathies (e.g.,
progressive supranuclear palsy and corticobasal degeneration) or a-synucleinopathies (e.g.,
PD, MSA, DLB) . Strict guidelines are followed to differentiate PD from other parkinsonian
97

disorders and NDs . They can be differentiated by imaging studies, e.g., positron emission
99,100

tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed tomography

101,102

, to determine

dopamine metabolism and deficiency in specific brain regions by using a dopamine
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transporter biomarker

103,104

. Other potential PD biomarkers can be found in human fluids. For

example, concentration levels of aSyn and associated dopamine metabolites in CSF are used
as an indicator of severe PD

93,105,106

. However, PD biomarkers in body fluids remain to be further

validated for clinical diagnosis.
1.4.2 Pathophysiology
PD patients suffer degeneration of dopaminergic neurons combined with physical aSyn
inclusions such as LBs and LNs in nerve cells. Termed Lewy pathology, these inclusions
have been appointed as the main constituents responsible for PD motor symptoms. Despite
the prominent aSyn pathology found in SNpc and basal ganglia, deposits of aSyn have been
detected in peripheral nerves, spinal cord, lower brain stem (dorsal motor nucleus of the
vagus), neocortex, limbic system (hippocampus and amygdala) and ENS and autonomic
nervous system (ANS) by several immunohistochemical (IHC) studies. Along these lines, a
proposed staging system describing the spreading of aSyn pathology was established,
namely Braak staging (Figure 6). Braak staging correlates motor symptoms to Lewy
107

pathology progression in PD patients. This scheme is suggested to be applicable for aSyn
spreading and transmission through the CNS and PNS, and tends to identify aSyn as a prionlike protein . However, this hypothesis awaits definitive confirmation, and therefore,
108

represents a controversial topic in the field

. For example, some studies have confirmed

88,109,110

the proposed Braak stages, however, other analyses have largely diverged from this model
with 20% of brains reported to show clear Lewy pathology on autopsy, in the absence of
clinical symptoms that fall into any NDs

97,111,112

. Whether incidental Lewy pathology represents

early stages of PD remains unknown, however, it is evident that some studies and case
reports do not align well with the Braak scheme

. Furthermore, some cases of familial PD

113,114

do not present LBs upon autopsy

115,116

. Nevertheless, pathological assessment is currently

based on Braak staging .
88

Figure 6. Stylized representation of the Braak staging in PD. This scheme shows the initiation sites in
the medulla oblongata and olfactory bulb through the later infiltration of Lewy pathology into the
cortical regions. Adapted from ref. [108].
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1.4.3 Etiology and risk factors
The origins of PD remain unknown with identified risk factors including ageing, gender,
family history and certain chemical compounds

117,118

. Initially, exposure to pesticides was

thought to be the main determinant for PD, however, research has determined a structured
interplay between genetic background, environment and one’s individual susceptibility as
key to develop PD.
PD is classified as sporadic and familial, both fulfilling a defined clinical framework. While
sporadic PD is related to ageing and environmental risk factors such as exposure to toxic
agents affecting mitochondria respiratory complexes and smoking or diet , familial PD
98

119

includes a genetic motive, with 10-30% of subjects reporting family history for PD . Thus,
113

the genetic background is established as contributing to the development of PD, and in some
cases, acts as disease-causing force. Genetic studies have greatly contributed to a better
understating of PD by identifying common PD-related genes, which have revealed a
complex genetic landscape

.

120–122

SNCA, an autosomal recessive Mendelian gene, encodes the protein aSyn, which is known
to be central to PD and Lewy pathology . SNCA has been identified as a risk genetic variant
61,123

and a PD-susceptible locus by genome-wide association studies . Main PD-related
113

mutations in SNCA are: missense causative mutations and locus duplications and
triplications

123,124

. On autopsy, SNCA familial cases present similar Lewy pathology to that

observed in sporadic PD, DLB and MSA .
113

Monogenic causes of PD had been considered rare until mutations in the LRRK2 gene were
found to be responsible for up to 40% of the cases in specific populations . LRRK2
125

monogenic PD cases are extremely similar to sporadic PD, however, some of them have
presented no LBs or a lower frequency of Lewy pathology combined with predominant tau
pathology

.

126,127

Besides SNCA and LRRK2, other genes related to mitochondrial homeostasis, synapsis and
autophagy-lysosomal clearance processes have been reported to be involved in familial PD,
including early-onset PD and other degenerative diseases

. Overall, genetic mutations are

121,128

reported to be present in 5-10% of PD cases .
129

1.4.4 Therapy and animal models
PD therapies are primarily focused on maintaining normal levels of dopamine to slow down
disease progression by administrating levodopa and/or dopamine agonists. Other therapies
130

are brain surgery in the form of deep brain stimulation or neuroablation . The goal of these
99

procedures is to restore the functionally of specific brain circuits related to dopamine
tonus

. Furthermore, novel methods in gene therapy have been tested in animal models

131,132

and human clinical trials. These treatments attempt to normalize abnormal firing in the basal
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ganglia by expressing dopaminergic enzymes. However, these targets do not stop underlying
pathophysiological processes, thus, other candidates are currently being tested. For example,
studies on growth factors and stem cell therapy as disease-modifiers have been proved to
successfully interfere with PD pathology

133,134

. Further validation of such targets in animal

models will provide us with better insights into their molecular mechanisms of action .
99,135

To date, PD models have only partially reproduced disease features due to the unknown
cause of PD. Cellular models for PD are currently used to study dopaminergic neurons and
aSyn mechanisms of spreading and aggregation. Cell models are an optimal target for
genetic manipulations, responding to controlled environmental changes. However, they are
not able to represent all aspects of PD and often need to be complemented with animal
models .
136

Animal models of PD are divided into two groups: chemical and genetic. Chemical models
are generated by the used of neurotoxins such as 6-OHDA, rotenone and 1-metil-4-fenil,6tetrahidropiridina (MPTP) primarily in primates, mice and rats to replicate dopamine
depletion, nigral dopaminergic cell loss and behavioural symptoms. Genetic models of PD
reproduce anomalies found in familial PD genes such as SNCA and LRRK2, to understand
disease progression . Interestingly, current animal and cellular models for PD are not able
137

to reproduce the formation of LBs .
138

1.5

Lewy pathology

Lewy pathology is characterized by the accumulation of filamentous protein deposits
primarily composed of aSyn. These inclusions are present in neurons, glia, presynaptic
terminals and dystrophic neurites of the CNS, PNS, ANS and ENS, showing selectivity for
specific neuronal populations. Lewy pathology occurs in a-synucleopathies, AD and aged
individuals, with the latter being defined as incidental Lewy pathology. In incidental Lewy
body disease (ILBD), a condition in 5–10% of individuals over the age of 60 years, Lewy
pathology is present in the absence of parkinsonism or any other clinical symptom, and
therefore, is only diagnosed during autopsy . Moreover, several rarer diseases also present
139

Lewy pathology mainly in the PNS .
140

1.5.1 History
The history of Lewy pathology goes back to 1912 when Fritz Jakob Heinrich Lewy used
28

LM to identify cellular inclusions outside SN in PD brains. Lewy likened these inclusions
to CA found by Lafora in 1911 . Indeed, it seems plausible that Lewy’s extracellular bodies
26,141

were CA, however, the intracellular bodies were shown to differ from CA in staining
reactivity by Lafora . Lafora called these intracytoplasmic inclusions ‘hyaline bodies’, and
142

noted their unstained periphery, the halo. Lafora’s corrections on the identity of the bodies
were accepted by Lewy in his later monograph in 1923 .
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In 1919, Tretiakoff reported that the inclusions described by Lewy appeared in pigmented
cells of midbrain SNpc from PD cases presenting severe degeneration, and named them
‘Lewy bodies’. Moreover, for the first time, Tretiakoff postulated a connection between
nerve cell loss and PD motor symptoms . Later, in 1938, Rolf Hassler assured Tretiakoff’s
144

conclusions by observing degeneration of the SN in combination with focal pathology on
regions of prominent cell loss in PD . Since then, and due to the fact that dopaminergic cells
145

project to the dorsal putamen – a severe dopamine-depleted striatal region, prominent
cellular loss in SNpc combined with alterations on the dopamine tonus are well-established
in PD .
97

In contrast, the relationship between Lewy pathology and PD took longer to be accepted due
to contradictory findings. In 1952, Beheim-Schwarzbach found Lewy inclusions in all
analysed PD cases, but also in 10 of the 30 control brains examined. Furthermore, 6 cases
of AD presented NFTs and LBs . Nevertheless, in 1955, Greenfield and Bosanquet
146

postulated a link between Lewy pathology and PD based on their findings on idiopathic PD
cases, all of the cases presented Lewy pathology. However, they also found NFTs, similarly
to those seen in AD, alongside tissue vacuolation, lipochrome granules and the
disappearance of neuromelanin and cell nuclei in pigmented cells of the brain stem . The
147

analysis of Greenfield and Bosanquet caught great attention, partially due to other studies
that corroborated their findings. For example, Bethlem and van Jager reported Lewy
pathology in all the 15 idiopathic PD cases studied in their analysis

. Therefore, it became

22,147–149

established that the principal change in PD is a degeneration of the pigmented cells in the
brain stem, and LBs were recognized as part of the pathological process in these areas.
Nevertheless, during those years, case studies continued reporting incidental Lewy
pathology in elders and in other cases of NDs

150–154

. Thus, the controversy of PD and Lewy

inclusions was still ongoing as Forno discussed in 1996 :
21

‘How important are morphological characteristics such as Lewy bodies for the
definition of a disease entity? (…) Lewy bodies may not always accompany the nerve
cell degeneration in SN in PD, and it is indeed unlikely that every dying nerve cell
goes through a stage of Lewy body formation. The recent realization that Lewy
bodies can be found in a spectrum of Lewy body disorders has added to the
uncertainty about the role of Lewy bodies in PD. However, a close relationship to
the SN degeneration and to PD exists, since practically all Lewy body disorders
display these inclusions in the SN or LC (locus coeruleus), with or without obvious
nerve cell loss or clinical parkinsonism.’
[Extracted and adapted from reference [21]]
Although the importance of LBs in PD was not clear, in 1997 two discoveries highlighted
Lewy pathology as central to PD development and progression: (i) a missense mutation in
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SNCA gene was identified as the cause of a rare familial PD variant , and (ii) LBs and LNs
124

of idiopathic PD were shown to be immunoreactive for aSyn . Thus, aSyn was brought to
61

the forefront of PD and Lewy pathology, providing a new soil for medical research. Since
then, studies aiming to understand the pathobiology of Lewy aggregates have been strongly
focused on the study of the molecular mechanisms underlying aSyn aggregation.
1.5.2 a-Synuclein
aSyn, the main constituent of LBs, has become a promising candidate for PD pathogenesis.
Furthermore, aSyn-aggregates developed in PD-related brain areas correlate with Braak
staging, establishing a causal link between Lewy pathology and disease progression in asynucleinopathies via prion-like mechanisms

.

61,155,156

aSyn is a 140 amino acid protein of 14 kDa encoded by the SNCA gene. Its most common
form is full-length aSyn, however shorter isoforms are reported. aSyn contains three distinct
regions: a positively charged N-terminal domain, a central hydrophobic region prone to
aggregation, and a highly acidic C-terminal domain. In physiological conditions, aSyn exists
as intrinsically disordered monomers in the cytoplasm, which are susceptible to degradation.
Moreover, soluble oligomeric aSyn was found in mammalian cells in the form of tetrameric
assemblies resistant to aggregation. It is thought that both forms of aSyn are present in
healthy neurons in homeostatic equilibrium. Further studies have shown that missense
mutations in SNCA alter the tetramer:monomer ratio favouring tetrameric aSyn, and
resulting in pathogenic states .
157

Substantial evidence has showed that recombinant monomeric aSyn can aggregate to form
different aSyn fibrils, referred to as strains, with distinct conformations and biological
activities. However, the true existence of pathological aSyn strains in human brains is poorly
characterized. Recently, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) studies have revealed the
structure of truncated and full-length aSyn fibrils

156,158–160

. These findings identified two major

regions susceptible to polymorphisms as crucial to define how the steric zipper between the
two b-strands forming the fibril is intermolecularly arranged. Mutations in these regions lead
to different fibril morphologies (e.g., magnitude of the twist), suggesting that aSyn
polymorphs may play distinct roles in aSyn aggregation and seeding .
160

aSyn undergoes post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation and C-terminal
truncation, which seem to promote its oligomerization. In a healthy brain, 4% of detected
aSyn is phosphorylated, whereas, in LB-containing PD brains, this percentage increases up
to 90% . The exact role of phosphorylated aSyn is unclear, however, evidence indicates its
161

implication in pathogenicity. It is known that aSyn is one of the most abundant proteins in
nerve cells, concentrated at synapses, predominantly at the presynaptic terminals where it
interacts with membranes to regulate synaptic vesicle assembly and docking at the synapse .
162

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that aSyn interacts with a wide spectrum of proteins
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including tubulin , mitochondrial proteins and crucial proteins for the UPS and autophagy163

164

lysosomal pathway

. However, the role of aSyn awaits to be postulated. Further research

165,166

on the interaction partners of aSyn will provide better insights into the biology of this
enigmatic protein and their role in neurodegeneration and Lewy pathology formation.
1.5.3 Lewy Bodies
The biology of LBs has been subject of an elevated number of scientific investigations and
controversies since their discovery. To date, LBs are recognized to play an important role in
PD and other NDs; however, their origins and developmental stages remain unknown.
LBs are hyaline, spherical proteinaceous inclusions in the perikaryal of neurons, defined as
the cardinal hallmark of Lewy pathology in PD and PD-related diseases. LBs are found
alongside LNs, pale bodies (PBs) and Lewy plaques in the CNS. The classical aspect of LBs
is of rounded eosinophilic intraneuronal aggregates with a dense core surrounded by a pale
halo as shown by haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. Several studies also described
their rich protein content as well as the presence of lipids with only negligible amounts of
DNA and RNA

147,167,168

. Over time, immunolabelling for Ubq and aSyn has gradually

substituted H&E staining. As a result, a broad spectrum of Lewy pathology was identified
based on their morphology, distribution and biochemical properties. LNs are thread-like LB
inclusions appearing in neurites and neuronal processes, and they are considered to evolve
into LBs as well as being the spreading mechanism of Lewy pathology . PBs have been
17

revealed as a form of diffuse Lewy aggregates, weakly stained with eosin, and presenting
variable immunoreactivity for Ubq as well as punctate aSyn staining . Remarkably, PBs
16,17

are thought to be LBs precursors. Furthermore, LBs and LNs have been shown to coexist
with Lewy plaques in pathogenic brains. Lewy plaques are extracellular Ab depositions
encaged by aSyn-immunoreactive neurites (Figure 7).
Two types of LBs are currently defined: (i) brainstem LBs and (ii) cortical LBs. Brainstem
LBs possess an acidophilic and argyrophilic core with concentric bands positive for Ubq,
and a pale peripheral halo strongly immunoreactive for aSyn. Generally, they are rounded
inclusions of 8-30 µm in diameter. In contrast to the brainstem form, cortical LBs are less
well-structured inclusions, lacking a halo, and display heterogenous H&E and aSyn/Ubq
staining

.

16,17,169–171

Advanced IHC studies have reported a wide spectrum of LBs, identifying new biochemical
characteristics of Lewy aggregates that do not necessarily fall into the types of aggregates
above described. For example, a multiple-labelling fluorescence study on PD cases showed
that approximately 36% of LBs analysed in SN do not show the aSyn halo, typical of
brainstem LBs. In contrast, 31% of LBs found in the cingulate cortex possessed peripheral
aSyn immunoreactivity . Further, correlative Ubq and aSyn IHC-based analysis on DLB
172

brains found Ubq-negative LBs presenting a ‘cloud-like’ or punctate aSyn staining that
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resemble neither PB nor classical LBs

170,173,174

associated with Lewy aggregates

175–177

. Proteomic analyses have identified ~296 proteins

.

Figure 7. The spectrum of Lewy pathology in human brain. (a) particulate aggregates (punctate
inclusions) in dopaminergic nerve cells of the SN, which probably precede LB formation. (b) Mossy
cell with LB in sector CA4 of Ammon’s horn of the hippocampus. (c) LBs in dopaminergic nerve cells
of the SN. PB in the background (pale blue area) and LB (dark blue) in a neuromelanin-containing
cell in the foreground. (d) Club-shaped, (e) filiform and (f) varicose LNs. (g) Lewy plaque consisting
of an extracellular Ab core that is surrounded by a perimeter of aSyn-immunoreactive dystrophic
neurites. (h) Comparison of aSyn immunodetection (top) and H&E staining (bottom) for the
visualization of perikaryal aSyn accumulation in the SN of cases with abundant PBs and LBs.
Classical LB unambiguously identified in H&E (bottom). (i) and (j) cortical LBs in neurons of the
cingulate cortex immunostained with Mab LB509; arrowheads indicate LBs. (j) several LBs coexist in
the same cell. (a) to (g) are adapted from ref. [16]. Sections from PD donors are immunostained for
aSyn, with the addition of Campbell-Switzer silver staining for Ab in part (g). Scale bars, 20 µm. (h) is
adapted from ref. [170]. Scale bar in (h), 20 µm. (j) and (i) are adapted from ref. [169]. Scale bar in
(j): 30 µm scale bar, same scale bar is equivalent to 60 µm in (i).

The first ultrastructural studies on Lewy inclusions also revealed two distinct forms of LBs
(Figure 8). The most common form of LB is ultrastructurally composed of a granular dense
core with ordered, radially arranged 7-20 nm fibrillar components associated with granular
electron-dense coating material and vesicular structures at the periphery; similar to classical,
brainstem halo LBs observed by LM. The second ultrastructural LB type predominantly
comprises of fibrillar material, resembling the uniformly aSyn stained cortical LB type by
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IHC. To date, electron microscopy (EM) studies of formalin-fixed post-mortem tissue
revealed LBs as non-membrane bound intracellular inclusions formed by an electron-dense
core and a periphery of irradiating filaments identified as amyloid aSyn fibrils. Historically,
LBs and LNs have been defined as composed of unbranched aSyn fibrils of 200-600 nm in
length, associated with dense core vesicles, granular material and cell organelles

.

21,151,153,178–180

Cortical LBs contain 7-27 nm wide filaments mainly at the central core. Although aSyn is
a major LB component, a large number of cytoskeletal filamentous structures, such as
neurofilament and microtubules, as well as cell organellar components have been described
to be part of Lewy aggregates

181,182

. Furthermore, PBs have been reported to contain

disorganized fibrils interspersed with organelles, vacuoles and granular material .
170

Figure 8. The ultrastructure of Lewy pathology in human brain. (a) Transmission electron micrograph
of LB in the SN. Note the dense core and the radiating filaments (left, 6000X). Right, higher
magnification of filaments in LB to show thicker (arrow) and thinner (arrowhead) filaments, 65000X.
Adapted and reproduced from reference [21]. (b) Electron micrograph of serial section reveal that a
LB (electron dense sphere) occupies an area with randomly oriented, loosely arranged LB filaments
at the periphery. This area develops into a PB and harbours a LB within it. The serial section were
taken between the two toluidine blue-stained sections examined by light microscopy, 6000X. Adapted
and reproduced from reference [181]. (c) The ultrastructure of ‘cerebral type of Lewy body’ or cortical
LB in cerebral cortex. Top, a central density was not so marked and the filaments in the outer zone
were not arranged radiating, 7616X. Bottom, Higher magnification of the inclusion, 21760X. Adapted
and reproduced from ref. [182].

1.5.4 Lewy body formation
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The formation of a LB is proposed to comprise several phases. For classic LBs, an initial
intraneuronal appearance of punctate, fuzzy structures related to neuromelanin and/or
lipofuscin combined with early aSyn accumulation starts to be ubiquitinated. This early
aggregate yields PBs from which LBs are thought to eventually form via a ‘compaction
model’ . Sequentially, condensation of aSyn to ubiquitinated dense aggregates occurs with
170

the incorporation of p62, a determinant protein for autophagy and the UPS . Integration of
183

p62 in the aggregate induces various Lewy morphologies depending on the level and type
of subcellular material that composes it. As a result, a mature intracellular LB is formed.
Eventually, LBs undergo final degradation to extraneuronal LBs, acting as reservoirs of cell
death products, involved in neuronal disappearance .
171

In neurites, Lewy pathology is believed to occur via coalescence of aSyn into loosely packed
filaments considered to be premature or ‘pale neurites’ that frequently takes place at the
branch points of axon collaterals extending centripetally into proximal axonal segments.
These pale neurites coalesce and incorporate Ubq to form more structured Lewy neurites,
which form LBs via ‘growth model’

. Three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions show that

184,185

70% of LBs show continuity with LNs, indicating that LNs aggregate and transform into
LBs over time, but should not be confused as the same .
185

A formal staging scheme for LB formation based on aSyn staining has been proposed :
186

•

Stage 1: LBs are observed as a diffuse, pale cytoplasmic staining of aSyn often seen in
morphologically normal-looking neurons or their processes.

•

Stage 2: LBs are observed as an irregularly shaped, uneven staining or moderate
intensity of aSyn in neurons.

•

Stage 3: LBs present a discrete aSyn staining corresponding to PBs or neurites. PBs and
neurites may display a peripheral condensation of aSyn, eventually developing into
typical mature LBs.

•

Stage 4: LBs contain ring-like staining of a typical LB with a central core and a
surrounding halo.

Cortical LBs are thought to pass through an early stage of accumulation of granular
intraneuronal components, to progressively form intermixed filaments with aSyn and Ubq.
This early aggregate is believed to possess the capability to spread through neurites, and
subsequently, form a LB that can be finally degraded by astroglial processes .
171

The above hypotheses are predicted models of Lewy pathology yet to be confirmed by
further functional and structural studies. Novel EM and LM approaches are a powerful tool
to elucidate the building blocks of human brain aggregates, and therefore, shed light into the
molecular mechanisms of ageing and neurodegeneration.
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1.6

Conventional electron microscopy of the human brain

Electron microscopy (EM), a technique originally used to analyse inorganic materials, was
first applied to cell biology in the early 1940s. Since then, much of what fills cell biology
books describing the shape and arrangement of cellular organelles has been discovered by
conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). In this part of the thesis, EM techniques combined with LM, such as conventional
TEM, electron tomography (ET), serial block face SEM (SBF-SEM) and correlative ligh
and electron microscopy (CLEM), are extensively utilized in the scientific projects on the
ultrastructure of human brain bodies.
Cell biology takes place across a broad length scale. LM brings into focus the cellular and
tissue context. Complementarily, EM sharpens the ultrastructural depiction of the intracellular biological context at nanoscale resolutions. Thus, the combination of these
techniques is being used to cover the complete spectrum of biological structures, correlating
fluorescence and electron imaging information . TEM is commonly applied to image stained
187

thin-plastic sections of cells and tissue maintained inside the microscope under vacuum. In
these conditions, the electron beam passes through the sample such that electrons will be
absorbed and scattered by the specimen, producing contrast and forming an image. Due to
the short wavelength of electrons, subnanometer resolution can be achieved by TEM . By
188

contrast, the highest resolution of light microscopes barely result in ~20 nm resolution
images , thereby the ultrastructural preservation of the sample is not prioritized in LM.
189

Furthermore, due to the nature of electrons, in EM, the specimen needs to be imaged under
vacuum conditions to ensure electron-specimen interaction, resulting in further stringent
requirements for sample preparation and instrumentation as compared to LM. Therefore,
electron microscopists faced a myriad of challenges in instrumentation, sample preparation
and imaging compared to light microscopists.
Emerging EM technology focuses on preserving the native ultrastructural conditions of
biological samples by vitrification, i.e., cryo-EM . High-resolution cryo-EM has only been
190

possible in combination with modern developments on direct electron detectors, algorithms
for drift-correction and advanced image processing. Furthermore, and even more in the case
of cell biology, new approaches to preserve the intracellular context, e.g., membranes,
interaction partners and cell organelles, are being implemented to image hydrated-frozen
samples in 3D by cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET). Moreover, the precise correlation of
specific cellular structures by fluorescence microscopy and TEM is extremely useful when
studying undergoing conformational states of a target protein complex in a crowded cellular
environment upon different environmental conditions and expression contexts

.

191,192

1.6.1 EM Sample preparation
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Despite the power of TEM to visualize cellular structures, this technique has limitations.
Firstly, the number of target imaged biological structures, e.g., cell types, organelles, protein
macro-complexes, able to be imaged is limited due to the small field of view, resulting in
reduced data sets. Another limitation is the need to chemically fix and heavy metal stain the
sample in order to provide contrast to the specimen, risking the introduction of artefacts

.

193,194

The general workflow covering the main steps and types of EM sample preparation are
briefly described (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Flowchart of the work to be
done with different types of EM
sample preparation. Conventional
EM (yellow background. Advanced
cryo-EM techniques are shown with
a blue background. For immune-EM,
the samples can be stained before
embedding
(pre-embedding
staining) or the sections can be
stained (post-embedding staining).
Adapted from ref. [188].

Ideally, for human brain tissue,
samples must be immediately
fixed

after

death

at

room

temperature with formalin (the
saturated form of formaldehyde in solution), paraformaldehyde (PFA, pure methanol-free
polymerized formaldehyde) and/or glutaraldehyde (GA, bifunctional aldehyde), followed by
osmium tetroxide. Formalin and PFA penetrate tissue rapidly, however, their cross-linking
reaction with proteins is slow, it can take up to days to obtain a fully fixed tissue block. By
contrast, GA has a stronger and faster cross-linking potential, however, this can provoke
sudden pH changes when added to the sample. Thus, the best EM-level histological
preservation is achieved by combining PFA and GA . In brief, PFA structurally stabilizes
195

the tissue gently, while GA strongly cross-fixes the cellular components so that extraction
of susceptible biological material, e.g., lipids, is minimal to non-existent during the next
staining and dehydration steps. Osmium tetroxide, a highly dangerous heavy metal, reacts
strongly with proteins and membranes to fix and confer them with electron density,
especially in the case of membranes. Besides that, the effectivity of this method depends on
the diffusion of the agent into the tissue, therefore common problems are slow or nonhomogenous infiltration and extraction of biological material from the sample. However,
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new protocols for EM sample preparation have greatly improved such issues with minimal
presence of staining artefacts . For example, the osmium tetroxide-thiocarbohidrazide
196

(TCH)-osmium method uses a bridging agent during osmium impregnation, TCH, that
congregates additional osmium molecules to an initial osmium deposition point, highly
enhancing sample contrast197. Furthermore, TCH improves the osmium staining of lipids,
especially cell membranes making the sample more conductive to electrons. This is essential
when performing SEM imaging to avoid sample charging198. Moreover, osmium not only
adds contrast to the specimen but also preserves filaments and membranes199,200. In addition,
when combined with potassium ferrocyanide, the osmium becomes more reactive,
enhancing the staining of membranes and glycogen granules196. Nowadays, en-bloc uranyl
and Walton’s lead aspartate is also used in tissue samples to augment sample contrast by
maintaining the cell cytoplasm electron lucent196.
After staining, the sample is dehydrated in the presence of increasing concentrations of a
solvent such as acetone or ethanol. Then, the sample is ready to be infiltrated with resin,
which polymerizes, resulting in a hard block suitable for ultrathin sectioning. Epoxy resins
polymerize at high temperatures, and are optimal for sectioning and post-staining, however,
immunolabelling might be challenging. Acrylic resins allow cryo-substitution, freeze-drying
and ultra-violet polymerization at low temperatures as well as immunolabelling201. Resin
blocks are sectioned in an ultramicrotome, producing ribbons of sections. Ribbons are fragile
and therefore, cannot be manipulated directly with forceps, but they can land on the surface
of a water-filled reservoir and be gently collected on an EM grid with the help of an eyelash
tool. EM grids for ribbon collection are coated with thin plastic, e.g., Formvar, to support
the sections. In experiments designed for immunofluorescence labelling and CLEM,
osmium is often not used for sample staining, thus, the sections need to be post-stained. Poststaining consists of floating grids containing sections, section-side down, on drops of uranyl
acetate, water rinsing and letting them dry . Finally, samples are ready to be imaged by
188

TEM.
Samples thicker than ~1-2 µm such as cells and tissue may present some crystalline ice
formation during plunge-freezing in ethane or propane. Thus, high-pressure freezing is an
effective alternative for samples up to 300 µm . After vitrification, samples can be sectioned
202

using the technique referred to as cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous sections
(CEMOVIS) , or by focus-ion-beam (FIB) milling at cryogenic temperatures to reduce
203

sample thickness for TEM imaging .
204

1.6.2 TEM imaging
Sections are imaged in a TEM microscope for ultrastructural studies at high magnifications,
generating two-dimensional (2D) TEM micrographs. Three-dimensional (3D) TEM imaging
is possible by ET. In brief, ET produces 3D reconstructed tomograms of features of interest
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from a series of images acquired as the specimen is physically tilted at 1-3° increments over
a range of 60-70° inside the microscope. Semi-automated software for tilt series collection,
alignment and 3D reconstruction are available to assist users during this procedure. Image
processing software tools are crucial to segment and retrieve high-resolution information
from tomograms. Since target structures of interest, including cellular features such as
membranes/filaments as well as proteins, are present in many copies within a tomogram,
they are extracted into 3D subvolumes, named subtomograms. After subtomogram
extraction, noisy randomly-oriented subtomograms are aligned to a common reference and
averaged together to obtain a signal-enhanced 3D high-resolution structure. This process is
defined as subtomogram averaging (STA) (Figure 10)

.

205,206

Figure 10. Pre-processing for STA. Imaging specimen in a TEM microscope from different orientations
yields a tilt series. This is a stack of projection images that need to be aligned and then reconstructed
into a tomogram to recover 3D information. The tomogram is analysed to locate the approximate
positions of the copies of the protein complex intended for averaging (particle identification), which
will be cropped out of the tomogram to obtain subtomograms (red boxes). Adapted and modified
from ref. [358].

1.6.3 SEM imaging
SEM and TEM complement each other in terms of sample size and resolution. While SEM
imaging allows a larger field of view (from mm to nm) and medium-resolution (nanometer
level), TEM imaging provides high-resolution (nm to ångstroms (Å)) images within a
limited field of view (µm). SBF-SEM and FIB are common techniques used to obtain large
window-view 3D-tomograms, otherwise not possible by TEM or ET due to restriction of the
field of view, magnification, grid size and sample thickness for imaging

. Consequently,

207,208

the forefront of 3D visualization techniques has been occupied by reflection mode SEM to
image the 3D arrangement of large specimens such as neuronal circuits across the brain

209–211

.

Specifically, SBF-SEM allows automatic sectioning with a diamond knife combined with
rapid strong contrast imaging of specimen volumes up to ~1 mm in surface area for
2

subsequent 3D-EM studies at nanoscale resolutions (Figure 11). Thereby, SBF-SEM serves
208

as a resolution bridge between optical microscopy and high-resolution TEM and ET
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imaging. Main drawbacks in SEM are resolution, expensive equipment, requirement of
skilled expertise from users, and charge imbalances due to sample conductivity.

Figure 11. SBF-SEM analysis workflow. (A) Sample preparation of hippocampal tissue (150 µm-thick
slices). (B) Removal of a thin surface layer with the built-in diamond knife in the SEM chamber and
acquisition of serial EM images. (C) Alignment of the acquired stacked images. (D) Segmentation
and 3D reconstruction of neuronal profiles. Scale bar = 5 µm. Adapted and modified from ref. [211].

An optimal sample for conductivity is brain tissue due to the lipid-rich nature of the myelin
sheaths and synaptic process196. Consequently, membrane contrasting agents, staining
methods and resins have been successfully developed lately aiming for high-contrast fullneuropil imaging, overcoming uneven stain penetration, precipitation of staining agents196,198
and specimen conductivity212. The majority of the protocols based on high-contrast en-bloc
staining for EM imaging have been tested and improved on mouse brain tissue leading to
successfully traced neuronal circuits on this specimen213. However, the study of human brain
tissue samples using this technique is still limited.
1.6.4 Human brain tissue
The ageing brain is an extremely fragile and scarce sample, and therefore, remains poorly
understood at its nanoscale. Nevertheless, investigation on the ultrastructure of aged human
brain tissue is essential to understand degenerative processes in order to design new therapies
against senescence and NDs.
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The majority of the studies investigating the ultrastructure of the human brain by EM
occurred during the past century. Traditionally, human brain tissue samples experienced a
long post-mortem delay before being chemically fixed for LM/EM studies. Furthermore, the
vast majority of ultrastructural studies that attempt to target neuropathological hallmarks by
EM were performed on re-purposed histological samples since the CLEM method was not
established. This means that after chemical fixation, tissue samples have been paraffinized
and stained for histological analysis. After that, sections were deparaffinized and prepared
for EM studies as described in the previous sections

. This is an extremely harsh

7,21,214–218

procedure that may introduce a high number of artefacts as well as extracting biological
material, predominantly lipid-rich structures. Alternatively, tissue samples were blindly
analysed by EM without any independent cross-validation method other than immuno-gold
labelling EM, in some of the cases .
219

In conclusion, our current knowledge of the human brain ultrastructure is based on long
post-mortem deparaffinized plastic sections analysed by conventional TEM technologies.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to apply modern cryo-EM and CLEM approaches in human
brain tissue. However, cryo-EM remains a big challenge for thick samples, not only at the
preservation level but also to anatomically orientate in order to localize the region of interest.
In this next part of the thesis, the scientific work was aimed at providing a bridging step
between conventional TEM, and novel CLEM and cryo-EM approaches. This work is
inspired by traditional EM approaches for human brain tissue samples in the context of
modern EM technologies such as EM hardware and software, advanced image processing
tools and CLEM. We used these new approaches to establish a pipeline that allowed us to
gain novel insights into the mechanisms of ageing and disease through the ultrastructural
characterization of human brain aggregates found in elderly and Parkinson’s disease donors.
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Abstract
Parkinson’s disease, the most common age-related movement disorder, is a progressive
neurodegenerative disease with unclear etiology. Key neuropathological hallmarks are
Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites: neuronal inclusions immunopositive for the protein αsynuclein. In-depth ultrastructural analysis of Lewy pathology is crucial to understanding
pathogenesis of this disease. Using correlative light and electron microscopy/tomography
on post-mortem human brain tissue from Parkinson’s disease brain donors, we identified αsynuclein immunopositive Lewy pathology and show a crowded environment of membranes
therein, including vesicular structures and dysmorphic organelles. Filaments interspersed
between the membranes and organelles were identifiable in many, but not all α-synuclein
inclusions. Crowding of organellar components was confirmed by STED-based superresolution microscopy, and high lipid content within α-synuclein immunopositive inclusions
was corroborated by confocal imaging, CARS/FTIR imaging and lipidomics. Applying such
correlative high-resolution imaging and biophysical approaches, we discovered an
aggregated protein-lipid compartmentalization not previously described in the PD brain.

2.1

Introduction

Lewy bodies (LBs) have been recognized as the main pathological hallmark of Parkinson’s
Disease (PD) and Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB) following their microscopic discovery
over 100 years ago. The protein α-synuclein (aSyn) has been found to be a major component
of LBs and is considered to play a central role in their formation and of other Lewy
pathologies including Lewy bodies, pale bodies, and Lewy neurites (LNs) . The morphology
16

of LBs revealed by light microscopy (LM) varies depending on their location in the brain
(brainstem, limbic or neocortical)

, may reflect maturation stage and genetic background,

214,220

and their biochemical and proteomic composition is known to be complex

. The

220,221

morphology of LNs, displaying the same aSyn immunohistochemical staining profile

61,222

as

those found in the neuronal cell bodies, also varies between brainstem and (sub)cortical brain
regions .
223

The processes by which Lewy pathology arise and their role in neurodegeneration remain
elusive. The current, leading hypothesis in PD research proposes that intraneuronal aSyn
first forms as abnormal oligomers, possibly induced by extracellular pathogenic aSyn
aggregates that were taken up and subsequently transforms into β-sheet rich amyloid fibrils,
which are the basis of the LBs . Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) carried out on
59

sarcosyl-insoluble fractions of brain tissue extracts or formalin-fixed, deparaffinized and
resin-embedded post-mortem brain tissue of patients with PD or DLB, revealed the
ultrastructure of LBs as filaments immunoreactive for aSyn

. By contrast, evidence from

214,224

ultrastructural studies based on neuroanatomical localization point to an electron-dense core
and granular features . Proteome studies have shown that LBs consists of more than 300
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proteins, of which approximately 90 have been confirmed by immunohistochemistry in
various post-mortem studies and are associated with aSyn, protein degradation systems,
molecular chaperones or axonal damage . Current literature about the nature of Lewy
220

pathology is in several aspects still incomplete and requires validation in order to make
proper conclusions about pathogenesis and progression of Parkinson’s disease. A clearer
understanding of the building blocks of Lewy pathology is therefore necessary.
The discovery that recombinant aSyn can form filaments in vitro has most likely influenced
the search for a filamentous type of aSyn-immunopositive inclusion within human brain
tissue and extracts in past ultrastructural studies. To date, there exists no ultrastructural study
using post-mortem brain tissue from multiple PD donors that used unequivocal identification
of Lewy pathology from an unbiased correlative microscopy approach. With the advent of
modern technologies for electron microscopy such as energy filters, direct electron detectors,
and drift-correcting software for tomography, we now have the possibility to obtain a clearer
and more accurate picture of the 3D structure of such aSyn-immunopositive pathological
inclusions, including the capability of distinguishing amyloid fibrils from lipid membranes.
Importantly, such advanced TEM imaging can be done in correlation with LM imaging.
Here, we present a 3D view of the structural components of 17 LBs and LNs in wellpreserved brain tissue from five PD brain donors using correlative light and electron
microscopy (CLEM). The correlative methods employed clearly show that while we are able
to resolve filaments, we observe an abundance of crowded membranous material in Lewy
pathology, with membranes appearing to originate from vesicles and fragmented organelles
including mitochondria. Serial block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBF-SEM),
enabling visualization of a larger tissue volume at intermediate resolution as compared to
CLEM, also revealed crowded organelles and membrane fragments in such aggregates, and
a shell of mitochondria surrounding some of these inclusions. Correlative multi-labelling
and stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) were employed to corroborate these
assignments in brain tissue from 14 PD donors, including those used for CLEM, and
demonstrated the crowding of aSyn, lipids, lysosomal structures and mitochondria in LBs
and LN. The presence of lipids in LBs was confirmed by label-free compositional mapping
methods and mass spectrometry. The nanoscale information obtained suggests that the
membrane crowding observed in Lewy pathology is modulated by aSyn, and supports the
hypothesis that impaired organellar trafficking contributes to PD pathogenesis .
225

2.2

Results

A CLEM approach was employed to identify Lewy pathology in advanced PD brain donors
(Supplementary Table 1). By CLEM, we obtained a 3D view of the ultrastructure of 17
aSyn-immunopositive inclusions in neurons, three of which were identified as Lewy
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neurites (LNs), within post-mortem samples from five PD donors (Supplementary Table 2).
The presence, distribution and morphology of Lewy pathology in the substantia nigra (SN)
and hippocampal CA2 in these donors were determined by LM of paraffin-embedded tissue
sections immunostained for aSyn and illustrated the accumulation of aSyn in these brain
regions (Fig. S1a-h). CLEM (Fig. S2-S9) was performed using adjacent tissue blocks
prepared at autopsy in parallel from the same tissue sample; aSyn immunoreactive
inclusions were identified by histological staining followed by LM, and 3D TEM tomograms
(Figs. 1-3, S2-3, S5; Videos 1-19) and 2D TEM images (Figs. 4-6, S7-S9) were recorded
from adjacent tissue sections (i.e., regions maximally 450 nm above or below in the block).

Figure 1. Lewy pathology shows abundant membranous structures, abnormal organelles and
vesicles. Projections of the central 20 slices of each reconstructed 3D tomogram are shown for each
aSyn-immunopositive inclusion found by CLEM, and surrounding cellular milieu. Feature details
(arrowheads) are tabulated in Supplementary Table 2. Additional aSyn-immunopositive Lewy
pathological inclusions are shown in Figs. 3-6 and S5-S9. Donor identities are shown in Table 1. (a)
Donor A-PD (Video 1), (b) Donor B-PD (Video 2), (c) Donor D-PD (Video 3), (d) Donor C-PD (Video
4), CLEM data shown in Fig S3a. Scale bars = 1 µm.
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Figure 2. Electron tomography and subtomogram averaging reveal membranous nature of Lewy
pathology. Projections of the central 60 slices of each reconstructed 3D tomogram are shown for
each sub-region of aSyn-immunopositive inclusion shown in a-d for Donor A-PD. (a) Inner region of
the inclusion as shown in Fig. 1a and (b) in Fig. S6a. (c) Edge of the inclusion as shown in Fig. 1a.
White oval = distorted mitochondrion, pink arrow = representative disc-like membranous structure;
more of such structures are visible in 3D, Videos 11-15. (d) Edge of the inclusion as shown in Fig.
S6a. Cluster of vesicular structures in adjacent yet separate compartment to the inclusion is visible
(white oval). (e) Z-orthoslice in a tomogram from an inclusion, the region selected for sub-tomogram
averaging (pink box), and the locations of sampled subvolumes at high intensity points (red). (f)
Subtomogram average for the sampled densities in the inclusion show a membrane structure with
the two leaflets separated by the typical spacing of lipid bilayer. (g) Z-orthoslice in a tomogram from
a neurite of a non-neurological, age-matched control brain donor. The red box indicates a crosssection showing myelin sheaths (right side of box) and filaments (left side of box) within the neurite.
(h) Subtomogram average for the sampled densities along the dotted lines in ‘g’ show a filamentous
structural signature. Scale bars a-d = 200 nm; f, h = 10 nm.
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Figure 3. Nigral Lewy neurite reveals disrupted cytoskeletal elements, dysmorphic mitochondria and
autophagosome-like structures. Electron tomography of LNs identified using CLEM from Donor B-PD
SN. (a) Inner region of the LN shown in the overview image Fig. S5c (upper dotted red box) and Video
16. Abnormally elongated and dysmorphic mitochondria (blue arrowheads) are visible. (b) Different
inner region of the LN shown in Fig. S5c (lower dotted red box) and Video 17. Control neurites: (c)
Inner region of a normal neurite (Video 18) in the brain of a non-neurological, age-matched control
donor (Donor F-Control, Table 1). Ordered neurofilaments are visible next to well-structured myelin
sheath representing the enclosing axon. (d) Inner region of a separate neurite (Video 19) in the brain
of the same donor as shown in ‘c’. a, b = Projection through the central 40 slices of the reconstructed
3D tomogram; c, d = Projection through the central 60 slices of the reconstructed 3D tomogram.
Scale bars = 200 nm.

Of all Lewy pathology we identified using CLEM, we observed only a single aSynimmunopositive inclusion amongst neuromelanin-containing organelles in the SN of Donor
C-PD comprised of a proteinaceous core, radiating filaments and organelles at the periphery
(Fig. 1d, Supplementary Fig. S7, Video 4 and Supplementary Table 2). Also within
neuromelanin-containing organelles in the SN of two separate brain donors, we observed
strongly aSyn-immunopositive inclusions containing abundant aggregates of mitochondria,
numerous lipid vesicles and worm-like tubulovesicular structures (Fig. S8: Donor D-PD,
Fig. S9: Donor E-PD, pink arrowheads), interspersed with randomly oriented filaments
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(Figs. S8-S9, blue arrowheads). In two aSyn-immunopositive inclusions not visible with
neuromelanin yet also found in the SN of Donors D-PD and E-PD, we observed both
abundant vesicular structures and structures with filamentous appearance. In Donor D-PD,
we observed abundant tubulovesicular structures (Fig. 5, pink arrowheads) interspersed with
randomly oriented filaments (Fig. 5, blue arrowheads). In Donor E-PD, we observed a single
aSyn-immunopositive inclusion comprised of autophagic vacuolar-like structures
(membrane-enclosed, “empty” vesicles) similar to what was observed in a LN (Fig. 4),
vesicles with a ruffled border, distorted vesicles, vesiculotubular structures (Fig. 6, pink
arrowheads), and randomly oriented filaments (Fig. 6, blue arrowheads).

Figure 4. Nigral Lewy neurite revealing disrupted cytoskeletal elements, tubulovesicular, lysosomeand autophagosome-like structures. Electron tomography of a LN identified by CLEM from Donor EPD SN. 2D images. Top part (a) and bottom part (b) of the LN as shown in Fig. S5a-b. (c, d) Inner
region at higher magnification of the LN as shown in ‘a’ and ‘b’, respectively. Autophagic vacuolarlike structures (membrane-enclosed, “empty” vesicles) and lysosomal structures such as lipofuscin
(black/dark grey semi-circular structures) and structures resembling mitochondria are visible in
addition to the annotated features. Scale bars: a, b = 5 µm, c, d = 1 µm.
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filamentous / proteinacious material
vesicles and tubulovesicular structures
pigmented lipofuscin or neuromelanin

Figure 5. Lewy pathology consisting of abundant tubulovesicular structures. Identified by CLEM in
Donor D-PD. CLEM data shown in Fig. S3h. 2D electron micrographs showing the ultrastructure of an
aSyn-immunopositive inclusion at (a) low magnification in which it can be seen delimited by
membrane, at increasingly higher magnification in (b) and (c) as indicated by the yellow boxes. Scale
bars: a = 10 µm; b, c = 2 µm.

Only three aSyn-immunopositive inclusions amongst 17 appeared to consist primarily of
filamentous structures (Fig. 1d, S6d-e). Overall, the majority of aSyn inclusions appear to
mainly consist of a multitude of membranes including crowded organelles (Figs. 1a-c, 2-8,
S6a-c, e-f, and Videos 1-3 and 5-7, 9-17, 20-21). The TEM tomograms revealed
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mitochondria and numerous cellular organelles clearly visible at the periphery and interior
of the inclusions. Densely compacted membranous structures, tubulovesicular structures,
distorted vesicles and haphazardly distributed filaments were also visible.
Besides abundant vesicular structures scattered throughout the aSyn-immunopositive
inclusions, dense “dark” L-shaped structures resembling stacks of compacted membrane
sheets with a membrane layer spacing of ~6 nm were distinguished (Fig. 1a-c, S6a-c, e,
yellow arrowheads; Videos 1-3, 5-7, 9). They cannot be attributed to myelin, since the
average membrane spacing of myelin sheaths is 10.7 nm in the central nervous system .
226

Furthermore, vesicular structures of varying electron density, some filled with more material
than others (Fig. 2a-d; Videos 11-15), were clearly observed within the inclusions in higher
magnification TEM tomograms. These structures are reminiscent of lysosomes and
autophagosomes . In addition, the tomograms reveal distorted mitochondria (Figs. 1 and S6,
227

white arrowheads, 2c dotted ellipse; Fig. 3b black arrowhead, Fig. 8a-c, Figs. S8-S9) and
other features (Fig. 2c pink arrowhead) that resemble the disk-like structures reported for in
vitro-generated aSyn-lipoprotein particles examined by cryo-EM . These disk-like and
228

tubulovesicular structures appear frequently in 2D TEM images of other aSynimmunopositive structures in different brain donors (Figs. 5-6 and S8-9, pink arrowheads)
and within two regions of a LN in Donor E-PD (Fig. 4, pink arrowheads). Computational
analysis of the vesicular structures (Fig. 2e) by subtomogram averaging (STA) revealed their
3D structure, indicating the presence of two basal planes as expected for membrane leaflets
(Fig. 2f). As a control for the STA, neurofilaments present within a neurite from a nonneurological control human brain (Fig. 2g) were similarly analysed and shown to consist of
a rod-like structure, as previously described (Fig. 2h) .
229

The same CLEM strategy (Fig. S2-S5) was applied to precisely locate and visualize the
ultrastructure of aSyn-immunopositive inclusions within neurites (Figs. 3, 4, S6f, S5). A 3D
TEM tomogram of one such LN in Donor B-PD contained disordered neurofilaments
interspersed with vesicular structures reminiscent of mitochondria or remnants thereof (Fig.
3a, blue arrowheads), autophagosomes (Fig. 3a, b, white asterisk), and sporadically a
227

dense-core vesicle (Fig. 3a, black arrowhead). Importantly, a transition from order to
disorder can be seen where structures that look like neurofilaments

229

(Fig. 3b, white

arrowheads) appear to become disrupted over the length of the neurite (Videos 16-17). Such
disorganization was not observed in brain samples of aged non-neurological control subject;
the paths of neurofilaments are far more sharply delineated (Fig. 3c, d), and mitochondria
within the neurites exhibit intact cristae (Fig. 3d, black asterisk) (Videos 18-19). Another
3D TEM tomogram of a separate aSyn-immunopositive LN (Fig. S6f) in a different donor
(Donor D-PD) was shown to consist entirely of vesicles and membranous structures. A third
LN, found in Donor E-PD, contained abundant tubulovesicular structures interspersed with
filaments (Fig. 4).
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Figure 6. Lewy pathology consisting of
abundant vesicular structures interspersed
with filaments. Identified by CLEM in Donor EPD. CLEM data shown in Fig. S3e. 2D electron
micrographs showing the ultrastructure of an
aSyn-immunopositive inclusion at (a) low
magnification and higher magnification of
boxed region ‘1’ in (b) and ‘2’ in (c). Abundant
autophagic
vacuolar-like
structures
(membrane-enclosed, “empty” vesicles) and
vesicles with a ruffled border observed mainly
in center. In addition to the other annotated
features, abnormal mitochondria with few
cristae are visible at the periphery (yellow
arrowheads). Scale bars: a = 5 µm; b, c = 2 µm.
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SBF-SEM of corresponding tissue from one of the same brain donors (Donor B-PD) as used
for CLEM, provided 3D reconstructions of aSyn-immunopositive inclusions across
volumes spanning tens of microns (Fig. 7, Video 20), resulting in a comprehensive 3D view
of these aggregates in tissue at a spatial resolution of ~16 nm. The SBF-SEM data revealed
cytoplasmic inclusions of aggregated intracellular material (Fig. 7, Video 20) and the
presence of many mitochondria (Fig. 7a-b, orange arrows) and other organelles resembling
autophagosomes and lysosomes (Fig. 7a, b; aqua arrows), in agreement with Nixon and
colleagues . A representative inclusion identified by SBF-SEM was imaged at higher
227

resolution (100-200 nm) by correlative TEM to define their ultrastructure more clearly. The
higher-resolution TEM images showed the analysed inclusions to be comprised of
membrane fragments (Fig. 8). These have clearly distinguishable lipid bilayers and are
similar in appearance to the membranes of organelles, such as mitochondria and the plasma
membranes of cells. One inclusion also exhibited dysmorphic, elongated mitochondria at its
immediate periphery, either clustered with other membrane fragments and vesicles (Fig. 8a)
or encased in distinct cellular compartments (Fig. 8b) in a state of what appeared to be partial
degradation. Other mitochondria were more centrally located in the aggregate and
surrounded by membrane fragments (Fig. 8c).
Clusters of membrane fragments, vesicles and structures resembling dysmorphic
mitochondria (Fig. 8f), omegasomes (autophagosome precursors; Fig. 8d, e, black
arrowheads) and lysosomes (Fig. 8d, e, pink arrowheads), were located towards the center
of the inclusion. Filamentous structures were observed in regions within the same tissue
section but distal to the LB (Fig. 8h, i). Furthermore, most mitochondria within the inclusion
(Fig. 8a-d) were dysmorphic compared to mitochondria found within the cytoplasm of intact
cells of the same tissue section, yet distal to the inclusion (Fig. 8g, i).
To clarify the identities and distributions of vesicular structures found within Lewy
pathology, multiple labelling experiments followed by 3D gated STED microscopy was
applied (n=14 PD donors in total). Lysosomal and mitochondrial markers were chosen for
STED investigations since lysosomal-type structures and mitochondria were observed in the
aSyn-immunopositive inclusions using EM. Morphologies of LBs/LNs were classified
based on the presence or absence of an outer layer of aSyn phosphorylated at Serine 129 (paSyn). LB with a uniform distribution of p-aSyn reactivity throughout the structure were
observed in hippocampus and SN, and showed widespread immunoreactivity for LAMP-1
as well as VDAC1-immunopositive mitochondria (Fig. S10), along with some inclusions
showing empty vacuoles that may represent autophagic vacuolar-like structures (membraneenclosed, “empty” vesicles) (representative one shown in Fig. S10, f, i, j). The presence of
empty vacuoles in these inclusions by STED bears similarity to separate aSynimmunopositive inclusions identified by CLEM (Figs. 4, 6). LBs and LNs with an outer
layer of p-aSyn immunoreactivity were observed predominantly in the SN, and displayed a
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peripheral clustering of VDAC1-immunopositive mitochondria (Figs. 7d, i, n; S13; Video
21).

Figure 7. Sub-cellular features of Lewy pathology reveal the organelle distribution. (a) SBF-SEM
imaging of heavy-metal stained SN tissue in Donor B-PD showing a surrounding ring of mitochondria
(orange arrows) and structures resembling lysosomes (aqua arrows) further within the inclusion. (b)
Enlarged view of the boxed region in 'a', similarly annotated. (c-q) Microscopy of separate inclusion
in the same SN region of the same brain donor (Donor B-PD) (c-g), and Lewy pathology in the SN of
Donor A-PD (h-q), showing the distribution of (c, h, m) marker for phosphorylated aSyn (pS129), (d,
i, n) marker for mitochondria (porin/VDAC1), (e, j, o) marker for lysosomes (LAMP1), (f, k, p) overlay
of all markers, (g, l, q) enlarged view of the edge of the Lewy pathology in 'f', 'n', and the LN in 'p'.
Images are representative across 14 PD donors for Lewy pathological inclusions with an outer layer
of p-aSyn. Scale bars: f, k, p = 5 μm; g, l, q = 1 μm.

The STED images of LBs with uniform distribution of p-aSyn support the CLEM data (Figs.
1, 2, 4, S6, S8-9) and SBF-SEM data (Fig. 7, Video 20) that demonstrate a relatively even
distribution of lysosomal-type structures and mitochondria interspersed. Interestingly, in
LBs with a p-aSyn positive outer layer, we also observed a shell of mitochondria directly
surrounding some of the inclusions (Fig. 7a-b), corroborating our SBF-SEM data (Fig. 7,
Video 20), correlative SBF-SEM/TEM (Fig. 8) and 2D CLEM data (Fig. 6). Overall, the
STED data generated on brain samples from 14 PD donors confirm that different Lewy
inclusion morphologies (with and without an outer layer of p-aSyn) contain organelles or
organellar remnants, including mitochondria and lysosomes.
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To cross-validate the high lipidic content of aSyn-immunopositive inclusions as observed
in our TEM tomograms, 10 µm-thick cryostat sections were collected from tissue blocks of
the same SN region from the same brain donor (Donor B-PD; Table 1) and the CA2 region
of the hippocampus obtained from another late stage PD brain donor (Donor A-PD;
Supplementary Table 1). These cryostat-cut tissue sections were then co-stained for lipids
(Nile Red) and aSyn. In both cases, projections of the image stacks collected by confocal
fluorescence microscopy showed co-localized staining of lipids and aSyn in the LB
examined (Fig. S11), supporting the concept of a high membrane content therein.

Figure 8. Inner architecture of Lewy pathology shows membrane fragments and organelles.
Correlative TEM images of sections (50 nm thick) of an aggregate localized by SBF-SEM in the SN of
Donor B-PD. Images are artificially coloured: overall inclusion=pink, membrane compartments=blue,
mitochondria-orange, other organelles=green. (a) Edge of the inclusion with a mitochondrion present.
(b) Another edge of the inclusion with mitochondria enclosed in a membrane-delimited compartment.
(c) Mitochondrion surrounded by membrane fragments within the inclusion. (d) Putative mitochondria
(black arrowheads) and lysosomes (pink arrowheads) within the inclusion. (e) Membrane-bound
structures resembling omegasomes (black arrowheads) and a lysosome (pink arrowhead),
surrounded by fuzzy structures resembling proteinaceous deposits within the inclusion. (f) Overview
of the Lewy pathological inclusion within the tissue. (g) Two normal mitochondria with clear cristae in
an area within the same tissue section but distal to the region with the inclusion. Cytoplasmic
membranes and a myelin sheath are also present. (h) Condensed filaments and myelin along with
nuclear membrane, in an area within the same tissue section but distal to the region with the inclusion.
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(i) Typical cytoskeletal filaments along with mitochondrion showing clear cristae, in an area within the
same tissue section but distal to the region with the inclusion. Scale bars: a = 1.5 µm, all others = 200
nm.

LBs were examined by three additional methods to confirm the membranous lipid content
shown by confocal fluorescence microscopy (Fig. S11), and thus corroborate the presence
of cellular/organellar membranes indicated by the EM data (Figs. 1a-c, 2-6, S6a-c, e-f, S8S9). The first method combined coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) with
subsequent immunofluorescence staining and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
in correlative measurements. CARS is a nonlinear optical imaging method that allows the
label-free identification of the chemical composition of lipids and proteins in tissue at a
resolution of 300 nm. Cryostat sections cut from tissue blocks taken from the same brain
regions of the brain donors as used for the EM and LM studies were investigated, namely
the CA2 region of Donor A-PD, and the SN region of Donor B-PD. CARS detected a high
lipid content throughout aSyn-labelled inclusions: in areas that showed a higher aSyn
signal, we observed a higher lipid signal as compared to the surrounding tissue (Fig. S12, ad) in the correlative tissue sections.
The second method used to confirm the presence of lipids, combined high-definition Fourier
transform

infrared

(FTIR)

spectroscopic

imaging

with

subsequent

correlative

immunofluorescence staining to detect aSyn and CLSM (FTIR-IF). FTIR imaging exploits
the fact that the absorption of mid-infrared light waves by chemical bonds (e.g., C=O, C-H,
N-H) depends on the chemical environment of the bonds, i.e., the presence and composition
of specific biomolecules within cells or tissue (i.e., lipids, protein, DNA). FTIR therefore
does not require the use of labels. The FTIR-IF results confirmed that aSyn-immunoreactive
inclusions are rich in lipids (Fig. S12, e-h). The CARS and FTIR lipid and protein profile of
neurons in non-neurological controls showed less lipids and proteins than the surrounding
tissue whereas LBs showed an increase in lipid and protein profile in the SN and CA2 (Fig.
S13). With these measurements, we showed that the increase in the lipid and protein signals
in these inclusions were indeed attributable to the actual inclusion itself.
Finally, liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and lipidomics analyses were
applied to LBs isolated by laser-capture microdissection microscopy (LCM). LBs identified
by aSyn-immunostaining were extracted from 7 µm-thick cryostat-cut tissue sections of SN
(~3050 LB) and CA2 (~2700 LB) of the same PD brain donors (Donors B-PD and A-PD,
respectively; Supplementary Table 1) using LCM. The subsequent analysis confirmed the
high cell membrane related lipid content indicated by other methods, with the mass spectra
showing strong peaks corresponding to sphingomyelin (SM) and phosphatidylcholine (PC)
for aSyn-immunopositive inclusions isolated from both the SN and hippocampal CA2 sector
(Fig. S14b, c). Similar peaks were observed in myelin-rich/lipid-rich regions dissected from
the corpus callosum of a non-neurological control brain donor, and cells of the dentate gyrus
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(DG) from the hippocampus of Donor A-PD (Fig. S14a, d). The SM/PC profile is not
specific for LBs, which contain abundant membranes that originate from the cell itself;
therefore, it is not surprising that their lipid profile would be similar.
These orthogonal methods confirm that Lewy pathology contain both aSyn and lipids in
close proximity and show that they are rich in lipids found in other physiological and lipidrich structures in the brain, e.g., organellar membranes. They fully corroborate the
interpretation of our microscopy data, confirming that Lewy pathology contains aSyn,
lipids, lysosomes and mitochondria.

2.3

Discussion

By LM, LBs and LNs are identified as aSyn immunopositive intraneuronal inclusions with
varying morphology. Our results using CLEM, SBF-SEM, TEM and tomography to analyse
aSyn immunoreactive inclusions at the nanometer scale show that Lewy pathology in brain
tissue of PD donors largely consist of a multitude of fragmented membranes, organelles and
vesicles. Some (7) consisted entirely of membranous material with very few to no
distinguishable filaments (Figs. 1a-c, 2, S6a-c, f, and Supplementary Table 2), while
filaments were observed as dispersed amongst membranous structures within other
inclusions (Figs. 1, 4-6, S7-S9, blue arrowheads/blue asterix; Supplementary Table 2) and
only three out of 17 inclusions contained filaments rather than abundant membranes and
organelles (Supplementary Table 1; Figs. 1d, S7, S6d-e). So far, the literature describes
‘classical LBs’ imaged by EM as filaments in a spherically radiating focal architecture .
224

While we were able to observe such a morphology in 1 out of 17 analysed LBs/LNs (Figs
1d, S7), we discovered in the well-preserved human tissue blocks from donors with PD that
the majority of the aSyn positive Lewy pathology analysed by our correlative and multiimaging approach consist of a crowded mix-up of organellar and membranous features. This
confirms the presence of varying morphology and heterogeneity of Lewy pathology also on
a nanoscale level.
These findings support a key role for potentially damaged, distorted organelles in the
formation of LBs and LNs, a major process in the pathogenesis of PD. Our criteria for
identification of LBs and LNs was primarily based on the strong staining for LB509 (antiaSyn), which is routinely used to identify Lewy pathology, and allowed distinguishing from
other brain inclusions such as Corpora amylacea (Fig. S1i-l). Given that each tissue section
49

collected for LM and EM was 100-200 nm in thickness, we could overlay the same tissue
features very precisely in one section for LM and the adjacent section for EM. Our CLEM
approach thereby left no doubt that the spherical aggregates of similarly reported LB
diameters (~4-25 µm)

170,224

at the indicated locations of LBs found by light microscopy, must

indeed correspond to the matching structures in EM.
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Given the distinctive morphology of historically-identified LBs within the monochrome and
crowded cellular landscape by EM, our results help explain why in past studies only
distinctly filamentous inclusions could be identified by EM alone. The other aSynimmunopositive inclusions containing a crowded multitude of lipids and organelles are more
difficult to distinguish from the cellular background in TEM images alone, and can only be
found when using CLEM, as demonstrated in our study.
Since our TEM tomograms capture the content of tissue sections spanning 100-200 nm in
thickness, we can only report about the contents of these sections, which represent a fraction
of each LBs/LNs. Based on the visibility of other filaments, we estimate our method to
provide visualization of filaments if these have a diameter of at least 5 nm, and a length of
at least 25 nm. Shorter or thinner filaments, or those bound to the observed membrane
patches or to their edges, as well as smaller aggregates of aSyn, including those potentially
dissolved within lipidic membranes, might not be detectable in such EM images. For this
reason, the high-resolution EM imaging approach employed here may under-report the
amount filaments that could be present in the LBs/LNs. Furthermore, it is important to note
that clarifying the nature of the observed filaments in aSyn-immunopositive inclusions, i.e.,
distinguishing abundant cytoskeletal filaments from aSyn filaments was not possible in this
study. For example, aSyn filaments in brain tissue are reported as similar in diameter
(measuring between 5-12 nm) to neurofilaments (10 nm)214,224. Immunogold or related
staining procedures for immuno-electron microscopy on post-mortem brain tissues can
provide sufficient resolution to localize filaments using immunogold markers214. However,
clarifying whether immunogold localizes truly to filaments or to the aggregated
(proteinaceous) material surrounding filaments in brain tissue extracts, can be
challenging224,230. The protocols commonly used for tissue processing for EM preclude
making reliable conclusions regarding immunopositive aSyn clusters with respect to the
presence and identity of filaments vs. actual aSyn filaments within Lewy pathology. This
issue is further complicated when considering that mono- and multimeric forms of aSyn
might simultaneously be present in this crowded intracellular environment77, and that
immunolabeling for aSyn tends to lack specificity for filaments. A further complicating
factor is the filament extraction process itself that is based upon protocols optimized for the
extraction of paired helical and straight filaments of Alzheimer’s diseased brains224. When
such protocols were applied to DLB brains with concomitant tau and Aβ pathology231,232,
distinguishing Aβ/tau filaments from aSyn filaments has so far not been achieved.
While previous studies also indicated lipid content in LBs in situ or as potential membranous
contamination in brain extracts considered to contain LBs231, our discovery of a crowded
environment of membrane fragments, mitochondria, vesicular structures, including some
that resemble lysosomes and autophagosomes, intermingled with non-fibrillar aSyn in
multiple pathological inclusions, provokes new theories about the mechanisms contributing
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to the formation of Lewy pathology in PD. A recent study by Grassi and colleagues233 has
shown that non-fibrillar aSyn species produced from a partial autophagosomal digest appear
to disrupt mitochondria in both post-mortem brain tissue and cell culture, corroborating our
CLEM data (Figs. 1-3, 7a-b, 6b-d, S6). Although the impact on mitochondrial maintenance
for specific genes mutated in idiopathic PD (except for SNCA) is difficult to specify234, our
findings of mitochondria around and within LB, many of which appear distorted and
clustered together or in a damaged state, indicate potential mitochondrial instability or
dysfunction in disease-affected neurons. Mitochondrial homeostasis is known to be
influenced by aSyn, which interacts with mitochondria-associated ER membranes, and is
suggested to play a role in disrupting autophagy, endosomal transport, and ER traffic to the
Golgi235. Furthermore, the recently described novel pathogenic variant in LRP-10 described
in Donor B-PD has been linked to disturbance of intracellular membrane trafficking in PD236.
The crowded multitude of organelles we observe may also represent a result of the cell’s
efforts to sequester problematic lipid-based contents associated with aSyn into an
aggresome-like structure. Indeed, McNaught and colleagues have shown that LBs are
immunoreactive for several markers of aggresomes237, deposits that form in response to
cytoplasmic accumulation of misfolded proteins238,239. The formation of such LBs may hence
arise from an aggresome-like process237,239. Furthermore, studies have shown that crowding
of aSyn on membranes not only changes the morphology of vesicles and mitochondria, but
can also catalyse the formation of aSyn filaments240, which may explain the presence of
distorted mitochondria and vesicles in the LB analysed in our work.
Our correlative TEM tomograms show that LNs are also primarily composed of membrane
fragments, dysmorphic mitochondria and structures reminiscent of lysosomes and
autophagosomes, as well as cytoskeletal building blocks. To our knowledge, this has not
been reported before. The cytoskeletal abnormalities we recorded in LNs by CLEM support
the idea that neurofilaments become disrupted, possibly through proximally experiencing an
increase of oxidative stress219. The 3D STED data also showed that LNs contain many
mitochondria and lysosomes. One could speculate that a crowded multitude of damaged
organelles and proteins would be sufficient to disrupt axonal trafficking.
The precise form and location of aSyn within the LBs and LNs here observed by CLEM is
not known. Since all Lewy pathology studied here were identified by their high content of
aSyn, but primarily contained membranous material, aSyn must be present in these LBs
and LNs in an alternate form besides filamentous; indeed aSyn has been shown to be
structurally polymorphic241. One possible interpretation is that aSyn may be acting as
membrane tether242, bridging different mitochondrial membrane patches and leading to
excessive adhesion between mitochondrial membranes, which could have led to
mitochondrial damage, membrane disruption and formation of Lewy pathology – consisting
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of fragmented organellar membranes, each excessively decorated with aSyn. Alternatively,
aSyn might have disrupted the membrane integrity, leading to fragmented organelles, which
subsequently clustered into LBs. Either way, our data indicate that aSyn may modulate the
compartmentalization and function of membranes and organelles in LB-affected cells,
prompting a new hypothesis about the role of aSyn in the formation of Lewy pathology in
PD (Fig. S15).
The physiological role of aSyn in the presynaptic terminal includes remodelling of
membrane, clustering of synaptic vesicles and maintaining synaptic vesicle pools, promoting
SNARE-complex assembly, and modulating the release cycle of synaptic vesicles162. The
formation of structures called ‘nanodiscs’ by aSyn and lipids in vitro243 has been reported.
Our findings of membrane-rich Lewy pathology in human brain are similar to observations
by EM in a transgenic mouse model that overexpresses human aSyn244. Boassa and
colleagues reported alterations and enlargements of the presynaptic endomembrane systems
in these mice, with presynaptic terminals filled with membrane-bound organelles, including
tubulovesicular structures. Our findings of abundant membranes in human Lewy pathology
support their animal model. Another study in rats demonstrated that aSyn interacts with
tubulovesicular/vesicular structures, reminiscent of those visualized by our CLEM, through
its amino-terminal repeat region245. In future experiments, it will be interesting to explore
how aSyn influences the formation of Lewy pathology in concert with vesicles and
cytoplasmic organelles. It is also relevant to explore whether the animal and cellular models
of intracellular aSyn accumulation reveal similarities to our observation in human brain,
thereby leading to more representative translational models of PD and related
synucleinopathies.
Our work provides a new dimension of understanding of Lewy pathology in the human
brain, with nanoscale imaging that is cross-validated by orthogonal biophysical methods.
We present here a new theoretical model in which lipid membrane fragments and distorted
organelles together with a non-fibrillar form of aSyn are the main structural building blocks
for the formation of Lewy pathology (Fig. S15). Our model for the formation of these highly
membranous aSyn-immunopositive inclusions is supported by evidence from existing
studies that demonstrate aSyn as capable of disrupting mitochondrial membranes,
manipulating and organizing membrane components, and inducing membrane curvature to
vesicles under certain conditions233,246–249.
Together, our results support the hypothesis of impaired organellar trafficking as a potential
driver of pathogenesis in PD. Further studies are now required to study the morphology of
Lewy pathology across different Braak stages of PD, and to analyse the brain tissue
ultrastructure in related synucleinopathies. Our findings emphasize the need to consider
population heterogeneity of Lewy pathology and that lipids are a major component of them.
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This has strong implications for the understanding of the pathogenesis of PD. Importantly,
it could lead to new approaches for cellular and in vivo models, support the rationale for the
development of biomarkers such as PET tracers for Lewy pathology, and point to novel drug
targets for Parkinson’s and related diseases.
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Abstract
Corpora amylacea are cell-derived structures that appear physiologically in the aged human
brain. While their histological identification is straightforward, their ultrastructural
composition and microenvironment at the nanoscale have remained unclear so far, as has
their relevance to ageing and certain disease states that involve the sequestration of toxic
cellular metabolites. Here, we apply correlative serial block-face scanning electron
microscopy and transmission electron tomography to gain three-dimensional insight into
the ultrastructure and surrounding microenvironment of cerebral Corpora amylacea in the
human brainstem and hippocampal region. We find that cerebral Corpora amylacea are
composed of dense labyrinth-like sheets of lipid membranes, contain vesicles as well as
morphologically preserved mitochondria, and are in close proximity to blood vessels and
the glymphatic system, primarily within the cytoplasm of perivascular glial cells. Our results
clarify the nature of cerebral Corpora amylacea and provide first hints on how they may
arise and develop in the ageing brain

3.1

Introduction

Corpora amylacea (CA) are hyaline glycoprotein-rich aggregates

11,31

that are observed with

increasing frequency in the ageing human brain, particularly in the ventricular and
subventricular regions

20,51,250

. Since their initial discovery in 1837 by Purkinje , the biological
23

role of CA in ageing, their origin, mechanism of formation and ultrastructure remain
unclear . The name Corpora amylacea derived from the Latin ‘corpus’, body; ‘amylaceous’,
19

starchy, refers to the amyloid polysaccharide composition historically demonstrated by
positive Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) histological staining and light microscopy (LM), and
by ultrastructural studies that revealed structures originally interpreted as amyloid-like
fibrils. Glycogen is the storage form of polyglucosan in eukaryotic cells. In brain tissue,
glycogen has primarily been identified within astrocytes

, although research has recently

251,252

shown that neurons possess an active glycogen metabolism that can lead to the intraneuronal
accumulation of this polysaccharide . The aggregation and/or accumulation of glycogen is
253

directly correlated to ageing and disease .
254

CA are found in the physiological ageing brain and are distinct from the clinically relevant
aggregates of abnormal glycogen collectively known as polyglucosan bodies (PGB), which
primarily differ from one another in terms of the medical symptoms associated with their
occurrence . PGB include Lafora bodies, Lafora-like bodies, Bielschowsky bodies, and
18

amylopectin bodies, among others. They are found in the central and peripheral nervous
system and also in other organs. Cerebral CA are also distinct from ‘Corpora amylacea’
found in the heart, liver, prostate, lung and thyroid. The composition of the latter aggregates
also differs between organs; only those in the heart have the same polyglucosan content as
CA found in the central nervous system (CNS) .
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CA of the CNS contain abnormally branched glycogen, specifically amylopectin, with small
amounts of protein, sulphate and phosphate groups

. They are generally defined as dense

12,255,256

bodies at the distal processes of astrocytes that lack a limiting or enclosing membrane and,
therefore commonly acknowledged as extracellular aggregates rather than typical inclusion
bodies

. However, an intracellular origin of CA in glial cells as a result of phagocytosis of

36,42,43

residual metabolites followed by glial degeneration, has also been postulated . Moreover,
18

some studies have indicated CA location within axons, suggesting a neuronal origin

257,258

. In

CNS tissue, CA are thought to originate in neurons or astroglia, but also theories on CA
being debris of brain cells from astroglial origin are strongly suggested by literature

.

18,20,42

Based on two-dimensional (2D) EM, the CA ultrastructure in the human brain has been
described as being composed of tightly aggregated fibrils and as tangles of short linear
259

fibrils with a variable diameter (8 - 12 nm) . The diameter of the fibrils reported to form
18,42

the ultrastructure of ‘Corpora amylacea’ found in other organs ranges from 6 - 7 nm in the
heart , 7 - 10 nm in the liver to 12.5 nm in the prostate . According to Leel-Ôssy, cerebral
260

261

262

CA have an inner core that is 50 - 100 nm in diameter and the fibrils present in the tangle
are the same as fibrils found in astrocytes (glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)) . Additional
36

ultrastructural studies on the CNS of aged cats and dogs describe the ultrastructure of CA as
apparently randomly branching fibrils, 8 - 9 nm in diameter, that are associated with
glycogen granules .
9,263

The formation of CA, and some PGB, in the CNS is possibly related to deregulation of
storage pathways that involve glycogen . Indeed, studies using genetically modified mice
20

and tissue cultures have shown that upregulation of glycogen synthesis provokes neuronal
dysfunction , which manifests itself as protein aggregates, and is linked to the occurrence
253

of age-dependent amassments of diverse aggregation-prone proteins and oxidative stress .
254

LM suggests that CA in the brain display epitopes for many antibodies, which has led to
ambiguous descriptions of their protein content

. Importantly, hsp70 and Ubq are

11,31,40,264–266

present, and also α-synuclein (αSyn) albeit to a lesser extent than in Lewy bodies (LBs) .
33

34

LBs, the hallmark of Parkinson’s disease (PD), are intraneuronal globular aggregates that
resemble CA in size, but show a very high concentration of αSyn by immunohistochemical
analysis, and, unlike CA, are not stained positively by PAS. CA have been identified in
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and PD patients, with
similarity in anatomic location, morphology and epitopes.
Several microscopically apparent inclusions and deposit-body-like structures can be found
in aged and diseased human brain tissue. In addition to CA and PGB, others include
Psammoma, Negri, Pick, Bunina, Hirano, and Zebra bodies as well as ubiquitin-positive
inclusions associated with motor neuron disease

15,18,267

and several types of extracellular

plaques . While most of these aggregates have been broadly studied, the lack of high268
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resolution and high-quality information about their ultrastructure makes difficult the
possibility to clearly define their composition and origins. The rarity of well-preserved postmortem human brain tissues from aged donors that are suitable for electron microscopy
(EM) is one of the main factors underlying this scarcity of high-resolution ultrastructural
data.
In the work reported here, we utilized advanced 3D EM approaches to resolve the
ultrastructure of CA found within the hippocampal CA2 sector and brainstem Substantia
nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and canalis centralis of post-mortem tissue from six donors
aged 76 to 92 years, three of them diagnosed as having suffered from PD pathology. The
tissue was prepared using rapid-autopsy and improved sample preparation protocols to
ensure high ultrastructural preservation. We combined LM with 3D EM approaches,
including correlative SEM/TEM characterization of CA at the nanometer level. Such
ultrastructural studies are essential to understand the biological origin of cerebral CA and
their relevance to ageing and certain disease states that involve the sequestration of toxic
cellular metabolites

3.2

269–271

.

Results

The detailed information of all donors as well as an overview of the data shown in this study
is summarized in Appendix C, Supplementary Table S1.
3.2.1 Localization and characterization of Corpora amylacea
Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and PAS staining were used to identify CA within
hippocampus and SNpc from donors. By this classical LM analysis, CA appeared primarily
as extracellular purple/pink-coloured aggregates, displaying the characteristic concentric
ring staining pattern and overall morphology (Fig. 1a, b, black arrowheads). In addition,
many pink dots (PAS-positive) appeared to fill the cytoplasm and were in close proximity
to cell nuclei (Supplementary Fig. S1b, d, f, h, l, black arrowheads). These smaller,
apparently intracellular CA were often found in the proximity of vascular structures and
frequently near the surface of the ventricular and subventricular brain regions (Fig. 1a, b and
Supplementary Fig. S1, red arrowheads). Location and distribution of CA were found to be
homogenous amongst all donors, appearing prominently at the hippocampal fold, dentate
gyrus (DG) and hilus (Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S1, S2a, b, black arrowheads). CA were
most abundant in hippocampus from donors A, B and D, and in the SNpc from donors B and
C. Overall, the hippocampus presented a significantly higher abundance of CA as compared
to brainstem amongst donors by unpaired t-test statistical analysis (Supplementary Fig. S2d).
EM data was acquired in areas of sections that were identified by LM to contain abundant
CA.
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Figure

1.

Localization

of

Corpora amylacea in human
brain, as visualized by light
and electron microscopy.
Human brain tissue from donor
B, diagnosed with PD. (a) H&E
staining revealing CA in the
hippocampus region adjacent
to the lateral ventricle. (b) High
magnification image of (a)
region where some cell nuclei
and the vascular system of the
brain are in close proximity to
CA. (c) SBF-SEM image
showing CA within a directly
adjacent tissue section. The
region shown corresponds to
the black box (dotted lines) in
(a). The tomogram including
this region is shown in
Supplementary Movie 1. Black
arrowheads = CA; red
arrowheads = blood vessels;
blue arrowheads = nuclei.
Scale bars = 60 µm.

Once the presence and
distribution of CA had been
confirmed in a human brain sample, adjacent 60 μm-thick tissue sections were cut and
analysed by LM, and prepared for investigation by EM. We used serial block face scanning
electron microscopy (SBF-SEM) to localize CA in the post-mortem human brain samples
followed by correlative higher-resolution TEM to image their ultrastructure.
Whole tissue block (~1 mm x 1mm x 60 μm) SBF-SEM imaging of heavy metal-stained,
resin-embedded hippocampal tissue from donor B showed CA as spherical, electron dense
aggregates located next to brain blood vessels (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Fig. S3a, and
Supplementary Movie 1). SBF-SEM images show that in brain tissue CA are surrounded by
axons, cell nuclei, and lipofuscin amongst other intracellular and extracellular material and
cell organelles.
To further characterize cerebral CA, we collected additional higher resolution SBF-SEM
data from stained hippocampus, SNpc and canalis centralis regions of post-mortem brain
tissue from three additional donors. The morphology of the CA imaged are summarized in
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Fig. 2 and extended in Supplementary Fig. S4. In these data sets (16 – 8 nm/pixel), smaller
CA (0.5 - 5 μm diameter) and their surroundings were more clearly visualized than by LM,
providing a 3D view of CA embedded in human brain tissue. This higher resolution data
also clearly show that some smaller CA are enclosed by a membrane and are thereby
intracellular (Fig. 2, Supplementary Fig. S3, S4 and Supplementary Movie 1 and 2). In all
cases, CA were visualized as electron-dense aggregates with a granular appearance often
close to blood vessels, and were composed of layers of concentric rings mimicking a bull’s
eye (Fig. 1, 2, Supplementary Fig. S1-4). All ∼160 image stacks of partially and completely
imaged CA (a total of 335 CA) found in the 60 μm-thick brain sections were reconstructed
in 3D. Supplementary Figure S5 and Movies 1-3 show typical examples and document the
spherical to ellipsoid shape of CA. The reconstructed volumes extend over a tissue thickness
of 10 - 45 μm per CA. In Supplementary Movie 2A, 3D colour segmentation is employed to
illustrate the layered staining pattern typical of CA. A higher number of concentric rings
were found in larger CA (Fig. 1c, 2, Supplementary Fig. S3, S4 and Supplementary Movies
1 and 2). In this study, no difference between CA in human brains from non-demented
donors and from PD donors was observed by both LM and SBF-SEM. CA from both types
of donors shared the same location, distribution and morphological features. However, the
abundance of CA differed amongst donors (Supplementary Fig. S1and S2).
Based on our SBF-SEM data, we conclude that CA are composed of concentric layers of
compacted material of varying composition, which results in the distinctive staining pattern.
Consequently, we suggest that components of various cellular origins (cell organelles, lipidrich structures as lipofuscin and vesicles) join the bulk of the CA structure (Supplementary
Fig. S3 and Movie 2B).
3.2.2 Differences between intracellular and extracellular Corpora amylacea and their
distribution relative to the vascular system
According to our image data, intracellular CA are typically smaller than 10 µm in diameter,
and appear less abundant than extracellular CA. They have the same texture as extracellular
CA and display the same concentric ring pattern, but show fewer rings that could be mainly
attributable to their small size; furthermore, they also localize within the brain vasculature
(Fig. 2 (green arrowheads), Supplementary Fig. S1, S4 (green asterisk), S5, S6 and
Supplementary Movie 2 and 3). In contrast to extracellular CA, intracellular CA are enclosed
by the cytoplasmic membrane of a cell. Moreover, extracellular CA are larger aggregates up
to 30 µm in diameter, surrounded by myelin sheaths and cells. A quantitative comparison
between intracellular and extracellular CA morphology is summarized in Supplementary
Fig. S5.
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Figure 2. Morphology of heavy metal-stained Corpora amylacea, as visualized by SBF-SEM. Each
image represents a single 2D slice from a 3D stack recorded from CA identified in hippocampus or
SNpc of donors A, B, C and E (Supplementary Table 1). The electron micrographs were recorded
from (a) CA2 hippocampus of donor A, (d-f) CA2 hippocampus of donors B, (b, c) CA2 hippocampus
of donor C, (g, j, k), SNpc of donor B, (h, i, l) and C. Green arrowheads = cell cytoplasm containing
CA, thereby considered as intracellular; red arrowheads = blood vessels; white star = non-demented
aged donors. Non-starred images represent images from PD donors. All panels are reproduced at
the same scale. Scale bar = 10 µm.

Cell organelles are found in the bulk of CA and their immediate surroundings in both
intracellular and extracellular CA. Furthermore, our 3D EM data reveal these organelles to
be sometimes directly interacting with their edges and appearing to become incorporated
into the bulk of the aggregate (Fig. 2, Supplementary Fig. S3, S4, S6 and Supplementary
Movies 2 and 3). To further investigate the relationship between intra- and extracellular CA
and blood vessels, we used 3D-colour segmentation to highlight these features as 3D-colour
rendered surfaces in five aligned SBF-SEM stacks (Supplementary Movie 3). The
neurovascular unit (NVU) and its cellular components are visualized (blood cells,
endothelial cells, pericytes, basal lamina and astroglia endfeet)

272,273

in 2D SBF-SEM images

of individual specimen sections and 3D data (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. S3, Movies 2 and
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3). Astroglial feet are identified in EM images by their typical location surrounding the basal
lamina, and by the gap junctions they form with one another

273,274

. Glial processes displaying

these features are easily identified in Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. S7 and Supplementary
Movie 3. Thus, according to our SBF-SEM images and tomograms, intracellular CA are
found inside the cytoplasm of perivascular glial cells, specifically within endfoot processes
that directly contact the surface of a blood vessel (Fig. 2, 3, Supplementary Fig. S6, S7 and
Movie 3). Furthermore, in correlation to the PAS staining, several focal spots of CA
aggregation can be found within a single glial process that is attached to a blood vessel and
basal lamina containing pericytes (Fig. 3b-d, Supplementary Fig. S1 and Movie 3). This may
indicate a mechanistic relationship between the brain’s vasculature and CA formation.

Figure 3. 3D morphology and localization of Corpora amylacea in hippocampus of non-demented
aged donor C, as visualized by SBF-SEM. (a) 3D surface reconstruction of the SBF-SEM data stack
showing CA (purple surfaces) and a blood vessel (red surface). (b-d) 2D orthoslices of SBF-SEM
data from CA found in (a). The slice axes are indicated by blue and green lines and were set at one
of the CA. (b) XY orthoslice, (c) XZ orthoslice and (d) YZ orthoslice. (e) The whole reconstructed 3D
volume. Red arrowheads = blood vessels (including basal lamina), purple arrowheads = CA and
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green arrowheads = astroglial feet forming the neurovascular unit of the vascular system of the brain.
Scale bars = 10 μm.

Two cuboid 60 μm-thick tissue pieces, in which we located several CA in close proximity
to blood vessels, are shown in Fig. 3a, e and Supplementary Fig. S7a-b. Selected ROIs within
these 3D volumes are visualized as XY, XZ and YZ 2D-planes (Fig 3b-d), represented by
slicing axes indicated by green and blue lines. The XZ and YZ planes (Fig. 3c and d,
respectively) of the tissue from donor C hippocampus show a CA (purple arrowhead)
surrounded by the cytoplasmic membrane of a glia cell (green arrowhead) attached to a blood
vessel visualized in cross-section (Fig. 3b-d, red arrowhead). Several small intracellular CA
are apparent in the corresponding XY plane (Fig. 3b, purple arrowheads and Supplementary
Movie 3, purple surface). Two extracellular and one smaller intracellular CA were present
in the tissue from donor B hippocampus, being only partially imaged due to sample drift
(Supplementary Fig. S7). An extracellular CA is visible in all the three planes displayed for
the reconstructed cuboid, and is situated next to a branched blood vessel (Supplementary
Fig. S7). A pericyte (Supplementary Fig. S7c and e, yellow arrowhead) is evident between
the CA (purple arrowheads) and the blood vessel (red arrowheads). All of our 3D surface
reconstructions show that intracellular CA localize within the cytoplasm of glial cells
embracing blood vessels, whereas extracellular CA localize in the vicinity of blood vessels
and are not enclosed by an intact host-cell membrane (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S7).
Interestingly, we have not visualized CA within neurons.
In addition, we observed that CA not only tend to cluster around blood vessels, but also at
the brain-specific glymphatic system that surrounds them. The main function of the
glymphatic system is to efficiently clear waste from the CNS through perivascular tunnels
formed by astroglial cells . Characteristic features previously described in EM literature
275

272,276,277

allowed us to identify this system in our data set as narrow electron lucent tunnels running
in parallel to blood vessels (Figure 1c, Supplementary Figure S4 (red arrowheads) and
Supplementary Movie 1). To statistically validate our visual impression of CA clustering,
we performed a 3D volume reconstruction of three entire ∼1mm (in X and Y dimensions)
2

tissue blocks imaged by SBF-SEM and traced all CA and blood vessels present as detailed
in the Methods section. The majority (92.6%) of the 259 CA identified in the ∼1mm in XY
2

by 60 μm-thick tissue block were situated inside the glymphatic area, very close to a large
blood vessel (Fig. 4). According to the measurements, ~37 % of the CA (95 CA) are within
5 μm, and ∼77% (199 CA) are within 10 μm from the closest blood vessel (Fig. 4c; see
Method section). By contrast, there would only be a 10% probability of observing CA (30
CA) within 10 μm from the closest blood vessel according to a Poisson distribution
simulating randomly distributed CA (Fig. 4c). This comparison reveals that the actual
occurrence of CA clustering in the proximity of vascular vessels is not a result of random
CA scattering, and that there must exist an underlying physiological link.
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Figure 4. 3D volume reconstruction of Corpora amylacea reveals their close proximity to blood
vessels. (a) Z-orthoslice from a SBF-SEM 3D stack imaging a whole block of post-mortem human
brain tissue (donor B, CA2 hippocampus). The entire tomogram is shown in Appendix C,
Supplementary Movie 1, and a 2D image from the tomogram is shown in Fig 1c. (b) 3D volume
reconstruction of (a) showing a blood vessel in white, the glymphatic area in red and CA in turquoise.
(c) Histogram (blue) showing the number of CA (y-axis) at specific distances from blood vessels in
µm (x-axis) and a simulation showing the distribution expected when the same 259 CA are positioned
at randomized locations (red dots; the dotted lines indicate the variance of the 10,000 randomization
sets examined; see Appendix A, section A.11 and A.12. Scale bar = 50 µm.

3.2.3 Ultrastructure of Corpora amylacea
We performed correlative SBF-SEM/TEM electron tomography (ET) in order to describe
CA ultrastructure at higher resolution in 3D. Several electron tomograms were acquired and
reconstructed for the CA (within SNpc of donor C) shown in Fig. 2l and Supplementary
Movie 2D. The reconstructed ET projections and the anisotropically filtered tomograms of
both CA reveal a convoluted labyrinth-like aggregate formed from what appears to be
densely packed lipidic membrane fragments. The fragments appear similar to the plasma
membranes of cells and to the membranes of cell organelles, e.g., mitochondria and vesicles
(Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. S8 and Supplementary Movies 4, 5). Indeed, whole
mitochondria surrounded by membrane fragments were observed within this particular CA.
The mitochondria displayed morphologically intact cristae278, but in such a state was not
deemed functional (Fig. 5a). Furthermore, vesicles and less electron-dense material that we
interpret as proteinaceous clumps were present within CA and along their surface (Fig. 5,
Supplementary Fig. S9 and Supplementary Movies 2 and 4). The vesicles themselves
contained small vesicles and disrupted organellar structures together with membrane
fragments. Furthermore, the vesicle in Fig. 5b showed signs of membrane disruption, with a
leaking point at which proteinaceous clumps could be identified.
Semi-automated 3D segmentation and sub-tomogram analysis of the reconstructed
tomograms revealed membranous structures forming CA and the continuity of the
membranes throughout the resolved areas at the nanometer scale (Supplementary Fig. S8,
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S9 and Supplementary Movies 4, 5). In addition, tomographic data on samples from the
hippocampus of donor A reveals the edge of a CA and the cellular environment at a
resolution and clarity never before shown, to the best of our knowledge (Supplementary Fig.
S8). In the same tomogram, yet not within the CA itself, adjacent cytoplasm was shown to
contain cytoskeletal filaments. These filaments served as a control for the 3D colour
segmentation and sub-tomogram averaging procedure; they were visible after 3D colour
segmentation and the averaged particles displayed the typical signature of a rod-like
structure (Supplementary Fig. S8b.ii-d.ii). Analysis of the edge of the CA in the tomogram
showed a lipid membrane pattern and the typical signature of a sheet-like structure after subtomogram averaging (Supplementary Fig. S8b.iii-d.iii). We did not detect any amyloid or
fibrillar structures in the CA, even though our ET data could resolve filaments distal to them
in cell cytoplasm, proving that our sample preparation and imaging strategy did not preclude
the ability to resolve filamentous structures (Supplementary S8b.ii-d.ii and Supplementary
Movie 5).

Figure 5. Ultrastructure of Corpora amylacea as revealed by TEM tomography. Anisotropic diffusionfiltered 2D images from reconstructed tomograms showing (a) the edge region of an extracellular CA;
black arrowheads indicate a structurally preserved mitochondrion surrounded by fragmented
biological membranes; (b) the inner area of a CA; red arrowheads indicate a preserved vesicle
containing fragmented material, and a small vesicle. The vesicle is surrounded by fragmented
biological membranes. Original non-filtered images are displayed in Supplementary Fig. S9 c-e. The
electron tomograms were recorded from the same CA shown in Fig. 2l and Supplementary Movie 2D.
Data from brainstem SNpc of donor C. Scale bars = 200 nm.

TEM imaging showed that the average cross-sectional diameter of the membranous
structures present in CA of the hippocampus and the SNpc were compatible with plasma
membranes in the same tissue sections (Supplementary Table S2 and Fig. S6). The presence
of coherent structural elements, such as membrane sheets, was explored by local texture
analysis, whereby high contrast features were located within the CA tomograms and
analysed by sub-tomogram averaging. This revealed lipid bilayer membrane structures with
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a spacing of 6.9 nm ± 0.9 nm between the leaflets, measuring from inner surface to inner
surface

279

(Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. S8b.iii-d.iii, S9a.iii-f.iii). For the analysis,

structures in the tomogram (Fig. 6a, brown dots) were reconstructed in 3D as a triangulated
mesh in order to display continuity and torsion (Fig. 6a, blue triangulated mesh and
Supplementary Fig. S10). Furthermore, averaged selected particles (more than 200 particles
per tomogram) were reconstructed, revealing the surfaces of a membrane structure and the
two leaflets of its bilayer (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. S8). In addition, a cross section of
the tomogram clearly shows membranes within the CA, revealing a lipid bilayer pattern as
well as flexibility and torsion (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. S10). The distances between
the lipid bilayers visible in such slices were consistent with the membrane thickness of 6.9
nm measured by ET reported above, further supporting the conclusion that CA are composed
of biological membrane fragments.

Figure 6: Sub-tomogram averaging of a TEM tomogram acquired of a Corpora amylacea reveals the
presence of lipid membranes. (a) Z-orthoslice from a tomogram of CA, and YZ-orthoslice (red box).
Brown dots indicate the structures selected within the tomogram for averaging. Blue meshes display
the 3D triangulation for some of the selected structures. (b) Top view and (c) side view of the sampled
structures after sub-tomogram averaging, revealing a membrane structure and the outer regions of
the two lipid bilayer leaflets. (d) YZ-orthoslice of the tomogram showing the presence, continuity and
torsion of the membranes throughout the tomogram. Data correspond to SNpc of donor C as shown
in Supplementary Figure S9f and Supplementary Movie 4. Scale bar = 200 nm.

3.3

Discussion

Here, we visualized CA applying cutting-edge EM techniques and in-depth 3D image
analyses providing a solid basis for further research on the formation and ultrastructure of
brain bodies. We describe CA morphology and location employing statistical quantification
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at the nanometer scale in highly preserved human brain tissue. Furthermore, a combination
of SBF-SEM imaging and TEM tomography provides unprecedented high-resolution
images of CA ultrastructure in their cellular context.
Based on high-resolution ultrastructure analysis by ET, we conclude that CA are primarily
composed of densely packed aggregated lipid membrane fragments and disrupted cellular
organelles (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Movies 3 and 4). We did not expect to find
membranes, because previous studies employing histological staining methods and
immunofluorescence labelling of CA epitopes did not detect lipids . However, the CA
255

examined in these were present in what we infer was paraffin sections of formalin-fixed
tissue . As lipids are soluble in the organic solvents employed during such sample
11

embedding procedures, and, depending on their cellular context, are lost or highly depleted
during the procedure , we do not consider the absence of lipids in previous analyses to
280

contradict our results. Importantly, the ultrastructural characterization of CA presented here
goes beyond the information available from conventional 2D TEM imaging on which the
current model is based. The two leaflets of a membrane are only distinguishable in a
conventional 2D projection image when the membrane is precisely perpendicular to the
imaged specimen plane. Any deviation from this makes the bilayer undetectable, or at least
delivers an underestimate of its thickness (Supplementary Table 2). Such effects might
explain why CA in the brain were thought to be comprised of polysaccharide fibrils

18,20,36

. Our

3D TEM data did not reveal any fibrils or amyloid-like structures within CA.
Literature data show that CA are immunoreactive for mitochondrial proteins

20,33,39,281,282

complement cascade components , glycation end-products
38

many proteins related to lipid metabolism and recycling

252,283–286

18,45,284,285,288

, microbial proteins

40,287

,

and

. It is well known that lipid-

rich structures can lead to false positives in LM data when one attempts to localize specific
proteins by immunofluorescence . It also seems plausible that the aggregated nature of CA
289

causes them to react immunohistochemically with a large number of antibodies. The
possibility of false positives from the contamination of commercial antibodies with IgMs
was also recently demonstrated . In addition, new research on label-free multiphoton
266

techniques have been able to identify CA in pathological human brain . Thus, studies based
53,286

on immunolabeling alone may not be the most appropriate tool to define CA composition
and origin, and potentially many other kinds of cellular inclusions and deposit-body-like
structures. In this study, we have demonstrated SBF-SEM and TEM tomography as valuable
tools for revealing ultrastructural details that would otherwise not be possible to resolve with
such clarity: specifically, we have visually identified mitochondria, organelles resembling
lysosomes, digestive vesicles, glycogen granules and small organelle-like structures that
compose the core and surface of CA (Supplementary Movies 2-5). Based on our 3D EM
data, we suggest that CA originate in the glial feet that form part of the NVU and that their
occurrence is tightly linked to the glymphatic system (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Movies 1- 61 -
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3). Although an intracellular location for CA have been suggested previously

, to the

18,20,36,43,290

best of our knowledge, CA have never before been visualized within cell cytoplasm. Here,
we convincingly show intracellular CA within endfoot processes of perivascular glial cells
applying advanced image processing procedures for 3D reconstruction and volume
rendering. CA proximity to blood vessels has been previously observed

18,20,36

, however no

quantitative analyses have unambiguously demonstrated CA clustering in this area or
visualized CA within the glymphatic system. In this study, we have performed quantitative
analysis on 355 CA in combination with exhaustive 3D image analysis to prove that CA
cluster towards the vascular system. Taken together, these results strongly suggest a link
between CA and the glymphatic system and indicate CA origin within astrocytic feet.
The location of CA within the brain vascular system may corroborate the hypothesis that
CA not only sequester products that are potentially hazardous to neurons, but also play a
role in their removal from the brain . We suggest that CA originate from aggregated cell
18,20

components that form when intracellular biochemical properties are perturbed, and that the
bulk of the membranous and glycosylated cellular material present in CA is of lysosomal
origin. Lysosomes possesses a polysaccharide-based coating composed of highly
glycosylated membrane proteins

. Hence, an abundance of lysosome-derived material

291,292

within CA, may actually be responsible for the typical PAS staining used to identify them,
rather than polysaccharide amyloid fibrils. Given the lack of visible amyloid fibrils and the
presence of membrane fragments and lysosome-like vesicles, our 3D EM data strongly
suggest that this is the case.
We postulate the following sequence of events: At some stage, the lysosomal degradation
pathway may become insufficient, and waste material accumulates inside astroglia, which
form a bridge between neurons and the glymphatic system. This material might originate
from the astroglia themselves, from neurons and/or from blood brain barrier leakage. When
the concentration in astroglia feet reaches a critical level, aggregation starts at one or more
points, i.e., the growth of one or more CA is initiated to sequester the waste. Lipid-rich
cellular clearance organelles accumulate at the agglutination points to digest it, locally
changing the physical-chemical conditions and attracting other solutes, molecules and CA.
Under normal physiological conditions, the small aggregates, i.e., the initial CA, are
disposed of and cleared by the perivascular system of the brain, directly involving the
glymphatic system. Under degenerative conditions the clearance rate slows down and the
amount of material to be cleared increases. CA also increase in size by fusion and/or
acquiring more waste material, ultimately disrupting the cell and becoming extracellular. As
they are then surrounded by cell debris, extracellular CA continue to grow and remain at
their origin site close to blood vessels.
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Our hypothesis aligns with the protective role of CA and with new ideas that define cellular
18,20

ageing as a progressive disruption of phase-separated intracellular membrane-less
compartments. These compartments can be envisaged as liquid droplets that are stable within
the cytoplasm. They control spatiotemporal and diffusion-limited biochemical reactions and
are extremely sensitive to changes in pH and protein concentration. When the balance is
disrupted, they convert into structures with different physical and structural properties, such
as hydrogels and aggregates

.

293,294

Perhaps the primary evolutionary role of all brain inclusion bodies was “protective”.
However, under adverse conditions they become too abundant to be cleared and switch to a
reservoir of cell death products, which leads to pathological phenotypes when neurons are
affected. In the case of CA, there is no pathological phenotype, since CA do not directly
affect neurons. Our results might explain why cellular and animal models have thus far failed
to reproduce brain inclusion bodies appearance, and promise to inspire new studies that
examine ageing in the context of lipid metabolism and aggregation. Indeed, CA may be a
295

key player that helps us to understand ageing and degeneration.
To conclude, although we cannot yet explain CA growth and formation mechanism, our data
radically change the model of their structure. The detection of fragmented lipid bilayers
together with disrupted mitochondria and vesicle structures reminiscent of lysosomes and
endosomes in CA by high-resolution 3D EM ultrastructural analysis, and the unexpected
absence of ‘amyloid’ fibrils, is anticipated to incite novel hypotheses about CA, brain body
formation, and the biological implications of their presence in ageing and disease.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusion and Outlook
In this part of the thesis, a multi-scale pipeline for CLEM was developed to study the
ultrastructure of brain tissue samples from PD and aged donors. The goal of this project was
the structural characterization of PD pathological hallmarks, LBs and LNs, to unravel the
building blocks of Lewy pathology. To do so, we used diverse physicochemical and
microscopic techniques such as super-resolution light microscopy, TEM, ET, SBF-SEM,
confocal microscopy, lipidomics, CARS, and advanced 3D image processing approaches.
Our results visualized LBs and LNs as a membranous medley formed by dysmorphic
mitochondria, vesicles and disrupted cytoskeletal elements. Interestingly, the observed
Lewy pathology is comprised of aSyn, aggregated lipid components and cell organelles,
such as mitochondria, lysosomes and autophagosomes. From the EM data, Lewy pathology
may arise through organelle sequestration and depletion from the cytoplasm. Importantly,
our results on Lewy pathology have strong implications for the understanding of protein
aggregation in neurodegeneration, pointing to novel biomarkers, drug targets and cell and
animal models in PD.
Although it is known that LBs contain a wide range of material including lipids and
mitochondria

, it has never been clear how important these components are

220,296–299

mechanistically, or whether LBs simply represent an accumulation of protein and cellular
‘junk’, possibly facilitated by aSyn. In the light of this, it is reasonable to think that the
observed cell organelles evolved into inclusions during or/and alongside the assembly of
aSyn species, thus, LBs composition may be a direct consequence of aSyn aggregation.
Importantly, there are a number of contradictions in LB literature, the most dominant being
the definition of a LB inclusion. LBs take time to develop, during which they acquire a
plethora of intracellular material, however, only those that mature into structured inclusions
containing fibrils are described as LBs . In this study, the full spectrum of aSyn aggregates
300

may be analysed; this includes: diffuse, granular, pleomorphic and neuronal perikaryal Lewy
structures as well as aSyn immunoreactive inclusions in neuronal cell processes. However,
our study of Lewy pathology is limited to the observation of post-mortem brain, and
therefore, can only describe but not contribute to the sequential mechanisms by which LBs
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form over time. Several types of aSyn inclusions are included in our study since filamentcontaining intracellular aSyn inclusions in the SN resembles what has been traditionally
referred to as mature brain stem LBs. Moreover, LNs are, for the first time to our knowledge,
clearly observed alongside dysmorphic neurite inclusions and vacuolar aggregates, which
are commonly recognized as PBs. The wide spectrum of identified aSyn inclusions
characteristic of Lewy pathology challenges the field to answer a simple question: ‘What is
a Lewy Body?’ The answer is complex since research studies have demonstrated several
inconsistencies in Lewy pathology to encompass the established PD clinical manifestations,
staging and spreading of pathology, for example in some cases of ILBD and genetic PD
variants. Furthermore, some of these cases do not even present with Lewy pathology upon
autopsy

126,127,140,301,302

. From our studies and recent literature, it is clear that Lewy pathology and

PD cannot be explained by αSyn spreading alone, but by the homeostatic alteration of intracellular concentrations of proteins and lipids species induced by oxidative stress, leading to
dysfunction of mitochondrial and lysosomal-autophagy pathways

87,238,300

.

In addition, we showed that Lewy pathology coexists with CA, an age-related brain body.
Due to their similar shape and localization in aged individuals, LBs and CA could only be
differentially and specifically identified by applying our CLEM strategy. Furthermore, we
found that CA are primarily composed of disrupted cellular organelles and densely packed
membrane fragments. Importantly, intracellular CA were identified in astrocytic feet
forming the glymphatic system, the brain clearance system. These results not only indicate
that CA originate in astrocytes, but also clarify the protective role of CA by sequestering
toxic products for the brain, clearing them through the glymphatic system49. Overall, the
methodology used in the current studies far surpasses previous research on the ultrastructure
of human brain bodies, and thus, they pave the way for new investigations on the origins
and formation of inclusion bodies in ageing and disease.
Interestingly, CA has been overlooked and historically neglected by neuropathologists due
to their apparent irrelevance to NDs. Lately, it has become increasingly noticed that, even
though relegated to the background, CA must be playing a role in the homeostasis and
economy of nerve cells and other types of cells. The nature of CA and their physiological
role is unknown, but there are currently a number of studies analysing their origins and
composition, raising new questions and curiosity in the field. It seems convincing to
hypothesize that CA are part of the metabolism of cells, directed towards sequestering
unwanted products of cellular metabolism principally derived from ageing, but also from
any disease state that provokes excessive amounts of potentially damaging agents. When an
overproduction of harmful metabolites occurs, the number of CA is highly increased, and it
may become a bargain for the cellular metabolism, which is not able to efficiently clear the
elevated number of CA aggregates.
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A compelling question is how different are CA from LBs or other brain aggregates and
whether they are the driving force or the result of pathology and cellular stress. These
questions remain unanswered. LBs tend to be described as detrimental structures that
interfere with neuronal function, and therefore, the main driving force of disease
progression. However, their appearance in non-diseased individuals together with
investigations on the underlying mechanisms of cellular ageing suggested that LBs, and
human brain bodies in general, are manifestations of a neuroprotective physiological
response to severe cellular stress (e.g., oxidation, mutagenicity, toxicity). Uninterrupted
stressful conditions would convert this defence mechanism to pathogenesis, provoking
failure to confine and degrade harmful proteins and other damaged subcellular components ,
303

with their prevalence and composition depending on environmental, genetic and
susceptibility factors related to each own individual predisposition.
Future research on the design of novel PET tracers may help to reveal the mechanisms of
LB formation. The research presented here can be further complemented by immunogoldlabelling for EM, aiming at identifying different αSyn species present in diseased human
brains. Moreover, our work opens a new door for cryo-EM techniques such as CEMOVIS
and cryo-FIB to be applied to human brain tissue in order to visualize Lewy aggregates
within their close-to-native environment. Finally, it would be interesting to extend our
pipeline to the study of Lewy pathology and other human brain aggregates occurring in
ageing as well as in other types of NDs.
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Abstract
The field of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) aims to determine the structure of objects
at atomic or near-atomic resolution. In biology, cryo-EM is partly driven by scientific
interest into the molecular details of life and partly by biomedical interest in using the
resulting structural information to understand human disease in order to develop a
complementary rational basis for novel therapy and drug design. A key requirement for the
understanding of biological processes on a molecular scale is the determination of the
structure of protein complexes and their interactions with other molecules and ligands in
their native environment. Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) allows 3D visualization of
frozen-hydrated biological samples in near-native environments at nanometer scale. In
cryo-ET, frequently hundreds or even hundreds of thousands of copies of the target protein
complex need to be imaged, mutually aligned, and averaged to yield a signal-enhanced 3D
structure at sub-nanometer or even atomic resolution. This technique, called subtomogram
averaging (STA), is powered by improvements in EM hardware and software. In cryo-EM,
advances in high-throughput pipelines and image processing tools are continually
developed, resulting in the broadening of types of biological samples that can be imaged,
the shortening of the processing time for data analysis, and the effective increase in
attainable resolution. In this chapter, we explore the key principles and steps of STA
alongside the cryo-ET pipeline with a focus on high-resolution structure determination.

1.1

Structural biology and electron microscopy

Structural biology is the study of the molecular architecture of biomolecules such as proteins
and nucleic acids, constituting all forms of life. In 1953, the discovery of the DNA structure
by X-ray crystallography brought structural biology to the global scientific interest, and
304

defined it as its own field. During the past 60 years, X-ray crystallography has been the
forefront technique in this field due to its potential to determine atomic models of
crystallized biomolecules based on their diffraction pattern. In the 1980s, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) techniques allowed three-dimensional (3D) structural determination of
small macromolecules in solution.
Ernst Ruska built the first electron microscope in the 1930s, but it had to wait until ~1945
for it to be applied on biological material. Since then, electron microscopy (EM) has been a
valuable tool for structural biologists, however, historically limited by EM hardware and
sample preservation. Electron microscopes use electrons, a negatively charged subatomic
particle, to form an image of the sample. Since electrons interact strongly with matter, they
are required to be maintained under vacuum to assure electron-sample scattering events
inside the microscope. Thus, a major problem in EM is the necessity of drying the biological
sample, i.e., removing the water of the specimen, before being introduced inside the
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microscope. Further, biological samples generate extremely weak contrast, therefore, several
staining methods have been developed to confer such samples with adequate electron density
for EM imaging (see Part I Chapter 1, Section 1.6).
Alternatively, researchers had tried to retain the water of the biological sample by using
freezing methods. In 1974, frozen samples were imaged by EM using a cryo-stage that kept
the specimen near liquid nitrogen temperatures inside the microscope. However, such
samples were conventionally frozen into crystalline ice, resulting in irreversible sample
damage due to changes in water volume . In 1988, Jacques Dubochet and colleagues
305

developed a method to vitrify biological samples for EM purposes. This methodology
consisted of freezing the hydrated sample extremely fast so that the water molecules do not
have enough time to organize themselves into crystals. The resulting state of the water is of
an amorphous solid phase, a glass that is not crystalline. Conveniently, the transition to
vitreous glass also freezes the embedded macromolecules in whatever state they existed right
before vitrification, namely cryofixation. Since the electrons can pass through the
amorphous ice, vitrification supposed a huge advancement in preserving the native
ultrastructure of biological samples for EM. However, since no electron-dense staining is
added, the image contrast of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) images is much lower
than those of heavy metal stained specimens in conventional EM. Furthermore, interactions
between the electrons and the sample provoke drifting and damage of the specimen,
compromising the final attainable resolution. Recently, these limitations have been amply
overcome due to the development of direct electron detector cameras alongside algorithms
for drift-correction and exposure filtering for cryo-EM data. The modern advents in cryoEM hardware and software combined with the vitrification of biological samples have
opened a new era in the field of structural biology, known as the ‘resolution revolution’.

1.2

The electron beam

In EM, the source electron beam is generated by coherent electron waves, this means that
the waves possess the same wavelength (l), their energies are all nearly exactly equivalent,
and are in phase with respect to one another. Upon specimen interaction, emerging scattered
electron waves can be in phase or not, i.e., they can be coherent or incoherent. Those
emerging waves that remain in phase after interacting with the sample are coherently
scattered electrons whereas those that have no phase relationship are incoherently scattered
electrons. Interaction between coherent and incoherent waves can produce constructive or
destructive interference that can lead to either strength or extinguish waves, respectively,
depending on their phase difference .
306

The electron, now treated as a particle, may pass through the specimen unaltered, may backscatter from the sample, may elastically or nearly-elastically scatter or may scatter
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inelastically (Figure 1). When the electron beam penetrates into the electron cloud of an
atom, it is attracted by the positive potential of the nucleus, deflecting its path towards the
core. Relevant electromagnetic signals for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image
formation are elastic and inelastic scattered electrons, and unscattered electrons. In elastic
scattering, electrons change their path in their pass through the specimen without loss of
energy, whereas, in inelastic scattering, the electron beam interacts with the orbital of
electrons surrounding the nucleus of an atom, resulting in a loss and/or transfer of energy.
Furthermore, elastic scatterings usually leave the structure largely undisturbed while
inelastically scattered electrons may break bonds between protein structures .
306

Figure 1. Signals generated when
a high-energy beam of electrons
interacts with a specimen. Most of
these signals can be detected in
different types of TEM. The
directions shown for each signal
do not always represent the
physical direction of the signal, but
indicate, in a relative manner,
where the signal is strongest or
where it is detected. Adapted from
ref. [306].

1.3

Image and contrast formation

EM images are formed by the transmission of the electron beam through the sample, onto
the back focal plane or diffraction plane, and focused with magnification onto the image
plane. Hence, a two-dimensional (2D) projection of each 3D specimen in the beam is formed
at the image plane. In a coherent, bright field cryo-EM image of a thin frozen-hydrated
sample, the majority of contrast is primarily formed by interference between elastically
scattered electrons and unscattered electrons. Inelastic and backwards-scattered electrons
contribute to the noise in the image

. The resulting difference in intensity forms the final

307,308

image that relates areas in the specimen with different scattering potentials deduced from
the following formula of Rutherford, adapted from Coulomb’s law, which describes the
deflection potential of an atom :
309

"=

$%∗%'
()

(1)

in which k = deflection potential, * = electron charge, + = positive charge of the nucleus
(atomic number), r = distance from electron to nucleus.
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At the image plane, elastically scattered electrons interfere with unscattered electrons
causing contrast as a result of a difference in phase between the two. This is crucial in cryoEM since the electron beam, treated as a wave, passes through the sample only suffering a
modest phase shift and an almost negligible amount of spatial modulation in the amplitude
due to the low electron density of unstained biological specimens. Thus, cryo-EM specimens
are defined as weak-phase objects where the structural information is encoded mainly in
spatial variations of the phase of the electron wave as it leaves the specimen .
310

In an ideal scenario, using the perfect imaging system, an in-focus image generated only by
scattering events would have differences in contrast mainly due to the interference between
the unscattered and the scattered beam. This contrast would be sufficient to resolve the
imaged sample. If instead, we use a real microscope setup, all scattering events (including
inelastically scattered electrons) are included in image formation also modulated by the
aberrations produced by the imperfection of the lenses. Under these conditions, the contrast
generated by the unscattered and scattered beam would be insufficient to allow for the
locations of the imaged objects. Thus, to increase contrast, a second selective shift of the
phase between the scattered and unscattered waves is commonly applied in EM image
formation. Firstly, a phase plate can be used to increase contrast ; however, phase plates can
311

be difficult to maintain, and they are not fully optimized for high-resolution cryo-EM. As an
alternative, we can rely on the imperfection of the microscope objective lense and modify
its current so that the image is out of focus. This implicates that during imaging, in the back
focal plane of an electron microscope, an additional frequency-dependent phase shift arises
primarily due to the distance the electron beam-crossover is away from focus and the
spherical aberration imposed by the imperfect lens

310,312

. Another option for increasing contrast

is to adjust the aperture of the objective lens in order to avoid highly deflected electrons.
However, highly deflected electrons generate high-resolution information. Thus, in cryoEM images, one often needs to sacrifice contrast to obtain high-resolution information.

1.4

Cryo-electron microscopy

Cryo-EM has revolutionized the field of structural biology due to its capability to determine
the ångstrom (Å)-resolution structure of purified proteins and large macromolecular
complexes in solution. The two major structural techniques included in cryo-EM are: (i)
cryo-EM combined with single-particle analysis (SPA), and (ii) cryo-electron tomography
(cryo-ET) empowered by subtomogram averaging (STA).
SPA determines high-resolution structures of target biomolecules in solution by exploiting
their random orientation in vitreous ice with respect to the electron beam. The images
obtained by cryo-EM are projections of a 3D sample onto a 2D detector camera. These
projections contain crucial structural information, but they can be difficult to interpret due
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to the superposition of all structural features onto a single plane. In these images, all possible
orientations of the target biomolecule may be found and extracted, obtaining several 2D
views, which are also referred to as ‘particles’ (Figure 2). Thus, the individual orientation,
i.e., the Euler angles, of these particles are determined and used to generated a 3D
reconstruction of the target based on their 2D projection views

.

192,313

Figure 2. 2D versus 3D imaging for particle classification. A simple conceptual demonstration that
conformationally different particles (A and B) can yield multiple projections that are extremely similar
(even if orthogonal), as shown by projection 1 and 2, particularly given the high level of noise typical
of cryo-EM micrographs of either in vitro or in situ specimens. Adapted from ref. [378].

By contrast, in cryo-ET, the specimen is physically tilted in the microscope to acquire a set
of micrographs or projection images, from multiple angles, called tilt series, i.e., the particles
are imaged from different views. The tilt series is computationally aligned and reconstructed
to yield a 3D volume referred to as tomogram. Hundreds or even thousands of copies of a
target macromolecular complex are contained in a tomogram. These copies can be extracted
from the tomogram, similarly to SPA, into small subtomograms, which are the ‘particles’ of
STA. Thus, particles are 2D views of the target structure of interest in SPA, while they are
3D subvolumes in STA. Therefore, subtomograms are located and extracted from the
tomogram, computationally aligned to each other and averaged to retrieve a signal-enhanced
3D structure of the macromolecular complex of interest (Figure 3)

205,314

.

In conventional EM, contrast is generated by the interaction of the electrons and the heavy
metal stained sample. By contrast, in cryo-EM, the direct interaction between the electrons
and the atoms present in the sample generates the contrast. It is important to note that this
interaction damages the imaged specimen, namely electron damage or radiation damage.
Electron damage is more pronounced as the exposure time and beam intensity augment. This
is especially important in cryo-EM since electron damage does not only alter the biological
features of the sample, e.g., breaking bonds, but it also induces motion and provokes melting
of the vitrified specimen. Thus, there is a limit on the total number of electrons tolerated by
the sample, called electron dose. In SPA, the cumulative electron dose typically ranges from
10 to 50 e /Å2, with some cases achieving near 70 e /Å2
-

-

. However, in cryo-ET, the dose

315,316

must be distributed through an entire tilt series, generally composed of 40 to 60 micrographs.
This results in decreasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values and a cumulative effect of
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electron damage that destroys high-resolution information, i.e., high-frequencies, in cryoET images, especially at high tilt angles. Importantly, the total electron dose in a tilt series
is only 1-3 times the electron dose used for a SPA image.

Figure 3. Cryo-ET schematic. (A) In cryo-ET, the ice-embedded specimen, typically shaped as a slab,
is tilted through a wide range of angles in the electron microscope and an image is recorded at each
angle. (B) This collection of images around a common axis constitutes a tilt series. (C) The images in
a tilt series can be computationally aligned to their common axis and reconstructed into a 3D
tomogram by weighted back-projection or other methods. (D) Subtomograms representing a 3D view
of individual macromolecules can be extracted from the reconstructed tomogram, then aligned and
averaged. Adapted from ref. [378].

1.5

The cryo-ET pipeline

Cryo-ET compresses a complex pipeline. The main steps of the pipeline are described in this
chapter (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Scheme of the main steps in the cryo-ET and STA pipeline.
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1.6

Sample preparation for cryo-ET

The most important factor to consider in cryo-ET sample preparation is specimen thickness.
The electron beam is strongly deflected by elements with high atomic number, e.g., Os and
U, while is weakly scattered by elements with lower atomic number regularly present in
biological samples, e.g., C, O, H, N, S and P. Besides that, the aggregation of atoms with
low atomic number can be seen by cryo-EM without staining, so that the electron beam
scatters directly with the biological sample. Obviously, electron scattering will take place
more frequently as thicker the specimen becomes. As a result, the mean free path of a 300
kV-accelerated electron is 300 nm . At 300 kV, the probability of inelastic electron
317

scattering is low, and thus, this is a desired condition when collecting cryo-ET tilt series.
However, as the sample becomes thicker, e.g., at higher tilt angles, the number of
inelastically scattered electrons increases since the electron beam will penetrate but cannot
effectively leave the sample. Those inelastic electrons can be superposed on elastically
scattered electrons obscuring and deteriorating the image quality. Thus, an energy filter is
mandatory when performing high-resolution cryo-ET to effectively remove inelastically
scattered electrons and increase the quality of the image. Furthermore, as the sample is tilted
for tomography, the effective electron path increases proportionally to 1/cos (3), where 3
is the tilt angle.
There are different cryo-ET sample preparation methods that consider sample thickness and
also include steps to thin the sample if necessary. Plunge freezing is used for specimens
thinner than 300-500 nm in thickness, here, the sample is rapidly vitrified in a cryogen. As
the sample is usually applied to the grid in liquid form, e.g., in a buffered solution, gold
fiducials may be easily added to the sample for later helping in the tilt series alignment.
Thicker samples, as tissue and cells, are vitrified under high-pressure in the presence of a
cryo-protectant. This technique increases the thickness of the specimen which can be
vitrified from approximately 10 µm to hundreds of microns. The frozen sample is then
sectioned into 50 to 150 nm-thick sections with a diamond knife at cryogenic temperatures,
keeping the sample vitreous and thin enough to be observed by cryo-EM. High-pressure
freezing and cryo-sectioning can be combined with cryo-ET and STA

203,318

; however, it is not

always possible to incorporate gold fiducials into these samples, necessitating the use of
markerless tilt series alignment. Common drawbacks of the technique are the cutting
artefacts that appear on the ice surface during cryo-sectioning and the associated
compression of the sample in the direction of cutting.
Cryo-focus ion beam (cryo-FIB) milling is used to prepare thin samples either vitrified
directly on EM grids or cut from high-pressure-frozen samples. A gallium ion beam is used
to mill unnecessary layers of sample in a target region, leaving 200-400 nm-thick lamellae
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that can be subsequently imaged by cryo-EM. Cryo-FIB-milling overcomes the sample
thickness limit, enabling cryo-ET of eukaryotic cells and tissue

204,319

1.7

.

Data collection

Firstly, the electron microscope must be aligned prior to data collection. Assuming optimal
microscope alignments, data quality can be further improved by different acquisition
parameters. The main considerations in data collection are: sample drift, ice quality and
thickness, magnification, electron damage and acquisition scheme. Sample drift can be
minimized with the incorporation of stage settling time during acquisition. The quality and
thickness of the ice can be improved by optimizing blotting conditions and sample
composition. Moreover, data quality can also be affected by magnification, since it can
introduce anisotropy, resulting in pixel size variation across different areas of the image.
Higher magnification has reduced anisotropic magnification, and better preserves highresolution information than lower magnifications due to transfer of the same physical
frequency with higher intensity, however, the field of view is reduced.
An important factor to consider during data acquisition for STA is the potential to perform
high-throughput cryo-ET given the nature of the sample and the available EM hardware.
Large numbers of particles are required to obtain high-resolution structures and to perform
classification aiming to identify different functional states. Therefore, the number of
tomograms and containing particles acquired per microscope session are important
considerations for the resolution of the final reconstruction. Reducing the microscope
magnification increases the field of view and typically results in a larger number of particles
per tomogram by compromising resolution. The choice of magnification for data collection
should be designated based on target resolution, particle size and abundance, and expected
molecular heterogeneity.
As appointed in section 1.3 and 1.4 of this chapter, the interaction between electrons and the
sample can alter specimen features by electron damage. Electron damage firstly destroys
high-frequencies in the sample, thus, the early images of a tilt series concentrate higher
resolution information that the latest. This time-dependent loss of signal means that the
distribution of the limited electron dose (typically 80 – 150 e /Å2) across the tilt series is a
-

significant factor. Therefore, it seems logical to apply an increased electron dose when
acquiring at higher tilt angles to compensate for sample thickness. However, if higher tilts
are exposed to more of the fixed total dose, then less dose is available for acquisition of the
low-tilt micrographs, which potentially contain higher resolution information as they are
thinner. A balance must be reached between distributing more dose to the low-tilt images
earlier in the acquisition sequence and ensuring that high-tilt images have sufficient signal
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and frequency information to contribute to the final 3D reconstruction. Common tiltacquisition schemes in relation to their transfer of signal are summarized in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Schematic of the principal acquisition tilt-schemes. The scheme shows information transfer
for (A) continuous, (B) bidirectional and (C) dose-symmetric tilt-schemes. Tilts are shown from -60°
to +60° in 3° increments for a total of 41 tilts. Grey values correspond to the information transfer at
each tilt according to the colour map shown on the left. The reduction of information transfer at hightilts due to the increased apparent thickness of the sample is simulated by multiplication with the
cosine of the tilt angle. The loss of high-resolution information due to accumulated electron dose is
simulated by multiplication by low pass filters assuming constant exposures times. The dosesymmetric tilt-scheme shows optimal, near-symmetric information transfer. (D) Plot of mean signal
transfer for different tilt-schemes: continuous (magenta); bidirectional starting at 0° (red); bidirectional
starting at -21° (green); bidirectional starting at -21° in the case that the second branch is deleted
before averaging to reduce impact of the jump-at-start problem (blue); dose-symmetric (black). Mean
signal transfers are calculated as the mean of the signal transfer for all tilts within the tomogram.
Adapted from ref. [388].

Currently, high-throughput tomography approaches requiring only 13-20 minutes per tilt
series have been successfully implemented

; however, these approaches have not yet

320,321

yielded high-resolution subtomogram averages. To date, reported high-resolution cryoET/STA structures have been produced by prioritizing data quality over throughput.
Furthermore, most of them have been recorded using dose-symmetric tilt scheme, in a 300
kV TEM microscope equipped with a direct detector and an energy filter, in thin plungefrozen samples presenting from hundreds to thousands particles that form lattices.

1.8

Generation of tomograms for STA

Generating a high-quality 3D tomogram for STA involves four major image processing
steps: pre-processing of tilt series, including drift correction of each tilt image to compensate
for sample movement; contrast transfer function (CTF) correction to recover high-resolution
information; tilt series alignment; and 3D reconstruction (Figure 4).
1.8.1 Pre-processing: motion correction and dose weighting
As the sample is being imaged, it experiences movement from two major sources: stage drift
after each mechanical rotation and beam-induced motion of the vitreous material. Dosefractionated movies recorded on direct electron detectors allow efficient measurement and
correction of the movement related to global drift. However, beam-induced motion can
result in complex sample movement that is more difficult to account for during pre- 80 -
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processing. This beam-induced motion may not only result in lateral motion of particles in
the field of view but can also result in particle rotation and z-axis movement, which in turn
affects particle defocus. Sample motion is initially rapid over the first few electrons applied
to the sample but slows as the electron dose accumulates

322,323

. Several software packages have

been developed, originally for SPA applications, which correct motion globally and/or
324

“locally” in sub-divided tiles of the whole image frame

. In cryo-ET, the electron dose per

323,325

tilt of 1-3 e-/Å is much lower than the 30-60 e-/Å used for SPA cryo-EM exposures. Due
2

2

to this low electron dose, generally, only a few image frames are recorded per tilt, to ensure
sufficient signal in each image frame for the implemented algorithms to successfully align
the frames to each other. It should be noted that the local movements occurring during the
short exposure lengths of each tilt image are potentially small. Therefore, it is not known if
performing “local” motion correction of these images is necessary for resolution
improvement during the subsequent STA. Other technical approaches to minimize sample
motion are the use of commercially available gold grids . This reduction in motion resulted
326

in improved resolution for STA from 9.7 Å to 8.1 Å for the structure of the hepatitis B capsid
virus .
327

As previously mentioned, electron damage results in the gradual loss of high-resolution
signal as the applied electron dose accumulates during imaging. Dose weighting can be
applied to account for dose-dependent resolution decay by down-weighting highfrequencies in the individual tilt images. The images recorded later in the tilt series
acquisition sequence have higher accumulated electron doses and face stronger downweighting of high-frequencies. Dose weighting, also called exposure filtering, can be done
in combination with motion correction, resulting in reduced noise, and thus, in higher SNR
values .
324

1.8.2 Tilt series alignment
The tomographic reconstruction of an object from a tilt series requires an accurate
determination of the relationship between the microscope tilt axis, the tilt axes of each 2D
projection and the internal coordinate system of the specimen

. This process, called tilt

328,329

series alignment, determines shifts, rotations, magnifications and sample deformations
between each tilted image in the tilt series. These alignment parameters define the projection
model used for the alignment prior to tomographic reconstruction. Hence, tilt series
alignment has a direct impact on the quality of the 3D reconstruction and therefore, on the
attainable resolution in STA .
330

To accurately determine the alignment parameters for the tilt series in high-resolution cryoET experiments, fiducial markers are commonly used . Spherical gold beads are the most
206

common fiducial marker, as gold scatters electrons more strongly than biological material
and the projections of these spheres appear as high-contrast circles in the images, regardless
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of the tilt angle . Automated location of gold fiducials is possible by using peak-searching
330

algorithms

331–333

. However, automated tracking of gold fiducial positions through the tilt series

remains a challenge for current software packages. Often, manual intervention is required to
identify well-behaved gold fiducials that contribute to an accurate calculation of the
alignment parameters. Manual intervention also helps to discern gold fiducial trajectories
when they cluster or overlap in some images of the tilt series. Although recent developments
in alignment algorithms have allowed automated tilt series alignment
intervention is still essential for high-resolution cryo-ET

, manual

331,333

, indicating that automated tilt

334–336

series alignment remains as an important bottleneck in the field, preventing high-throughput
cryo-ET and STA.
Before computing the alignment parameters, a projection model needs to be formulated. The
projection model defines the geometric relationship between the positions of the gold beads
in the tilt series and their 3D position in the sample. At its most basic formulation, the
movement of the sample is assumed to be determined by a rotation of known magnitude 35
around an unknown axis of rotation ψ that remains fixed during the acquisition of the tilt
series, followed by an in-plane translation (6, 8)5 of unknown magnitude, where 9 represents
each tilt. Solving this basic model involves finding values for the parameters (6, 8)5 and ψ
that minimize the residuals, i.e., distances between the experimentally determined positions
of the fiducials in the micrographs and their re-projection positions predicted by the model.
The solution of this particular parameter-fitting problem can be easily computed by a linear
least-squares regression for each possible value of ψ. When the model is enriched with
additional parameters, such as correction of the initial tilt angles, perturbation of the
orientation of the tilt axis for each tilt or consideration of possible electron beam tilt, the
minimization problem needs to be solved by approximation, frequently using the solution of
the most basic model as starting point. While the parameters described so far represent only
rigid body transformations (combinations of rotations and translations), transformations
involving image deformation may also be considered, e.g., local magnifications or
anisotropic sample deformation

.

337,338

The extension of the projection model with additional parameters necessarily improves the
merit figure (given by the mean residual) of the alignment. However, this does not
necessarily imply superior quality of the extended projection model: inclusion of parameters
that do not model mechanisms actually in operation will result in overfitting, which may
compromise the quality of the alignment. Besides physical considerations about the
suitability of modelling different effects (caused by characteristics of the sample or the
quality of the microscope), mathematical considerations can guide the choice of parameters
entering the model. When gold beads are sparse, unevenly distributed, or are missing in a
large number of micrographs, a conservative approach based on the determination of the
basic set of parameters ((6, 8)5 and ψ) is recommended. A large number of fiducial markers
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can also be advantageous as it allows the physical meaningfulness of parameter sets to be
tested by solving the model using a subset of markers and observing the behaviour of
residuals in a validation set of markers not used in the fitting.
Markerless alignment methods substitute the use of physical fiducial markers with
computational analysis of the projection images of the sample. They are therefore the method
of choice when the inclusion of gold beads in the specimen is not feasible (e.g., cryo-FIB
milled samples). Additionally, markerless alignment represents the motion of the sample
directly, instead of characterizing the movement of fiducials. In spite of this, markerless
alignment is often less accurate than marker-based alignment. The projection of the 3D
center of any given gold bead can be located with high precision on each micrograph where
it appears, due to the spherical shape and the intense contrast of its appearance in the
projection image. In contrast, biological structures project as different noisy views in each
tilted image, making the geometric relationship between two views of the same feature nonobvious a priori without further computation. Thus, the performance of markerless
alignment is bound to show a high degree of dependence on the characteristics of the sample.
Further, the quality of image features decreases for high tilts, since the increasing sample
thickness decreases the SNR and the tilting of the sample itself favours occlusion effects.
All the principles for alignment model determination and the general workflow mentioned
above also apply for markerless alignment with the difference of using sample features
instead of gold beads as markers

.

339–341

1.8.3 CTF estimation and correction
The electrons transmitted after interaction with the specimen are focused on the image plane.
At the image plane, the detector or camera is only able to sense the resultant of amplitudes
after destructive or constructive interference of the sample-emerging electron beam.
Therefore, at the image plane, the contrast is modulated by the phase difference between the
scattered and the unscattered electron beam

. The described contrast transfer can be

307,342

positive, when constructive interference, as well as negative, when destructive interference,
ranging between [-1,1]. In real space, this effects each pixel to be multiplied by a point
spread function – a mathematical function that described how a point spreads into an
extended region in the final formed image. In Fourier space, when frequencies have a
contrast transfer of zero, it means that those specific frequencies are not present in the final
image, leading to loss of data; the frequencies with negative contrast lead to the condition
where black pixels appear white and vice versa. Consequently, the 1D representation of this
phenomenon shows its oscillatory nature (Figure 6), and for a 2D case, it leads to a
concentric circular pattern, called Thon rings .
343

Mathematically, this phenomenon is denominated as the contrast transfer function (CTF),
which is a sinusoidal function modelled by the following equation:
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where :B is the spherical aberration of the electromagnetic lens; C is the electron wavelength;
= is the spatial frequency, I is the applied defocus and >(=) is an envelope function
describing the degradation of high-resolution information.
Practically, the CTF defines how aberrations in TEM modulates the individual images of the
sample in a spatial frequency-dependent manner

, and depends on several microscope

342,344

circumstances, being the image defocus of the objective lens a crucial parameter. The CTF
is essential for cryo-EM since it sets the resolution of the microscope. Furthermore, EM
practitioners consider the acquired images as the CTF-degraded true sample, thus, the
description of the CTF allows the sample to be reverse-engineered, i.e., the sample is CTFcorrected and thus, its faithful signal is restored. The oscillation of the CTF inverts the phases
of the signal between every second CTF zero, and information at the zero-crossings is
permanently lost. Unless the source tomograms are CTF-corrected and the frequencies that
have been phase flipped are recovered, the resolution of the resulting STA structures will be
limited to the first zero-crossing of the CTF

. By fitting a theoretical CTF curve to the

345,346

experimentally observed 2D Thon rings of a micrograph, the value of the applied defocus, I,
can be estimated and the effect of the CTF on the signal can be partially reversed.
Importantly, there are two properties of the CTF that must be noted: (i) at low absolutes
values of defocus, the number of zero crossing decrease, but the contrast at low frequencies
is low; (ii) at high absolute values of defocus, the number of zero crossing increase, but the
contrast at the low frequencies is high. Therefore, an image acquired at low defocus provides
high-resolution information, e.g., secondary structural details, while an image acquired at
high defocus provides low resolution features, e.g., shape and size of the target biomolecule.
Thus, often in cryo-EM, a set of images collected at different defocus is required in order to
see both the low and high-resolution information.
In cryo-ET, data sets possess two additional features related to the defocus value (Figure
6B):
1.

Sample thickness which results in a defocus gradient between the top surface and

the bottom surface of the sample.
2.

Tilting also generates a defocus gradient along the direction of the electron beam.

This defocus gradient means that different areas of the micrograph are at different defoci,
deteriorating the Thon rings perpendicular to the direction of the tilting axis.
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Figure 6. Contrast transfer function and defocus gradients in cryo-ET. (A) A simulated CTF curve of
a 300-kV microscope with :B = 2.7 mm and a 3-Å pixel size. The left curve is simulated at -5 um
defocus and the right one at -500 nm defocus with a phase shift of 90 degrees. Orange lines represent
envelope functions dampening the high-frequencies with increasing defocus. (B) Effect of tilting on
the defocus gradient: sample of thickness M becomes thicker relative to the electron beam while
tilting adds a defocus difference MG between the top and the bottom of the sample.

Incorrect estimation of defocus values results in an imprecise correction of the CTF, which
limits the resolution of the final reconstruction. CTF determination and correction is
conventionally performed prior to reconstruction of the tomogram and operates directly on
the 2D-images. To estimate the defocus of a tilted image, a strip centred on the tilt axis is
further subdivided into overlapping tiles and the power spectrum is calculated for each tile.
These resulting spectra are averaged together to create a mean spectrum, which is used to
estimate the defocus for the strip. This central defocus is then used to extrapolate the defocus
for each of the other strips in the images, which is used to estimate the CTF for that strip in
order to flip the phase accordingly. The simplest form of CTF correction is phase-only
correction in which negative phases are flipped between the zeros of the CTF to compensate
for the original inversion . This can also be combined with amplitude correction, which is
347

conventionally implemented through application of a Wiener filter, sometimes with
additional filtering included to address high magnitude and noise-dominant components
separately . Nothing can be done to restore the data lost at the CTF nulls; however,
348

frequency nulls in subtomogram averages can be filled in by including particles from
tomograms recorded at different nominal defocus values. 2D-CTF correction only addresses
the defocus gradient that stems from the tilting of the sample. 3D-CTF correction for high- 85 -
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resolution cryo-ET and STA has been recently applied on biological data sets, improving
the final resolution of STA averages .
349

1.8.4 Tomographic reconstruction
After the tilt series is aligned and CTF-corrected, the resulting stack of 2D images needs to
be computationally reconstructed to output a 3D volume from the different tomographic tilt
images of the specimen. This is mathematically described in the central slice theorem, also
referred to as the projection-slice theorem or Fourier slice theorem. This theorem states that
the Fourier transform of a projection is a 2D central slice of the 3D Fourier transform of the
original real-space volume. This principle results in the simplest reconstruction technique in
which central slices are calculated from projections, and the resulting 3D Fourier volume is
transformed back to real space (Figure 7)

. Due to the mechanical limitations of the

350–352

microscope stage and the increased electron path in the tilted sample, tomograms are
typically acquired to maximum tilts of ±50°-70°. Thus, the resulting 3D reconstructions,
generated by applying the central slice theorem, are incomplete in Fourier space as
information corresponding to the missing tilt angles is absent, resulting in a missing wedge.
The effect of the missing wedge in real space is anisotropic resolution: apparent elongation
of features in the direction of the electron beam, combined with the absence of horizontal
features perpendicular to the beam.
The weighted back-projection (WBP) is the most common reconstruction algorithm. WBP
is a modified form of the real-space simple back-projection, in which the back projection is
further multiplied by a weighting function in Fourier space. This weighting function
suppresses frequencies that are overrepresented due to the overlap of the projections in
Fourier space, resulting in an analytical reconstruction. The weighting function can also be
used to modulate the balance of frequencies: applying higher weights on low frequencies
improves the apparent contrast of the reconstruction while applying lower weights amplifies
high-frequencies and therefore the associated noise . The WBP algorithm does not restore
353

the information in the missing wedge.
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Figure 7. Projection acquisition and tomographic reconstruction. (a) Projection. (Left) Tilt series are
acquired by tilting the specimen around a tilt axis (here perpendicular to the sheet) at small
increments over a limited tilt range. (Center) Projection process of an object made up of four dots
with different radii at 0° tilt. (Right) Acquisition of several projections of a tilt series from the object. (b)
Assembling the Fourier transform (FT) of the three projections at -45°, 0°, and +45° ((a) Right) in the
Fourier space, which is progressively filled as more projections are acquired and their FTs
assembled. Afterwards, and inverse FT yields the reconstructed object. The ‘missing wedge’ is
marked with grey triangles. (c) The reconstructed object under ideal conditions (sampling and
covering). (d) Reconstruction of the object from the tilt series with back projection. From left to right:
the reconstruction with tilt series over the range [-50°,+50°] with 1, 3, 5, 15, and 25 projections. The
influence of the limited tilt range and the angular sampling are apparent. Adapted from ref. [352].

1.9

Subtomogram averaging

STA starts with locating the particles of interest in 3D reconstructed cryo-electron
tomograms by defining their 3D coordinates. This process is known as particle picking.
Identification of initial orientation of the particles allows a straightforward generation of an
initial reference for STA by averaging the particles in their assigned orientations. This
further reduces the angular search space, minimizing computation time for subtomogram
alignment. Several strategies for particle picking are available:
1.

Manual picking of particles in 3D volumes. This can be a laborious process.

2.

Particle picking relative to a supporting geometry such as an axis (e.g., along a
354

filament) or over a 2D surface

334–336

(e.g., membrane). Modelling the support geometry and

defining a fixed spacing along the axis or surface allow automatic definition of
subtomograms, each containing a putative particle, at regular intervals along the supporting
geometry. This approach allows two out of the three initial orientation angles to be defined
based on the direction of the axis or normal to the surface.
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3.

Automated particle picking using template matching1. This approach requires a

template for picking. The template is computationally rotated and cross-correlated against
all positions in the tomogram. Positions and angles corresponding to the highest crosscorrelation values are ranked and subtomograms are extracted from the highest ranked
locations. The template matching procedure is high-throughput; however, the use of a
template has the potential to introduce high-resolution bias during particle selection.
4.

Supervised particle picking by pre-trained neural networks. In this approach, the

user provides an annotated training data set with regions of the tomograms that contain both
the features of interest and the negative controls .
355

1.9.1 Mechanics of subtomogram averaging
The classical approach to STA seeks to recover the common signal in the collected particles
by an iterative process that alternates alignment and averaging steps. During the alignment
step, each subtomogram is aligned against a single reference volume called a template; i.e.,
the procedure determines the translation and rotation needed to transform the subtomogram
such that it maximizes the similarity of the template and the subtomogram. These identified
alignment parameters are used in the averaging step to produce an improved template. This
procedure is iterated until some predetermined convergence criterion is met (Figure 8). In
practice, the full data set is split into two independent data sets that are aligned and averaged
separately. This approach, extensively applied in SPA cryo-EM , minimizes template bias
356

and overfitting of high-frequency information. The half-sets are commonly referred to as
even and odd and are divided based on the particle indexing number, however, particles can
also be separated on a per tomogram basis or by using the median particle coordinate in a
tomogram as a separation threshold.
The similarity of the rotated template and the particle is measured by means of a normalized
constrained cross-correlation (NCC) function. As the particles have a missing wedge in
Fourier space, the same missing wedge is applied to the rotated template, filtering it to the
frequencies present in the subtomogram. Moreover, usually, a real-space mask is also used
to limit the similarity measurement to an area of interest. Masking is particularly important
when handling particles from a densely populated cellular environment, or those in contact
with or proximal to features of high intensity, such as membranes, filaments, or gold beads.
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Figure 8. Overview of subtomogram averaging workflow. Subtomograms are cubes extracted from
the full tomograms; each subtomogram contains a randomly oriented copy of the molecule of interest.
Subtomograms are aligned to the reference and a new reference is generated from the aligned
particles. This process is iterated until the alignment converges to a stable reference. Reproduced
from ref. [206].

1.9.2 Subtomogram averaging alignment step
The alignment step accounts for most of the computation time in the STA procedure, as for
each particle, it performs a search for the three angles (orientations) and three shifts
(translations) that maximize the similarity between the particle and the template. From a
technical point of view, rotating and shifting are separated. A rotated version of the template
is generated for each of the angle triplets tested. Then, for all possible shifts, the similarity
of this rotated template to the particle is measured. In each iteration, the combination of
shifts and Euler angles that yields the best merit figure are the alignment parameters assigned
to the particle for the next iteration. As an alternative to maximizing a cross-correlation (CC)
value, the Maximum Likelihood framework

327,357

aims to generate an average that weights the

contribution of every possible geometrical transform of each particle in the data set.
The use of NCC as a measure of similarity is advantageous from the computational point of
view: for a given rotation angle, the similarity value yielded for all possible shifts can be
computed at once from the Fourier transforms of the rotated template and particle. This
computation includes the corrections that ensure the measurement is made inside the area
defined by the mask. Mask should have soft edges in order to limit the masking artefacts on
the structure, however, if local NCC is implemented

358,359

a sharp mask could be used in order

to maximize alignment precision. This Fourier acceleration for the translation search can be
mimicked for the rotation search if the translations are known: a spherical harmonics
decomposition allows simultaneous computation of the similarity of all rotated versions of
the template against a given particle .
360

In both approaches, the angles to be scanned at each iteration are defined by the user. The
choice of the angle set is ideally supported by a priori information about the particle shape,
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symmetry, or context within the tomogram (filaments and membranes might define
physically sensible constraints to the potential angles around a coarsely defined orientation),
and also considers the trade-off between quality with finer angular intervals and computing
time. This decision can be made automatically in some implementations based on an
361

analysis of the interplay between angular interval, resolution, and size of the box and/or
mask.
1.9.3 Averaging step
The alignment parameters found for each particle are used to rotate and shift the particles.
These particles are then averaged to create a volume that will serve as an updated reference
for the next iteration. Since particles that align with different rotation angles contain possibly
overlapping, but essentially different areas, of Fourier space, the averaging procedure must
weight the final average by the number of subtomograms that actually contribute to each
Fourier component.
The averaging step can incorporate different selection policies that downweight or reject
subtomograms of lesser quality based on the information gathered during alignment. A
straightforward criterion is the thresholding of particles whose computed CC coefficients
are below the defined thresholds for the current iteration. If the data set is large enough, this
policy can be refined by grouping subtomograms according to their tomogram of origin and
by their orientation and processing them independently, with the understanding that in such
334

a case the averages will also have missing wedges. In maximum likelihood formulations,
downweighting the contributions of lower-quality particles naturally replaces the
thresholding criterion used in correlation maximization approaches.
When contextual information is available for each particle, subtomograms may also be
rejected based on the alignment parameters themselves. A particle may be excluded from
averaging when the geometrical transform that optimizes the CC criterion forces it into a
position or orientation considered unphysical based on its geometrical relationship within
cellular structures such as filaments, membranes, or predicted assemblies of particles in the
form of lattices or pseudo-crystals.
The average obtained at the end of an iteration is used to generate a reference volume for the
next iteration. Ideally, this new reference will not include any frequency not present in the
real signal contained in the set of subtomograms; in other words: it should be low-pass
filtered according to the actual resolution attained by the current iteration. In the independent
half-set refinement approach, this resolution is determined by comparing the independently
attained even and odd averages, aligned to each other. The comparison is performed by
means of a Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC), a mathematical operation that measures the
agreement of two volumes at each frequency interval. However, the resolution determined
in this way is dependent on the particular cut-off criterion used and on the policy used to
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compensate for the boosting of FSC values by the use of a mask . A conservative approach
363

is therefore suggested when generating the reference of the next iteration: in order to
minimize the leaking of spurious frequencies into the subsequent computational steps, the
attained average is filtered to a slightly lower frequency than the nominal resolution
computed by the FSC curve. When the refinement has converged, the sum of the aligned
final half-maps filtered to the detected resolution is the result of the STA.
The objective of the STA procedure is a gradual increase in the resolution measured across
iterations. Stalling of the resolution improvement per iteration can be overcome by adjusting
iteration parameters such as the masks used, the coverage of the angular scanning sets, and/or
the level of binning (decided manually by the user or by the software), or by introducing
classification. In some cases, further potential improvements might be attained by redefining
the subtomograms themselves, as explained in the next section.
1.9.4 Subboxing
The subboxing technique uses the global alignment parameters determined for a given box
size to infer the alignment parameters of newly defined regions inside the averaged particle
(subboxes), as depicted in Figure 9. These subboxes can be aligned and averaged separately,
using their orientation and relative location as an initial estimate of alignment parameters
that can be relaxed if necessary. This process allows flexible regions or particle composition
heterogeneity in the original tomograms to be explicitly accounted for

. Note that a

335,364

potential downside of this technique is the reduction of the amount of signal available to
drive the alignment due to smaller box sizes.

Figure 9 The subboxing workflow. (A) Initial subtomograms are selected in the tomograms by
respecting a priori information of the sample geometry. In this example, they are defined along a
tubular shape. (B) After a few STA iterations, the average reveals a structure previously not seen in
the full tomogram (here shown as a helical pattern around the tube). Finer alignment parameters do
not allow more details to be resolved, due to the curvature of the tube and the heterogeneous
composition of the helical structure. New coordinates of potential particle centres are selected inside
the average (indicated with coloured “+”). (C) These coordinates are traced back to the full tomogram
and subboxes with a smaller box size are cropped. (D) The subboxes are further aligned and
averaged using a priori information of their orientation (in this case, perpendicular to the tube surface).
Classification reveals two different particle types. (E) Placing the final averages at their corresponding
coordinates in the full tomogram shows their overall arrangement and potential interactions. (F)
Illustration of the initial subbox orientation (blue) and the refined (red) subbox orientations. The
subboxing reveals the individual particle orientations that could not be resolved from the first average.
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1.10 Software packages for subtomogram averaging
Several open-source software suites are available for STA. These software packages differ
in programming languages, data formats, alignment algorithms, and overall image
processing workflow.
The Dynamo suite has a specific module for STA, written in MATLAB, C++, and CUDA
programming languages. Dynamo performs iterative refinement based on maximum CC .
358

The software is prepared to run under several computing environments (Windows, Linux,
Mac) as well as on GPU and CPU clusters and Amazon cloud services . Dynamo is
365

characterized by its user-friendliness and adaptability since it is distributed as MATLAB
scripts as well as precompiled executables, thereby supporting algorithm development and
enabling users to install and use the software without the purchase of any license. Data
management is crucial for STA; therefore Dynamo has recently extended its workflow to
include two organized databases structured as archiving systems: the Dynamo repository (in
the Dynamo 1.2 series) and the Dynamo catalogue. The Dynamo repository organizes tilt
series data while the Dynamo catalogue manages tomograms and keeps track of every
transformation, e.g., binning and flipping, and tomographic annotations for particle picking
using geometrical models . Moreover, Dynamo offers a streamlined project graphical user
366

interface for STA where projects for classification, refinement, and adaptive bandpass
filtering can be designed and tested before batched projects are launched. Additional online
documentation describes functionalities in detail and applications in biological data sets .
367

Dynamo functionalities have been integrated into pipelines for high-resolution cryo-ET

.

334–336

Additionally, Dynamo provides powerful tools for template matching, mask management ,
368

estimation of symmetry , and subboxing , as well as extensive visualization systems .
369

364

370

There are also a number of other commonly used packages. The TOM and AV3 packages
are also written in MATLAB and provide modules for EM data management, tomographic
alignment, and subtomogram averaging by CC maximization

. PyTOM is a modular

371,372

toolbox that shares concepts with TOM and AV3. It is written in Python and includes tools
for template matching and classification of subtomograms

373

as well as subtomogram

alignment by applying spherical harmonics . PEET is an open-source software package
374

linked to IMOD for subtomogram alignment and averaging. The alignment algorithm of
PEET is based on maximum CC and includes tools for clustering and classification

.

375,376

MLTOMO is a maximum likelihood-based workflow, also written in MATLAB, that allows
subtomogram averaging and classification .
377

Finally, several single-particle software packages have integrated tools for subtomogram
averaging into their pipelines. EMAN2 contains a toolbox based on maximum CC that offers
functionalities such as classification of subtomograms, particle picking and, per-particle
CTF analysis and correction

378,379
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maximum likelihood for alignment and classification of subtomograms . The regularized
380

likelihood refinement algorithm in RELION has been extended to 3D images, including perparticle CTF estimation and correction .
381

New approaches for subtomogram averaging classification and alignment refinement have
also been recently implemented in emClarity. emClarity is a set of GPU-accelerated
programs interfaced with the IMOD package that allows per-particle alignment refinement
and 3D-CTF correction, as well as exhaustive bandpass filtering for classification. It has
been shown to improve resolution in cryo-ET data sets where sub-nanometer resolution was
already achieved . Further application of these new approaches to more challenging data
382

sets limited in attainable resolution, such as intact cells and cryo-FIB lamellas, will help the
identification of potential workflow bottlenecks that could be targeted for improvement in
future biological applications of STA.

1.11 The power of cryo-ET and STA in cell biology
The biological context defines protein function. Cryo-ET includes information on the spatial
environment, such as the relative orientation of protein complexes within a cell and their
interaction partners, in the projection TEM images. Complementarily, STA extracts highresolution structural information from the cryo-ET data in the form of a 3D average,
provided with a contextual biological function and meaning.
Cryo-ET and STA have revealed the molecular mechanisms involved in fundamental
biological processes including viral maturation, bacterial secretion systems (SS) and protein
trafficking. Pioneer research on the HIV capsid has set the standards of high-resolution cryoET and STA by determining their native assembly up to 3.4 Å336,349. Moreover, the
organization of the Ebola viral nucleocapsid have been structurally characterized at 6.6 Å
by STA. In microbiology, Cryo-ET and STA have established the molecular mechanisms of
action of several bacterial secretion systems as well as a plethora of chemoreceptors and
cytoskeletal architecture

.

383,384

Recently, STA has also been applied to in vitro reconstituted components of the eukaryotic
protein trafficking machinery. The structure of the membrane-assembled retromer has been
determined at a resolution range of 8.7 to 9.4 Å . Moreover, the structure of the membrane335

bound inner COPII endosomal coat yielded a resolution of 4.9 Å by STA, allowing
visualization of a membrane-embedded amphipathic helix that imparts membrane curvature,
and which is absent in the previous X-ray and SPA structures .
334

Taken together, revolutionary achievements have been made by applying cryo-ET and STA
in biological samples, being nowadays cryo-ET the method of choice to visualize the in situ
structure of frozen-hydrated protein complexes within the intact cells.
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Abstract
With the advent of modern technologies for cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET), highquality tilt series are more rapidly acquired than processed and analysed. Thus, a robust
and fast-automated alignment for batch processing in cryo-ET is needed. While different
software packages have made available several approaches for automated marker-based
alignment of tilt series, manual user intervention remains necessary for many data sets, thus,
preventing high-throughput tomography.
Here, we have developed a MATLAB-based framework integrated into the Dynamo software
package to automatically detect and track fiducial markers that generates a robust
alignment model with minimal input parameters. Combined with the Dynamo repository,
our new batching system for tilt series data sets, this approach allows high-throughput
unsupervised volume reconstruction. This new module extends Dynamo with a large
repertory of tools for tomographic alignment and reconstruction, as specific visualization
browsers and localized reconstruction systems, enabling users to rapidly assess the
biological relevance of the data set.

2.1

Introduction

Electron tomography (ET), particularly cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET), is the method
of choice for visualizing the near-native arrangement of cellular organelles and
macromolecules within their biological context

. The ET pipeline has been classically

187,191,385

recognized as a time-consuming workflow with identified bottlenecks in data acquisition
and image processing, so far preventing high-throughput cryo-ET. In brief, a series of
micrographs are collected at several tilt angles, called tilt series, by physically rotating the
specimen around a single axis perpendicular to the electron beam

. Subsequently, tilt series

314,386

are aligned and reconstructed to obtain a 3D volume, called a tomogram. Thus, tilt series
alignment and reconstruction are essential steps in cryo-ET with a direct impact on the
attainable resolution of the resulting 3D structure .
333

Recent advances in cryo-EM, such as the development of energy filters and direct electron
detectors, have been essential to overcome common challenges including the low signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) and resolution limits192,387. In parallel, important improvements in
microscope hardware and software for automated acquisition have recently allowed rapid
collection of high-quality tilt series, enabling ambitious comparative cell biological studies
towards high-throughput cryo-ET388–392. Accordingly, several software packages have
implemented tilt series alignment and reconstruction in their workflow, with IMOD being
the most popular333. Other software packages including such workflows are Protomo340,
AuTom393, TOM394, and UCSF tomography395. These software packages provide a welldefined pipeline, yielding to effective tilt series alignment and reconstruction.
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The IMOD software package through its graphical user interface (GUI) – eTomo – manages
both marker-based and markerless alignment of tilt series including several additional
functionalities within a complex pipeline. AuTom has a simple GUI that also solves for
marker-based and markerless tilt series alignment. Noble and Stagg proposed a markerless
alignment pipeline combining the Protomo and Appion frameworks340. Furthermore,
Tomoauto is an application that takes advantage of different software functionalities,
providing batch processing of cryo-ET data320. Although, such pipelines are known to be
effective, either due to overload or lack of diagnostic tools, identification of failure points
frequently translates into a complex and time-consuming step-by-step tracking task for
users. In addition, advents in data acquisition have partially overlapped with important
improvements in accommodation of large data sets using high-performance CPU and GPU
algorithms358,396 as well as drift and beam-induced motion correction for cryo-ET337,
resulting in high-resolution 3D structures below the nanometer397,398 or even close to the
atomic level by means of cryo-ET336.
High-resolution cryo-ET has only been possible in combination with powerful image
processing software packages for subtomogram averaging (STA)205. STA exploits the fact
that biological features are present in multiple copies within a tomogram and provides a
framework to determine structural information by the numerical analysis of many noisy,
randomly oriented subtomograms. STA computationally extracts subtomograms containing
the structure of interest from a given tomogram. After subtomogram extraction, STA
performs 3D alignment to compute a final average that retrieves a 3D signal-enhanced
structure. Importantly, typical limitations linked to cryo-ET such as the missing wedge,
sample geometry and low SNR, can be overcome by computational means in STA205,206,399.
Currently, a variety of software packages specialized for STA aim to address some of these
issues: Dynamo358, RELION327, PEET400, Jsubtomo401, EMAN2396, PyTom402 and
emClarity403.
Dynamo is a software package specialized in image processing for STA that adapts to a
variety of high-performance computing platforms such as GPU or CPU clusters358. Dynamo
is also characterized by user-friendliness and flexibility to create new algorithms and
combine them with other external tools. The backbone of Dynamo is written in the
programming languages MATLAB, CUDA and C++, so that Dynamo is distributed both as
MATLAB scripts as well as precompiled executables for different computing environments
(Windows, Linux, Mac)365.
Despite the effectiveness of currently available software for tilt series alignment, we have
encountered that full-precision automatic alignment and batch processing have remained a
challenge in the field due to poor SNR images even when using gold particles as fiducial
markers. Moreover, some of these software packages are not ready to benefit from available
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high-performance computing architectures. Also, new software developments for highresolution STA depend on an initial estimate of the tilt series alignment parameters337,403.
Therefore, we are in the need for a robust and fast automated alignment in cryo-ET that
enables batch processing and aims to be integrated with high-resolution STA strategies.
Extensive research has been published for automated alignment of tilt series which has
performed well for data sets with well-defined markers sparsely located throughout the tilt
series. However, when markers are inaccurately localized or form clusters, i.e., higher order
projective distortions and uncertainties, these approaches are still prone to error. Often
resulting in a domino effect, these errors make manual intervention in marker detection and
tracking the main bottleneck for high-throughput, marker-based alignment of tomographic
reconstructions. Furthermore, the high-resolution STA structures so far achieved have been
exclusively obtained using manual tilt series alignment205,206,334–336, indicating a need for
improvement in software automation.
Here, we present the implementation of tilt series alignment in Dynamo, a widely used
software for STA. After a brief summary of the major functionalities currently available in
Dynamo, this chapter describes our algorithm for tilt series alignment as well as new
functionalities included in the software. Our alignment algorithm shares concepts with the
previous work on detection of fiducial markers with modifications to increase speed,
effectiveness and overall efficiency. The alignment method implemented in Dynamo is
characterized by minimal manual intervention, minimal input parameters and user-friendly
diagnostic tools to rapidly assess the biological relevance and quality of the data.

2.2

The software concept

The Dynamo software package comprises a set of tools for image processing and STA.
Dynamo was conceived on the idea of flexibility for (1) high-performance of STA
computations in a broad range of biological samples and (2) creativity among different user
types to develop new tailored algorithms . The main functionalities of Dynamo can be
358

summarized as follows:
•

STA and classification: The Dynamo project GUI (dcp) manages STA projects,
which are divided into alignment and averaging. First, particles are aligned against
a reference (rotations and shifts are computed and a cross-correlation (CC)
coefficient is assigned). Then particles are averaged, and the resulting averaged
particle is designated as reference for new iterations. Multireference alignment,
adaptive bandpass filtering and gold standard procedures are also managed through
dcp in Dynamo.

•

Data management: Dynamo catalogue acts as a database for tomographic data
366

organization and annotation. Catalogues can be created through the command line
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(dcm –create newCatalogue) or the Dynamo catalogue manager (dcm) GUI. The
catalogue allows fast access of tomograms independently and jointly for
visualization and particle extraction, respectively. Furthermore, the catalogue keeps
track of transformations in raw tomograms (e.g. binning and flipping), and it
structures necessary input files when performing STA projects in Dynamo .
367

•

Visualization: Several tools for tomogram visualization are included in Dynamo.
The most popular is dtmslice which preload a tomogram fraction for fast
geometrical modelling and particle picking. dtmslice also has a montage tab that
presents slices in a region of interest. dtmshow allows offline inspection of large
tomograms (dtmshow –otf myTomogram).

•

Modelling: particle cropping is a complex task in cryo-ET. Biological samples differ
from one another on the level of particle distribution and geometry. Proteins can
appear inserted in a membrane, decorating filaments or freely distributed in the cell
cytoplasm; therefore, Dynamo takes advantage of several types of models to
parametrize different indispensable geometries (membrane surfaces, vesicles and
filaments) for particle picking and first Euler angles assignation. A library of models
and the design of workflows for automatic and semi-automatic modelling of
biological structures is described in ref. [345]. Membrane modelling to impart
particle orientation is described step-by-step in Part II, Chapter 3 of this thesis.

•

Additional tools: Dynamo possesses a set of indispensable tools for STA such as
template matching (https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Walkthrough_for_template_matching),
management of asymmetric units by subboxing and efficient STA pipelines for
oversampling, particle positioning and STA projects for high-resolution data sets:
.

https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Getting_a_Structure_from_Multiple_Tomograms_of_HIV_Capsids_(walkthrough)

The Dynamo software package is freely available in a MATLAB and standalone version for
different computing platforms at: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Downloads. In
addition, a variety of walkthroughs and online documentation can be found in the Dynamo
wiki: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Main_Page. Dynamo offers a helper
(dynamo_help or dhelp) where MATLAB commands, information about existing GUIs,
tutorials and documentation are accessible. With this, we encourage users to apply the
provided Dynamo functionalities and tools in tomographic data sets to successfully manage
STA projects.
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2.3

Tilt series alignment workflow in Dynamo

Dynamo was created for high-performance STA, and it has been widely used for particle
picking, classification and STA on a broad range of data sets to retrieve high-resolution cryoET structures

. However, before even plan to conduct a STA project, several image

334–336,368,369

processing steps are required: tilt series alignment, contrast transfer function (CTF)
correction,

3D

reconstruction

and

particle

picking

(https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Practical_Suggestions_for_Tomographic_Reconstruction). We have now
implemented tilt series alignment in Dynamo. Our alignment pipeline is schematically
described in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Dynamo workflow for tilt series alignment. Basic image processing steps required in cryoET data are described. Tilt series are acquired in a TEM microscope generating a stack of 2D images
(projections), here referred to as raw tilt series. In Dynamo, raw tilt series are used to detect peaks
by template matching, assigning a cross-correlation (CC) map to each 2D image forming the tilt
series. Peaks in the map are candidate marker locations. Classification of peaks to exclude false
positive is carried out by exhaustive exploration of identifiable features in the fiducial markers (e.g.
rotational symmetry). Selected peaks as marker containing patches are indexed into traces by pairwise correspondence of all peaks in neighbouring 2D images to represent the trajectories of the
fiducial markers across the tilt series. To refine traces and recover possible missing marker points
along the tilt series, indexing and re-selection of fiducial markers is performed in an iterative manner.
Finally, a global model is fitted This results in automatic refinement of traces for the final alignment
model. Traces are used to calculate a global fitted 3D-alignment model that is used to align the tilt
series. The aligned stack is CTF corrected by the use of MATLAB functions in Dynamo that make use
of well-known software packages for CTF estimation and correction. Finally, the aligned tilt series are
reconstructed into a tomogram to recover 3D information.

Firstly, the raw tilt series can be directly used for alignment. Thus, data sets at any initial
state can be aligned by our algorithm, without the need for coarse-alignment. We advise to
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set a working binned version of the raw tilt series for first-time testing input and alignment
parameters for specific data sets. Mandatory input parameters include the tilt series data, tilt
series acquisition scheme and fiducial marker radius in pixels. Fiducial marker detection is
based on iterative estimation of marker diameter by normalized cross-correlation (NCC). A
finer selection of fiducial markers is performed by exhaustive exploration of rotational
symmetry, leading to the identification of false positives through a clustering approach.
Subsequently, all selected peaks per micrograph are used to infer 2D geometric similarities
in consecutive tilted micrographs. At this point, the geometry of the tilt series -the tilt series
acquisition scheme- is considered in order to match markers in a pair-wise correspondence
manner through neighbouring 2D tilted images. Thus, marker trajectories are estimated to
fit a global projection model which can be refined and finally used for aligning the tilt series.
Dynamo uses CTFFIND4 for CTF estimation, and gives users the option to use IMOD
404

CTFPHASEFLIP

347

or NovaCTF

349

for CTF correction. Tomographic reconstruction of

aligned tilt series is performed in Dynamo by WBP with the choice of different filters (e.g.
SIRT-like filter), alternatively, IMOD is also available for 3D reconstruction of tilt series
through Dynamo wrappers. Accessible functionalities from other software packages are also
integrated in Dynamo in the form of MATLAB wrappers. Dynamo can handle the use of
functionalities from other packages, however as a requirement, all packages must be
installed on the system (Table 1).
Dynamo is a flexible software which adapts to all type of users –ranging from structural
biologists to programmers-. Thus, the pipeline described above (Figure 1) is accessible via
the command line, but also available as a streamlined GUI for tilt series alignment (Figure
2).

The

GUI

for

tilt

series

dynamo_tilt_series_alignment

alignment

is

defined

with

the

command:

or dtsa. This GUI is presented as a simple modular

workflow that can be used as follows:
•

One representative tilt series is chosen from the data set to test peak detection and
selection parameters.

•

The parameters can be assessed in the tab called ‘indexing’ to efficiently build
fiducial marker trajectories. Importantly, input parameters (a total of 3 parameters
described in section 2.3.5) to determine the optimal alignment model are focused on
the 3D proximity of fiducial markers. This can allow tracking of crossover markers
trajectories and clustering depending on the characteristic of the data set.

•

Once, parameters are defined for one of the tilt series, the workflow can be saved
and applied to additional tilt series by pressing the button ‘run all’ in the dtsa GUI
(Figure 2A). This workflow can also be applied in batching mode through the
Dynamo repository.
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Furthermore, quality assessment of data sets and parameters for alignment are accessible via
diagnostic tools present in the dtsa GUI. For example, visualization of fiducial positions
and trajectories plotted in tilt series is possible by clicking on the view button in the dtsa
GUI (Figure 2A). This allows direct control and tracking of computational steps by users.
Furthermore, the alignment marker set can be manually obtained through the GUI dmarkers.
dmarkers

provides a comfortable option to not only visualize but also select and modify

fiducial markers across the tilt series. A detailed description of dmarkers GUI is found in
Figure

2B

and

in

the

online

documentation:

https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Walkthrough_on_manual_marker_clicking.

Source

Command

Definition

Comments

IMOD

binvol

Bins volume 4 times

It uses binvol from IMOD

Reconstructs tomogram from

From CTF-corrected tilt series. It
uses tilt from IMOD.

ctf2rec

aligned tilt series
Transforms CTFFIND4

ctffind2imod

defocus output file to an
IMOD-compatible defocus file
Creates a matrix from

ctffOutput2matrix

CTFFIND4 defocus file to
feed the function

matrix2imodDef

MATLAB

Inside ctffind_wraper in
Dynamo
Alternative to ctffind2imod.
Use in combination with

matrix2imodDef
It uses ctfphaseflip from

dctfphaseflip

CTF correction in IMOD

flipYZ

Flips YZ axes in a tomogram

It uses binvol from IMOD

imodmodel2xf

Obtains the rotation files
(.tltxf and .tlt) from an

It uses tiltalign from IMOD

IMOD

IMOD model
Creates an IMOD model from

imodtxt2imodmodel

a text file containing the

It uses point2model from IMOD

marker coordinates.
Converts a CTFFIND4

matrix2imodDef

defocus file to an IMODcompatible defocus file.

transfromFiles2ali

CTFFIND4

ctffind_wrapper

Creates rotation files and the
aligned stack.

Calls CTFFIND4

Integrated in

ctffind4_wrapper
It uses newstack from IMOD
If you choose the parameter
imodFormat; the function will
produce an IMOD-compatible output
file

NovaCTF

novaCtfWrapper

Calls NovaCTF

IMOD and CTFFIND4 defocus files
are compatible.

Table 1. MATLAB wrappers in Dynamo. Dynamo wrappers can be found here: https://github.com/CCINA/TomographyTools.
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Figure 2. Workflow Dynamo GUI for tilt series alignment (dtsa) and dmarkers GUI. (A) General
Dynamo tilt series alignment workflow (dtsa). By clicking on the button View, different panels for
visualization of selected markers in working tilt series are available. The most useful is dmarkers. To
load data in the GUI go to IO > tilt series matrix > browse. Nominal angles can be included by clicking
on IO > nominal angles > browse or manually by clicking on IO > nominal angles > manual input.
The angles are given in MATLAB format by the user, e.g., if a dose-symmetric scheme was used in
an angular range of -60 degrees to 60, with an angular increment of 3 degrees, then the input should
be -60:3:60. Marker radius is indicated in the panel button detect marker, after enabling the button
+. (B) dmarkers offers manual picking and fixing of markers as well as accessory supplementary
tools for tilt series and selecting markers. Furthermore, generation of fiducial model can be easily be
done in dmarkers. Toolbox buttons from left to right: automatic contrast fit (full histogram); launch
manual contrast tool; reset to full view; zoom in: select a box to zoom in; enter new shape (new contour
in IMOD); auxiliary view selected markers; track for selected marker visualization (useful to fix centers
if needed), automatically move after click to the left consecutive tilt from current tilt; automatically
move after click to the right consecutive tilt from current tilt; summary of current defined shapes
(counters in IMOD); graphical sketch of occupancy of current traces; view all raw tilt traces; view all
tilt traces (fit traces); auxiliary view of full micrograph (region); compute fitting. See how dmarkers
GUI is used step-by-step go to: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Walkthrough_on_manual_marker_clicking.

2.3.1 Algorithm
During the acquisition of a tilt series, there are three interrelated systems: the specimen, the
microscope and the projection plane. The specimen is physically rotated inside the
microscope to collect several projection images at different tilt angles. Thus, these players
are geometrically related to each other; however, during the acquisition process, the
relationship between them has been interfered with mechanical imperfections at the
microscope and stage level. This relationship can be determined by tilt series alignment.
First, we need to understand the acquisition process where the three systems coexist. The
coordinate systems for each of them are defined as N = OBP , BG, BD Q for the specimen, a 3D
object suspended inside the microscope by the stage; R = {TP , TG , TD } for the microscope,
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which defines the projection direction and the electron beam; and V5 = {W5 , X5 } for the
projection image plane, where 9 = 1, … , Z where Z is the number of micrographs or
projection images in a tilt series. Thus, a marker point [ within the specimen, in N, is denoted
as the coordinate vector \] = (6] , 8] , ^] ), where [ = 1, … , _ where _ is the number of markers
identified. The final goal is to relate the microscope and specimen coordinate systems, R
and N. Thus, simulating imaging conditions, R is projected into each micrograph of the
system V5 along the projection direction, TD . Therefore, the R and V5 axes can be equalized:
W5 = TP and X5 = TG . Then, the alignment problem can be formulated as:
`5] = ab(c5 )b(θ5 )b(e5 );5 \] + I5
1
where a is a projection matrix: a = g
0

(1)

0 0
i.
1 0

b () is a rotation matrix, where c5 is the elevation angle with respect to the TP axis (also
referred to as beam tilt), i.e., non-perpendicularity between the electron beam axis, TD , and
the tilt axis, TG . θ5 is the tilt angle around the TG axis, and e5 is the azimuth angle that
rotates around the optical axis of the microscope, TD (also referred to as in-plane rotation).
I5 represents the image shifts with respect to the reference center; I5 = (∆W5 , ∆X5 ); and \]
is the estimated 3D position of the marker in the projection model: \] = (6] , 8] , ^] ).
(ℎ5 + m5 ) cos n5
;5 = k (ℎ5 + m5 ) sin n5
0

0
ℎ5
0

0
0 p
ℎ5 o5

is a matrix that represents specimen changes during tilt series acquisition that involve size
changes. ℎ5 is the scaling factor, m5 is an additive factor such that ℎ5 + m5 is the scaling
along the specimen axis BP . n5 is the skew angle, a rotation of BP towards BG , e.g., shrinkage.
o5 is a multiplicative factor for thinning along BD .
405

If we postulate that we search for the minimal difference between the observations and the
estimated projected marker locations, `5] , for all marker locations, we face a classical leastsquares problem of finding an approximation to the data observations by determining a set
of parameters:
P
∑tuv,… w #st

G

∑]~P,…  ∑]}st x yz`5] − {5] z | ≔ ℳ(Ç, É, Ñ, Ö, Ü, á, à, â, ä) → min !

(2)

where {5] represents the observed marker positions. Λ] is the set of tilt indexes where a {5]
is present for a given [. # represents the cardinality, the total number of a given set of
indexes. Ç = {\] }]}P,…, and É = {c5 }5}P,…,èt represent sets of a given alignment parameter
depending on either [ (the number of markers) or 9 (the number of micrographs). This
analogously applies to the rest of parameters described. x represents a function that penalizes
differences between observations and estimations in the model.
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Now, if we are confident about the accuracy of the parameters present in Eq. (1) to describe
the alignment problem, ideally, all of them should be solved following Eq. (2):
ì,Ü
ì, á
ì, à
ë, ì
ë , â, äê = arg
Çê, É
í, Ö

min

Ç,É,Ñ,Ö,Ü,á,à,â

ℳ(Ç, É, Ñ, Ö, Ü, á, à, â, ä)

(3)

where Çê indicates that we solve for all the possible values of a defined parameter. This
analogously applies to the rest of parameters described.
In general, the alignment problem above is a description of the main principles followed by
currently available algorithms for tilt series alignment. Specifically, this is based on IMOD,
the most popular software package for tilt series alignment. By taking a look at Eq. (1-3),
readers may have the impression that a system presenting that amount of unknown
parameters is difficult or even impossible to solve. In fact, this is true, the equations
described above cannot be numerically determined, however, several simplifications have
been described in the literature to solve the tilt series alignment problem by approximations.
IMOD solves for all described parameters by iteratively testing values from which the one
that gives the lowest difference value between observations and estimations is chosen to best
fit the alignment model. In spite of determining the alignment parameters, a modelling issue
is clearly implicated. The alignment model may be unrealistic due to an excessive number
of parameters. This is not desirable since we may risk overfitting our observations to their
estimated projected positions, and increasing the computational time due to redundant
information processing. Furthermore, overfitting can greatly deteriorate the quality of the
final 3D reconstructed tomogram, especially for high-resolution STA studies

205,206,333,405

.

In Dynamo, we assume that an electron microscope for high-resolution cryo-ET is optimally
calibrated and aligned. Thus, the value of c5 is not considered. Moreover, we do not solve
for the tilt angles since the value of θ5 is known from the acquisition scheme used.
Furthermore, the specimen changes described by ;5 are important for room temperature,
stained and resin-embedded ET data sets; however, they are not as relevant for highresolution cryo-ET data sets, usually acquired at high magnification and following rigid
body motion during imaging. Thus, in Dynamo, the default alignment parameters are
simplified:
`5] = ab(e5 )\] + I5

(4)

and:
G

P
∑tuv,… ó #st
ò

∑]~P,… ôò ∑]}st x yz`5] − {5] z | ≔ ℳ(Ç, Ö, Ü) → min !

(5)

The parameters of the projection model can be found by solving an optimization problem
where a nonlinear least-squares problem is approached . Thus, for fixed values of Ö, the
ì can be determined by solving a linear system:
values of Çê and Ü
328,330

ì,Ü
ì ≔ ℒ (e) = arg min ℳ(Ç, Ö, Ü)
Çê, Ö
Ç,Ü

(6)
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In Dynamo, we first test different values of Ö, to then, fix that value which gives us minor
differences between {5] and `5] , and use it for all the images in the tilt series. Optionally,
Dynamo can solve for a value of Ö per tilt, i.e., Dynamo can also solve for in-plane rotations.
2.3.1.1 Residuals and fitting
Residuals are the difference between the observed and the estimated projected marker
positions based on the determined alignment model. These values help to assess the quality
of the alignment as well as the consistency of the chosen alignment parameters with respect
to the observations, i.e., an alignment error is inferred from the residuals. It is important to
know how this error is inferred from Eq. (2,3,5 and 6) due to the least-squares method. As
explained above, this method seeks a solution that approximates our observations to a
projection model by solving for a set of parameters that minimizes differences between
observations and estimations. This method entails problems when outlying points, with a
large residual value, are present in the data. This may lead to a global minimization solution
highly influenced by the outliers. To assess this problem, the function x is added as an
alternative weighting for the residuals, so that the global solution is not highly affected by
õ ) ⁄G

large residuals values (Eq. 2,5). Common choices for x are x(6) = 6 or x(6) = Pùõ ) .
In IMOD, robust fitting is applied to deal with outliers. Robust fitting postulates that since
outliers produce big residuals and contribute only slightly, they can be weighted with a 0
value when highly deviated from the fit, and therefore, ignored. This is defined as an iterative
reweighted least squares

, since it starts with an ordinary fit to minimize a sum-squared

406,407

error, x in Eq. (2), assigns weights to the points based on their residual value, and the fitting
is iteratively repeated with those weights to reassign new weights. The process is repeated
until changes in the weights become small enough . Then, the root-mean of the weighted
333

points is defined as the global error of the alignment model, also referred to as the rootmean-square value (RMS). This process assumes that points with large residuals are outliers,
but this is not necessarily true, especially at high tilts where residuals are usually larger.
Furthermore, due to the iterative weighting, there is a risk of wrongly assigning weights to
the data, resulting in undetected outliers. Even worse, this can lead to erroneously
considering some of the regular points as outliers.
Based on this, in Dynamo, we calculate the absolute value of the median of all residuals and
include it as the global error of the alignment model, x(6) = 6. We do not weight data points
based on their residual value. Automated correction of wrongly measured data points is
performed in an iterative process explained below (see section 2.3.5 of this Chapter).
2.3.2 Automatic marker detection
As it is inferred from the above-described algorithm, the aligning method involves
measuring the positions of the markers in the tilt series to determine an accurate projection
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model. Thus, given a set of markers whose positions have been measured in all the
micrographs of the tilt series, Dynamo can solve the 3D position of the markers in the
specimen, \] , and the alignment parameters of the projection model. Then, the first step is to
locate the observed marker positions, {5] . Detection of markers can be done manually or
automatically. In Dynamo both modalities are available. For the automated detection of
markers, users need to input: the tilt series data, the tilt angle file (as a text file with same
characteristics as ‘.tlt’ files from IMOD or by typing the angle range) and the marker radius
in pixels.
Automated detection of gold beads is performed by a peak-searching algorithm based on
NCC of a binary, fiducial marker template against all the images composing the tilt series,
providing a score for each detected marker in the form of a CC matrix (raw CC matrix).
From the raw CC matrix, 300 peaks per image presenting maximum CC score values are
extracted as 2D-patches with a box size defined by the input parameter ‘template
sidelength’.

The extraction of 300 peaks as patches is set as default, as we found that this

setup results in efficient peak search in a broad range of data sets (see Supplementary Table
S1), but it can be modified. The patches corresponding to these peaks are averaged to obtain
a refined, more realistic, template, which is used for the final refined peak detection by NCC.
Then, 300 peaks per tilt image are extracted, composing the first list of observed marker
locations, defined as û5ü , where † = 1, … , °. † is an index that represents the number of
markers extracted per micrograph, by default ° = 300. The MATLAB object gold finder
or gf

(dpktilt.aux.detect.GoldFinder()) performs the described computational

process. The initial and refined templates (Figure 3A, B) seem to influence the automated
detection of the fiducial marker. When the refined template is used for NCC, marker
detection is improved (Figure 3C, D, red arrowheads). Furthermore, the center of crossover
markers is not unequivocally solved by the initial template (Figure 3E, red arrowheads), but
only when using the refined template (Figure 2F, red arrowheads).
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Figure 3. Automated marker detection in Dynamo. (A) A binary template generated by Dynamo based
on the input parameters defining the marker radius. (B) The refined template obtained by averaging
300 peak location images with maximum CC values from tilt series. (C) -15° tilt image. Detected
marker locations by the gold finder in Dynamo using the template shown in A for CC matrix
calculation by NCC and assessment of CC scores. Red arrowheads represent gold bead locations
not detected when using the template in A as reference for template matching. (D) Same micrograph
as shown in C where the gold finder uses the template shown in B as reference for template
matching. Red arrowheads represent the same gold beads, now detected as marker locations. (E) 54° tilt image, showing gold bead clustering in the presence of the carbon layer in an EM grid.
Detected marker locations are calculated by the gold finder as in C. (F) Same micrograph as
shown in E, detected marker locations are calculated as in D. Blue boxes: detected marker locations;
blue squares: marker location center; scale bar: 100 nm. All micrographs belong to the tilt series data
set of proteoliposomes.

2.3.3 Selection of markers
The first candidate markers detected by the gold finder in Dynamo may include false
positives that correspond to high-contrast features in the sample as membranes, ice
contamination and the presence of the grid carbon layer (Figure 3, 4). To discern patches
corresponding to real gold beads from those containing background features a classification
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strategy is required. In Dynamo, this classification is defined in the step clean peaks in
Figure 1, which is divided into two basic steps peak features and peak selection (Figure
2). In the first step, peak features, Dynamo takes advantage of the rotational symmetry
present in gold beads to eliminate false positives. A Sobel filter can optionally be used since
it has been proven to help in fiducial marker detection . Rotational symmetry explores the
333

correlation between a patch and its own rotated version. The number of rotational steps is
defined by the parameter rotational symmetry. We recommend setting rotational
symmetry to 9 rotational steps.

This means that each patch is randomly rotated and CC to its

non-rotated version 9 times. After peak features, the step peak selection identifies gold
beads by applying the Otsu method, an image clustering approach . Dynamo uses Otsu to
408

distinguish gold beads markers from the background. Otsu’s method, also referred to as
Otsu’s thresholding, is a binarization algorithm that transforms the greyscale patches into
monochrome patches. Otsu assumes that the image follows a bimodal image histogram
where two classes of pixels exist: the foreground pixels and the background pixels. Based
on this, Otsu iteratively searches for a threshold that provides the maximum variance
between classes, and thus, the minimum variance within a defined class.
In this workflow, Otsu efficiently discerns between markers and false positive containing
patches in several scenarios such as increasing amounts of ice contamination and presence
of carbon among others. Detection of false positives has been occasionally solved by
applying classical 2D classification methods as principal component analysis (PCA) to
separate datasets into classes, followed by Gaussian mixture models (GMM) to identify and
cluster classes. With the goal to find the best approach for our workflow, we have compared
the resolving efficiency of PCA/GMM and Otsu’s method to differentiate foreground from
background (Figure 4). By PCA, of all candidate marker locations, two classes are clearly
identified when ice contamination is low, no carbon layer is present and gold beads tend to
be sparsely located across the tilt series (Figure 4A). Both methods, PCA/GMM and Otsu
were able to identify false positives under these conditions (Figure 4A-C). However, when
few gold beads exist at the central tilts combined with pronounced ice contamination and
gold bead clustering towards the carbon layer, a homogenous class is uniquely determined
(Figure 4D). In this case, PCA/GMM does not properly discern between marker and
background containing patches (Figure 4E). By contrast, Otsu’s method selects gold bead
containing patches from the foreground under the same conditions (Figure 4F).
Removing false positives by peak selection outputs the final positions of the detected,
observed markers represented as û5ü , † ∈ ϑ5 , ϑ5 ∈ 1, … , °, where ϑ represents the number
of markers selected by the intersect of rotational symmetry and Otsu’s method.
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Figure 4. Automated marker selection in Dynamo. TEM micrographs acquired at -3° (A-C) and -57°
(D-F) with their selected marker locations, together with graphs (inserts) representing a PCA plot
comparing the Dynamo criteria for peak selection with the GMM approach. (A) Candidate marker
locations after NCC in Dynamo. A corresponding PCA graph is shown, blue represent each candidate
marker patch in the tilt series. (B) Selected marker locations by applying GMM. Red arrowheads
indicate detection of false positives. The corresponding PCA graph is shown at the top right corner,
selected peaks are represented in orange. (C) Selected marker locations by Dynamo after applying
rotational symmetry and Otsu’s method as selection criteria. Red arrowheads indicate image
locations that lead to false positive in B. The corresponding PCA graph is shown at the top right
corner, selected peaks are represented in orange in the graph. (D) Candidate marker locations after
NCC in Dynamo, showing gold bead clustering and presence of carbon in the sample. The
corresponding PCA graph shows peak distribution (blue). (E) Selected marker locations by GMM.
Red arrowheads indicate non-detected gold beads. The corresponding PCA graph is shown at the
top right corner, selected peaks are represented in orange. (F) Selected marker locations by Dynamo
after applying rotational symmetry and Otsu’s method as selection criteria. Red arrowheads indicate
image locations where gold beads are present and detected compared to E. The corresponding PCA
graph is shown on the top right corner, selected peaks are represented in orange in the graph. In all
images, blue boxes represent detected marker locations; scale bar: 100 nm. All micrographs belong
to tilt series of proteoliposomes (see Supplementary Table 1).

2.3.4 Building marker trajectories: shifter
Once we have a reliable set of marker locations per tilt image, {û5ü }, their trajectories across
all images of the tilt series needs to be determined. We consider all marker locations in two
consecutive tilt images and match them pair-wise, [û5ü , û5ùP ü¶ ]. This procedure is performed
by a MATLAB object called shifter. The shifter determines matches from the marker
positions. A match is defined as:
®5© = (†, † ¶ ),

" = 1, … ™

(7)

where ®5© is a match between 9 and 9 + 1, and " is the match index, which runs from 1 to
™, where ™ is the total number of matches found between 9 and 9 + 1.
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The number of matches per micrograph, {®5© }, is designated with a shift value with respect
to the previous image, 9:
{®5© } = ®5 (´∗ ),

´ ∈ ¨,

´∈V

(8)

where ´ represents the shifts between a pair of images that belong to ¨, a system in ℛG ,
where ¨ = (1,1), … , Æ. Æ is the maximum shift allowed, and is set in pixels by default, but
it can also be modified by the user. Therefore, ´ = (´Ø , ´∞ ), and ´∗ is the shift which results
in the maximum number of matches per pair of micrographs:
´∗ = arg max # ®5 (´)
´∈¨

(9)

Finally, a match is defined as:
(†, † ¶ ) ∈ ®5 (B ∗ ) ⟺ zû5ü − û5ùP,ü + B ∗ z < Æ

(10)

this means that a match is only valid when the difference between the position of a given
marker in a micrograph, û5ü , and its shifted position in the next micrograph, û5ùP,ü + B ∗ , is
lower than a certain tolerance threshold, Æ.
To generate the trajectories of the markers, the initial chains of matches are defined. These
chains are generated based on the concatenation of matches, which share a marker position:
®5© ⊖ ®5ùP,© → (†, † ¶ )5© ⊖ (†, † ¶ )5ùP,© ⟺ † ¶ 5© = †5ùP,©

(11)

where the symbol ⊖ means concatenation. This can be easily explained by assuming that a
set of matches is defined after solving Eq. 9 as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Pair-wise correspondence of marker trajectories in a tilt series by Dynamo. The
correspondence of matches to build complete chains, describing the trajectories of the markers
across the tilt series is represented. Black boxes: tilt images composing a tilt series, 9 = 1,2,3.
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Based on this, a chain is defined:
ℂ∂ = {®5© } ⟺ ∀ 9 ∈ Z∂ − max(Z∂ ) & ®5,© ⊖ ®5ùP,©

(12)

where π = 1, … ∫, is the chain index. A chain is a set of concatenated matches that belong
to the set of images, Z∂ − max(Z∂ ).
After this, the shifter outputs a set of chains per tilt series. Of note, the geometry of the tilt
series is accounted for each micrograph, 9 (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Scheme of the geometrical operations perform by the shifter. (A) a set of markers, per
micrograph, {û5ü }, serves as input for the shifter. (B) The geometry of the acquisition scheme of
the tilt series is inputted in the shifter, 3. (C) The shifter outputs a set of chains representing
the trajectories of the markers across the tilt series, {ℂª }, according to the measured marker positions,
û5ü , and the geometry of the tilt series.

Dynamo includes a trace selector; specific traces can be selected to exclude outliers that may
interfere with the global alignment.
{ℂ∂ } > ∅

(13)

where ∅ is the occupancy value defined by the user, by default is set in 21. Therefore, the
set of chains {ℂ∂ } does not contain chains shorter than 21.
It is recommended to track as many markers as possible, and only exclude markers when
dramatically distorting the alignment results. A range of tracked markers between 20 and
100 should be adequate to compute an optimal alignment.
2.3.5 Refining markers trajectories: reindexer
The set of chains, {ℂ∂ }, represents the trajectories of the gold beads across the tilt series.
Nevertheless, {ℂ∂ } needs to be further validated and indexed since the trajectories probably
contain inaccuracies that must be refined or reindexed in order to obtain an optimal
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alignment model. This task, the correction and remodelling of marker trajectories, is
performed by a MATLAB object named reindexer. The reindexer considers the output
trajectories from the shifter, {ℂ∂ }, and the observations, {û5ü }, † ∈ ϑ5 , ϑ5 ∈ 1, … , °, where
ϑ represents the final number of markers selected after Otsu’s method. First, the reindexer
calculates the 3D position based on {ℂ∂ } by solving Eq. (6), then:
{5] = {û5ü , † ∈ ϑ5 | ℂ∂ }

(14)

which means that in the reindexer, the observed marker positions, {5] , are formed by the
measured marker locations, which are false positive-filtered, and indexed by the shifter to
build marker trajectories, ℂ∂ . Eq. (6) is solved to determine the 3D position of all considered
markers, Ç, together with the projection model. Now, Ç is reprojected to obtain `5] :
Ç → `5]

(15)

then, û5ü and {ℂ∂ } are considered to create a new set of {5] ′:
¶
{5]
= {û5ü , † ∈ ϑ5 } ⟺ ℰ, ℱ, ¬, ∅

(16)

where ℰ is a tolerance threshold called proximity3Dthinning.value, which defines an area
in pixels where if two or more gold beads coexist in N, only one marker belonging to {ℂ∂ }
would be considered. By default, this parameter has a value of 30 pixels. ℱ represents a
tolerance threshold called proximityThresholdReprojection.value, which defines that
the candidate observations, û5ü , must be within an area in pixels, in V5 , which is near to a
given reprojection `5] . By default, this parameter has a value of 10 pixels. ¬ is a tolerance
threshold named exclusionRadiusMultipleMatches.value, which defines a reprojection
exclusion area in V5 , in pixels, where more than two û5ü cannot appear. ∅ is the occupancy
parameter previously described. Of note, sample pixel size must be considered to define
optimal values for the tolerance threshold parameters described above.
This procedure is iteratively performed until minimal changes on Eq. (6) are obtained:
¶
¶
{Πƒ } =⋈ {5]
→ minz{5]
− {5] z
Ç

(17)

where {Πƒ } represents the set of traces refined by the reindexer, where ∆ = 1, … ℬ, is the
chain index. The symbol ⋈ means iteratively.
Noticeably, the approach described above is focused on rescuing observations to be
incorporated in marker trajectories. This also applies to missing tilts, e.g., tilts that may be
not considered in {ℂ∂ }, but may be present in û5ü . Thus, the reindexer can be used not only
to remodel trajectories in {ℂ∂ }, but also to rescue markers, missing tilts and traces (Figure
7).
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Figure 7. Scheme of the geometrical operations
performed by the reindexer. (A) Projected
stack of all the images composing the tilt series.
The set of marker trajectories, {ℂ∂ }, is
represented as four gold bead trajectories with
different colour (purple, blue, red and green),
where π = {1,2,3,4}. {ℂª } is used to calculate the
3D position, Ç, of the defined gold bead markers
represented by the black sphere at the centre.
The observations, û5ü , are represented across
each tilt image; red dots: observations included
in the chain ℂ…; black dot: observation excluded
in the chain ℂ…. (B) 3D gold bead markers are
reprojected into the tilt images. The reindexer
rescue an observation that is now included in the
refined trace ΠD . A new set of refined traces, {Πƒ },
is calculated by the reindexer. Refined traces
are represented in the aligned stack of tilt images
composing the tilt series.

2.4

Discussion: challenges for high-throughput cryo-ET

A tilt series alignment workflow is now included in Dynamo. A set of tools, visualization
GUIs, automated strategies for detection of fiducial markers, and an archiving system,
Dynamo repository (Dynamo 1.2 series) accompany the tilt series alignment workflow
described above. All these novelties are currently integrated into Dynamo, and will be soon
released to the public as an open-code source according to our software concept of userfriendliness, flexibility and quality, all tightly linked to high-resolution cryo-ET and STA.
Although important advancements related to cryo-ET have promoted rapid acquisition of tilt
series

, the essential step of tilt series alignment remains a bottleneck preventing high-

392,409

throughput cryo-ET. Automated detection of markers as well as fixing poorly centered
marker observations define long-periods of manual intervention as unavoidable to obtain an
accurate alignment model. This is partially due to the excessive number of parameters
considered when solving the alignment model as well as the blind trust that empowers
residual values as the absolute index for assessing the quality of the projection model over
others that may be more realistic.
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In Dynamo, we simplify the number of alignment parameters. Even though, we restrict our
tilt series alignment to cryo-ET datasets that aim for high-resolution STA, a variety of
tomographic data have been aligned by our approach (Supplementary Table S1). Based on
published results in high-resolution cryo-ET datasets where rigid body movement has been
proved to primarily act on specimen motion, we have developed our algorithm. Thus,
Dynamo does not consider stretching, shredding or beam tilt as alignment parameters.
Anisotropic deformations such as stretching and shredding do not follow rigid body motion,
and are likely happening in resin-embedded specimens but not in cryo-ET samples.
Moreover, high-resolution cryo-ET datasets are collected at high magnifications where there
exists a low probability of anisotropic pixel size, also referred to as skewing.
The minimization postulated in Eq. (6) can include a wide range of parameters. A common
strategy to solve this equation is to repeatedly perform the minimization with different fixed
values of a specific parameter, searching for the value that gives the lowest error. This is
usually done iteratively for all defined parameters, until the best combination is found. It has
been reported that adding alignment parameters to the minimization may output non-reliable
results, due to covariance of the effect of the amount of considered variables

. This strongly

405,410

indicates that even if residuals are low, the projection model is more an artefact created by
unnecessary or redundant alignment parameters than a representation of the reality. This is
clearly reflected in modern high-resolution cryo-ET datasets. To achieve high-resolution
STA, tilt series alignment has been performed with fixed tilt angles, i.e. fixed θ5 , not
considering any anisotropic deformation, ℎ5 , m5 , n5 , o5 , and only solving for rotations, e5 ,
which means that the solution includes a rotation for each tilt image instead of a single
rotation angle for all the images

. Dynamo performs this strategy for tilt series alignment

334–336,349

with both options to solve for rotations. Thus, our algorithm is designed for high-resolution
STA cryo-ET datasets.
In general, the alignment error is established by the RMS in the principal software packages
for tilt series alignment. The error of an alignment solution mainly consists of two
components, random and systematic. Inaccuracies in measuring the center position of the
markers derives in random errors. Manifestations of random errors are big variations in the
solved parameters such as the rotation angle, e5 , from image to image. Random errors can
be reduced by increasing the number of markers.
Systematic errors are related to an inaccurate description of marker positions provoked by
the alignment parameters included in the projection model. In this case, gold beads may
appear asymmetrical in a reconstruction. This is often accompanied by a higher RMS which
can be attenuated by fitting the data to a more complex alignment model that considers more
parameters or by applying local alignments and/or weights over small target areas suspects
of presenting outliers.
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Of note, the combination of remedies described to obtain lower residual values, e.g.,
increasing number of measured markers, weighting by robust fitting and/or the number of
alignment parameters, may solve some but not all issues. The first solution may not be
available since the number of markers is limited. Considering the second remedy, even
though there are some safeguards such as only allowing a percentage of data points to be
excluded, e.g., no more than 25% of the data points can be weighted as 0, application of
weighting for the residual values can lead to undetected or mis-detected outliers. Thus,
outliers may not be accurately identified, giving an incorrect assessment of the alignment
quality. In addition, the two last remedies may lead to overfitting effects in the alignment
model, resulting in lower quality tomograms. In conclusion, a lower residual error does not
always assure a higher quality of the reconstructed tomogram since an infinitive number of
parameters can be added to reduce residual values.
In Dynamo, we do have a global unweighted residual value to assess alignment quality,
which is combined with the reindexer parameters to obtain an optimal and realistic
projection

model.

Four

parameters

proximityThresholdReprojection.value,

are

used:

proximity3Dthinning.value,

exclusionRadiusMultipleMatches.value

and occupancy. proximity3Dthinning.value is useful to discern between heavily
clustered gold beads, .e.g., when the carbon layer is present across the tilt series.
proximityThresholdReprojection.value

only considers observations that do not

massively deviate from the projection model. This helps to accurately define the trajectories
of the gold beads. exclusionRadiusMultipleMatches.value clearly identifies possible
crossover gold bead trajectories. Finally, the occupancy parameter helps to exclude some
markers that only populate in 1 to 10 tilt images. These markers usually are only visible at
high tilts.
In our alignment model, we may risk excluding datasets that do not behave as a rigid body.
However, we based our alignment on the current technology and cryo-ET pipelines for highresolution STA. Nevertheless, if the main purpose of the cryo-ET experiment is not highresolution STA, our method should be complemented with functionalities from other
software packages; specifically, IMOD is recommended for plastic sections. In addition,
IMOD’s function tiltalign can be used through Dynamo if users wish (Table 1). Finally,
while we plan to expand our algorithm to markerless alignment for cryo-FIB data, excellent
software packages already exist that can already perform this task efficiently

333,339,340,393

.

The next logical step in Dynamo is to aim for a local alignment refinement based on the
subtomograms that have been assigned specific Euler angles from the STA. This means that
the subtomograms containing the macromolecular complex of interest would be used as
fiducial markers, so that the alignment model represents the motion of the biological sample.
To date, a recent software package, emClarity , is able to perform a similar task, however,
403
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interfaced and based on the alignment parameters output from IMOD. Furthermore, fine
alignment corrections can account for beam-induced motion of fiducial markers

. Now

337,338

that Dynamo has its own alignment system, we can take advantage from the abovementioned software suites, which require output alignment files from other packages, to
perform local correction functionalities in combination with our approach. Further, our
strategy is being developed specifically focused on improving automation and with the idea
of bridging STA and tilt series alignment refinement. Since Dynamo is already widely used
for STA, now complemented with tilt series alignment and reprojection implements, per
particle local alignment refinement is already implicit in our pipeline.
Currently, we are working on testing our alignment workflow in several EMPIAR datasets
(Supplementary Table S1), defining the alignment quality based on the complementary
parameters previously mentioned, and improving computing times (Supplementary Table
S2). Taken together, our tilt series alignment method is adapted to modern high-resolution
cryo-ET datasets for STA analyses and specifically designed to enable high-throughput
cryo-ET enabling automation.

Supporting information
Supplementary tables associated with this chapter can be found in Appendix D.
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Chapter 3: Protocols for Subtomogram Averaging of Membrane proteins in Dynamo

Abstract
Cryo-electron tomography allows low-resolution three-dimensional (3D) viewing of cellular
organelles and macromolecular complexes present as multiple copies within a tomogram.
These structures are computationally extracted and averaged in order to obtain highresolution 3D structures, and provide a map of their spatial distribution and interaction with
their biological microenvironment. To do so, we apply the user-friendly Dynamo software
package on a tomographic data set. Dynamo acts as a modular toolbox adaptable to
different biological scenarios, allowing a custom designed pipeline for subtomogram
averaging. Here, we use as a textbook example the mitochondrial docking site of the
positive-strand RNA Flock house nodavirus (FHV) to describe how Dynamo coordinates
several basic steps in the subtomogram averaging workflow. Our framework covers specific
strategies to deal with additional issues in subtomogram averaging as tomographic data
management, 3D surface visualization, automatic assignment of asymmetry and inherent
loss of Fourier information in presence of preferential views.

3.1

Introduction

Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) is gaining popularity with structural biologists,
because it has the potential to determine the close-to-native in situ three-dimensional (3D)
structure of frozen-hydrated vitrified biological samples
membrane proteins

411

to eukaryotic lamellas

412,413

ranging from reconstituted

191,383,385

and tissue

. Vitrification allows rapid

203,318

freezing of biological samples preventing ice crystal formation and preserving the
physiological structure

190,414

.

Electron tomography (ET) requires the acquisition of two-dimensional (2D) projection
images of the specimen in a range of orientations . To obtain these, the specimen is
314

physically rotated around a single axis inside the electron microscope. This axis is
perpendicular to the optical axis of the electron beam. Images are collected at each rotation
angle, resulting in a tilt series, i.e., a set of micrographs, each one representing a projection
of the specimen at a different tilt angle

. The tilt series are then computationally

187,314,386

reconstructed into 3D tomograms . Unfortunately, the rotation possible, i.e., the tilt range,
333

is physically restricted by microscope geometry and usually only from -60° to +60°. As a
result, reconstructed tomograms experience partial sampling or missing information in
Fourier Space . This missing information exhibits a characteristic wedge-like shape, and is
415

known as the missing wedge. In real space, the missing wedge manifests itself as a blurred
elongation of the imaged specimen in the direction of the electron beam.
Cryo-ET generally reveals the 3D in situ structure of cells, organelles and macromolecular
complexes at their nanometer scale, but recently atomic resolution was achieved . To reach
336

this resolution, a robust image processing method was essential, namely subtomogram
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averaging (STA) . Biological structures of interest that present in multiple copies within a
205

single tomogram, are computationally extracted into subvolumes, also called subtomograms.
Subsequently, STA performs a 3D alignment to compute a final average in order to retrieve
a 3D structure with enhanced signal. In addition, STA aims to overcome, by computational
means, typical limitations linked to cryo-ET, such as the missing wedge, sample geometry
(e.g., asymmetry) and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) among others
specialized for STA aim to address some of this issues

327,396,400,401,416

205,206,399

. Software packages

. This report focuses on a

detailed description of the practical steps taken in the Dynamo software package to set up a
computational STA project for biological tomographic data

358,365,366

.

Dynamo is a software package specialized in image processing for STA that runs in different
computing environments . After a brief summary of the main technical details present in
358

Dynamo, this report focuses on several functionalities currently included in the software and
describes strategies for different scenarios inherent to biological samples such as asymmetry,
3D-orientation and molecular flexibility. Density maps oriented to answer specific
biological questions are resolved by following the steps described in this report, along with
optimization guidelines and troubleshooting information. Recommended procedures and
walkthroughs concerning detailed descriptions of commands and subtomographic analysis
are

detailed

in

the

online

documentation

https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Main_Page).

(the

Dynamo

wiki:

The practical steps described in

this report together with the online documentation encourage users to apply the tools
provided by Dynamo in their own tomographic data to successfully conduct STA projects.
Following the protocol described in this report does not require any particular programming
skill. However, a basic familiarity with both MATLAB and system shell scripting in any
platform (Mac, Windows or Linux) is of advantage.

3.2

Materials and Equipment

3.2.1 Equipment
•

A computer or a computing cluster with at least 1core and 8 GB of disk space.
o

A Dynamo installation (version 1.1.319 or latest; available for free:
https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Downloads)

•

A MATLAB installation (version R2014b or latest; further details on MATLAB
graphical motor when using Dynamo are explained in .
365

•

A MATLAB installation is recommended but not necessary to use Dynamo. A
standalone version of Dynamo is freely available for all usual platform (Mac,
Windows and Linux): https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Standalone

3.2.2 Equipment set up
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•

Data set: Download tomographic data set in the section called ‘Downloading’
here: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Advanced_starters_guide or directly
at: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/doc/data/fhv/crop.rec

•

Section J can be based on the results obtained following the entire protocol
described in this report or independently. Data concerning table, membrane model
and average for section J is available in:
o

Table: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/doc/data/fhv/alignmentLocalRefinement.tbl

o

Model: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/doc/data/fhv/averagedLocalRefinement.em

o

Average: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/doc/data/fhv/membraneModel.omd

3.3

Procedure

The biological tomographic data set used here as a text-book example concerns the
mitochondrial docking site of the positive-strand RNA Flock house nodavirus (FHV) . This
417

data set is available at https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/doc/data/fhv/crop.rec.
FHV forms electron dense spherular invaginations containing RNA fibrils. The spherules
attach to the outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) throughout a necked aperture crowned
by a striking cupped ring structure inserted in the OMM, to what we refer as crown. This
viral macrocomplex (crown) possesses a twelve-fold concentric ring with flanking
protrusions referred in this report as teeth .
417

A. Project design for subtomogram averaging of tomographic data
The graphical abstract provides basic information of the workflow followed in Dynamo for
STA and defines different data generated and used in the software package. In Dynamo,
tables are the basic metadata system; they are matrices that describe the properties of a set
of subtomograms, also referred as particles. A table possesses the metadata of a given data
folder that contains cropped particles. As tables are matrices, MATLAB tools are easily
customizable to explore and visualize the contents. More information concerning the table
and other Dynamo’s commands and formats are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 and
in the only documentation: https://wiki.dynamo.biozentrum.unibas.ch/w/index.php/Main_Page.
The STA strategy followed in this procedure is summarized in Figure 1. Note that for the
alignment of the axis of symmetry in the particles the STA strategy divides into two
equivalent paths: (1) No a priori information and (2) a priori information. These two steps
focus on aligning the particles along the Z-direction by either applying a set of geometrical
tools to the particles or using the OMM to generate a membrane model with geometrical
information that is directly applied to the particles inserted in this membrane. Since both
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paths are equivalent, it is not necessary to perform both of them, unless users wish to improve
their practical skills and familiarize themselves with Dynamo’s functionalities.

Graphical
Abstract
|
Dynamo
workflow.
Dynamo
catalogue*
and
its
GUI
(dynamo_catalogue_manager or dcm) provide a robust and simple way to keep track of the
transformations and annotations performed on tomographic data sets. The aim is to allow the
definition of positions (particles) inside each tomogram, so that subvolumes can be defined and
cropped, to produce a unique data folder with its corresponding table, which can then be used to
feed a project for alignment or classification. The catalogue stores both raw data and annotations
performed on the data. In Dynamo, annotated tomographic data is defined as geometrical models,
therefore Dynamo refers to them with the name model. Dynamo catalogue keeps track of volumetric
processing tasks performed on the tomogram (such as binning or flipping) as well as all
manipulations for particle modelling, orientation and geometry. Furthermore, tomogram properties
registered in the catalogue include paths with the file location, defocus, magnification and a
description of the missing wedge among other things. Tomographic data is annotated in dtmslice
GUI with the help of montage tools that allow the optimal handling and representation of userpositioned points defined in Dynamo models, dcmodel (Supplementary Figure S1). Particle
positioning can be defined by clicking directly onto the particles or using semi-automation tools
integrated in GUIs as dtmslice and montage (see Supplementary Figure S1). Particles are extracted
from the models using dtcrop to obtain a data folder with the extracted particles and a table that
contains the metadata information of the extracted particles. Particles are usually averaged to
generate a first template. Then, particles, table and template are used to feed an STA project in the
dcp GUI. After running an STA project, an average of the particles and a corresponding table are
generated. The density map of the average can be visualized with different tools as indicated in
Supplementary Figure S2. *All tools associated with the catalogue can easily be used independently
at any stage, which means that the creation of a catalogue for a tomographic data set is not
mandatory. However, we encourage users to organize their tomographic data in a catalogue from the
beginning. This helps to gain insight into the logic of Dynamo and eliminates administrative overheads
to localize and track operations in the raw tomographic data.

B. Tomographic data management
Before starting an image processing procedure, tomographic data should be
comprehensively structured. In Dynamo, tomograms are organized through Dynamo
Catalogue. In this section, we will create a new catalogue and show how to add, list and bin
tomograms. Further, we will explore the tomogram using the Dynamo’s tomogram
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visualization GUI dtmslice, and explain particle picking, extraction and averaging in order
to retrieve an initial average.

Figure 1. Pipeline for FHV
docking site STA. Scheme
describing the main steps of
the STA protocol. The initial
template is either oriented by
a series of geometrical
operations imposed on the
particles
(no
a priori
information) or by a surface
model representing the OMM
where the FHV docking sites
are
inserted
(a
priori
information). Management of
the missing wedge is an
essential
step
where
azimuthal
randomization
may help, because the
particles
possess
axial
symmetry. Different STA
projects are designed in
order to obtain an optimal
density map of the FHV
docking site where automatic
assignment of asymmetry is
managed by subboxing.
Eventually,
Dynamo
visualization tools depict the
FHV docking sites as
anchored macrocomplexes
at the OMM in a 3D scene.

B.1

Download the tomographic data set called crop.rec (see Equipment set up). Within

the Dynamo console, basic metadata of volumetric files can be assessed before loading
extensive data sets into memory (a). A quick, lightweight visualization of the tomogram is
also available (b).

(a)
(b)

dfile crop.rec;
dtmshow –otf crop.rec

INFO: Header from .rec files is read as regular mrc files. The flag –otf means on the
fly, and modifies the behaviour of dtmshow by not preloading the full tomogram in memory,
but to access in disk the individual slices that are needed when inspecting a particular area.
Dynamo offers an organized database structured as an archiving system through Dynamo
Catalogue and its graphical user interface (GUI) dcm, see Graphical Abstract.
366
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B.2

Create a new catalogue named fhv (a), add the crop.rec file (b) to the fhv

catalogue and ask Dynamo to show the content of the catalogue concerning the catalogued
tomograms (c).
(a) dcm –create fhv
(b) dcm –c fhv –at crop.rec
(c) dcm –c fhv –l tomograms
INFO: Catalogues can be created by the GUI or the command line.
Tomograms are usually processed further before being displayed for modelling and particle
picking. Dynamo stores in disk the binned version of full-size tomograms to provide a proxy
for fast exploration of large volumetric data. In Dynamo, binning using a factor of 1 means
that 2 pixels become 1 (i.e., a tomogram of size 4k x 4k x 1k voxels binned in Dynamo by a
factor of 1 will result in 2k x 2k x 500 voxels tomogram). Loading a full-size tomogram can
exhaust RAM resources of the computer and requires a long time to operate the transfer from
the disk.
B.3

Create a binned (factor 1) version of all tomographic data contained in the fhv

catalogue (a).
(a) dynamo_catalogue_bin(‘fhv’, 1, ‘zchunk’, 300);
INFO: ‘zchunk’ refers to the maximum number of Z-slices that are simultaneously
contained in memory during the binning process.
Annotated tomographic data is defined as geometrical models, therefore Dynamo refers to
them with the name model. Dynamo models are used to define spatial positions and
orientations inside a tomogram where a set of positioned particles are expected to be (see
Graphical Abstract and Supplementary Figure S1).
B.4

Load the binned tomogram into dtmslice (a). In the case of the FHV tomogram

crop.rec,

we are interested in selecting the locations where the viral spherules are directly

interacting with the OMM. Therefore, the neck of the viral spherule is the position where
particles are defined by manually clicking on them (Supplementary Figure S1C green dot,
D).

(a)

dtmslice crop.rec –c fhv –prebinned 1

Pick the particles in the GUI dtmslice as is described in Supplementary Figure S1. Since
Dynamo catalogue conserves all information from the original tomographic data, even
though we are displaying binned data, in dtmslice all distances and coordinates are reported
in pixels from the non-binned tomographic data. In this example, the sidelength of the
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particles is 128 pixels. We recommend ensuring that the particle fits comfortably inside the
physical box by leaving enough space, so that the particle sits in the center and away of the
edges.
B.5

Identify the models created so far by using the command dcmodels (a). This

command retrieves the number of tomograms containing models and the path to each of the
listed models.
(a) dcmodels fhv
B.6

Extract the table from the model using the method grepTable (a) and print the table

in the screen to visualize its content and familiarize with it (b).
(a) dcmodels fhv –i 1 –ws o; m= dread(o.files{1}); t = m.grepTable();
(b) dtinfo(t);
INFO: A model read into a workspace variable by dread can be used to extract a table, the
standard metadata format in Dynamo. Here, we load the output of dcmodels for volume
index –i 1 in the workspace variable o. Inside o, there is a field called files (o.files)
which contains a cell array of files, each one containing a different model. Then, the first
entry (o.files{1}) is read. Finally, we extract the table from the selected model with the
function grepTable into the output variable t.
B.7

Particles are cropped using the dtcrop function (Graphical Abstract). This

procedure extracts subvolumes from a defined tomogram using a table and a specific box
dimension in pixels (128) for the extracted subvolumes (a)(b).
(a) tomogramFile = m.cvolume.file();
(b) o = dtcrop(tomogramFile,t,'particlesData',128);
INFO: At the end of a particle cropping process, Dynamo reports information concerning
the number of particles cropped, as well as possible excluded particles, when the cropping
box goes beyond the edges of the containing tomogram, destination folder
('particlesData' is the name of the folder) and tomographic data source. Furthermore, a
table file crop.tbl is generated inside the folder ('particlesData') with the metadata
information of the cropped particles.
B.8

Average the cropped particles to obtain an initial template and evaluate the data

quality for further STA analysis (a). Write the table and the template to disk (b)(c).
(a) oa = daverage('particlesData','t','particlesData/crop.tbl');
(b) dwrite(t,'raw.tbl');
(c) dwrite(oa.average,'rawTemplate.em');
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INFO: 'particlesData' refers to the name of the data folder containing the cropped
particles, 't' is the flag for table and 'particlesData/crop.tbl' is the path to the table
file. The object oa is the output of daverage and contains the resulting geometrical
information.
C. Project design: particle alignment
A schematic pipeline describing the main steps covered in this report concerning the STA
strategy is showcased in Figure 1. Dynamo projects can be defined by opening the GUI with
the command dcp or directly in the command line. In this example, we explain STA project
management using the command line; figures depicting the corresponding procedural steps
through the dcp GUI are also shown (Graphical Abstract). In this section we design an
alignment project using the particles, the table and the template (average) obtained in the
previous section. It is shown how to define appropriate numerical parameters for this project.
After running the project an average oriented by the OMM is obtained.
C.1

Create a Dynamo project by the command line:
(a) dcp.new('first','d','particlesData','template','rawTemplate.em',

'masks','default','t','particlesData/crop.tbl');

INFO: dcp.new creates a new project with the name 'first', the particle data ('d')
'particlesData',
'default'
dcp

the template ('template') 'rawTemplate.em', the mask ('masks') as

and the table ('t') 'particlesData/crop.tbl'. When typing dcp first, the

GUI opens the project called first. In the dcp GUI a button called numerical

parameters

opens a wizard when clicking on it, with the defined STA project numerical

parameters.

For numerical parameters definition see Supplementary Table S2.

C.2

Define the numerical parameters for project first (a), (b):
(a) dcp first
(b) Click on numerical parameters button in the dcp first GUI and introduce the

parameter values defined for project first in Supplementary Table S3.
INFO: In the project first, the quality of the particles to converge is assessed. The
alignment is driven by a common salient feature shared by all picked particles, in this case
the OMM where the FHV docking site is inserted. See tip for particle dimensions
(Supplementary Table S2). Computational parameters are set specifying the execution mode
in CPUs, GPUs or parallelization processing. The environment of the project (MATLAB or
a standalone version of Dynamo) needs to be indicated (see Supplementary Table S4).
C.3

Check the project first by either pressing the check button in the GUI or in the

command line (a). The same is applied for the buttons unfold (b) and run in the dcp GUI
(c) (d):
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(a) dvcheck first;
(b) dvunfold first;
(c) first or (d) ./first
INFO: The command (c) is used to run the project first when using Dynamo within a
MATLAB environment. When the standalone version of Dynamo is used in a platform
(Windows, Linux or Mac) do the same steps describe above ((a) and (b)) in the Dynamo
console; then open a new terminal where Dynamo is activated, however the Dynamo console
must not be started. Run the project first in the terminal where Dynamo is activated but not
started (d) (see Supplementary Table S4).
C.4

After running the project first, visualize the average obtained (a), and notice that

particles are aligned based on the OMM. The STA project first finds the membranes and
centers the particles correctly (Figure 2A). Individual particles can be checked (b).

(a)
(b)

ddb first:a –v
ddbrowse –d first:data –t first:rt

INFO: When visualizing data (particles and averages) in ddbrowse the table obtained after
running the project first is loaded in order to orientate the particles correctly.
D. Aligning the axis of symmetry: without geometric information
Once the particles are aligned, their axis of symmetry needs to correspond to the Z-direction.
Conceptually, the two first Euler angles jointly represent a reorientation of the main axis of
a particle, while the third Euler angle represents a rotation about the new main axis (usually
referred to as azimuthal rotation). These angles are indicated in the table (particle metadata)
at column numbers 24 to 26 with the names tdrot, tilt and narot, respectively (see
Supplementary Table S2). They are combined with table columns 4 to 6 that represent the
shifts in X, Y and Z, respectively, in pixels from the center of the subvolume (Supplementary
Table S2). Thus, in this section, we are searching for convergent azimuthal rotations in the
particle data set along a possible axis of symmetry that is allocated by convention in the Zdirection. The symmetry axis of the average obtained in section B (previousAverage) is
reoriented by aligning the average against a Z-oriented template. Therefore, alignment
parameters are determined in the table (the Euler angles and shifts) and used to shift and
rotate each particle to the Z-direction (Figure 2). Eventually, we will obtain correctly Zoriented particles used to generate an average for the next STA project. This step is critical
to search for convergent azimuthal rotations along the Z-direction in later steps.
Note that this section is equivalent to section E bellow (Figure 1), if section E is also
performed, make sure to unequivocally name the files concerning table and average from
both sections.
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Figure 2. Imparting orientation without geometrical information. (A) Slices along Y of the average
obtained from project first is defined in the workspace as the variable previousAverage displayed
in dview. (B) Y view of the mask (slice 64 in dmapview) created by using
dpktomo.examples.motiveTypes.MembraneWithRod. (C) Z view of the mask (slice 64 in
dmapview) created by using dpktomo.examples.motiveTypes.MembraneWithRod. (D) Result
of applying the mask shown in (B) (Y view) and (C) (Z view) to the average shown in (A) (slices along
Y of previousAverage) by using dalign (slices along Y displayed in dview). The output of
dalign is contained in the object sal, which encloses geometrical information of the shifts resulting
from the dalign command. (E) Result of applying the rectified table tr onto the particles shown in
(D) (slices along Y) by using the dynamo_table_rigid command and averaging the particles
(slices along Y displayed in dview). The rectified table tr comes from applying the property inside
the object sal (sal.Tp) to the table obtained from project first (tf). (F) Graphical representation of
the aligned particles (black dots) before applying the rectified table tr. (G) Graphical representation
of the Z-oriented particles after applying the rectified Z-oriented table tr. The Z orientation computed
for each particle is represented by the longest semiaxis.

D.1.

To impart the orientation of the axis of symmetry along Z-direction, we first create

a template aligned with Z-direction (Figure 2B-C). We use a geometrical shape defined in
Dynamo as ‘mask’, however, we will use it as a template in this case. The geometrical shape
is contained in the MATLAB workspace object mr (a). Properties of the object mr are
defined in (b), (c), (d), (e). Extract (f) and visualize the final mask (g) (Figure 2B-C).
(a) mr = dpktomo.examples.motiveTypes.MembraneWithRod();
(b) mr.sidelength = 128;
(c) mr.rodRadius = 20;
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(d) mr.rodShift = [0,0,10];
(e) mr.rodHeight= 10;
(f) mr.getMask();
(g) mr.viewMask();

INFO: An advanced tool for creation of geometrical shapes in Dynamo is dmask. When
invoked without arguments, dmask produces a GUI to create several geometrical shapes
(tubes, spheres, cylinders, shells, etc.) where the user can specify the geometrical sidelength
of the object and combine different shapes by dynamo_mask_combine.
D.2

The average obtained by the STA project first (a) is treated as a particle on which

we apply a template by using dalign. The template is the volume contained in mr.mask and
the average is previousAverage (b). Visualize the resulting Z-aligned average contained
in the object sal (c).
(a) ddb first:a -r previousAverage;
(b) sal=dalign(previousAverage,mr.mask,'cr',360,'cs',30,'ir',0,
'dim', 32,'limm',1,'lim',[10,10,10]);

(c) dview(sal.aligned_particle);

INFO: In (a), the flag –r is used to extract the average obtained in the STA project first
into a workspace variable (previousAverage). Note that shift limiting away ('limm')
is set to 1 (Supplementary Table S2). sal is an object that contains the output of the function
dalign. numerical parameters ('cr','cs','ir','dim','limm','lim')

are defined in

Supplementary Table S2.
D.3

Extract the table yield by the project first into the workspace variable tf (a). The

object sal contains several properties, one of them is the rigid body transform (a shift and a
subsequent rotation) containing the information of the shifts and Euler angles applied to the
volume previousAverage to obtain a Z-oriented average. This property is called Tp and can
be printed in the screen by typing sal.Tp. Then, sal.Tp is applied onto tf and the result
extracted into the variable tr which is now rotated and shifted according to the rigid body
transform indicated in sal.Tp (b).

(a)
(b)

ddb first:rt -r tf;
tr = dynamo_table_rigid(tf,sal.Tp);

INFO: The resulting table, tr, contains the metadata that orients particles in the right Zdirection (upward).
D.4

Apply the rectified table, tr, to the particles and evaluate the resulting average (a)

(Figure 2E). Plot a sketch with the particle orientations obtained from the STA project first
before and after applying the rectified table tr (b), (c), (d), (e), (Figure 2F-G).
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(a) oz = daverage(‘first:data’, ‘t’, tr, ‘fc’, 1); dview(oz);
(b)
figure;dtplot('first:rt','m','sketch','sketch_length',100,'sm',30);

(c) view(-230,30);axis equal;
(d) figure; dtplot(tr,'m','sketch','sketch_length',100,'sm',30);
(e) view(-230,30);axis equal;

INFO: The normal direction vector of particles in Figure 2G points orthogonal to the OMM
whereas in Figure 2F it points in multiple not orthogonal directions to the attached OMM.
The flag ‘fc’ means Fourier compensation, in this example set to 1.
E. Aligning the axis of symmetry: strategy with geometric information
The cellular context of an in situ biological macrocomplex is preserved in tomographic data
(e.g., bacterial secretion systems inserted in the inner membrane of an intact cell). Preserved
biological membranes help to assign an initial direction to the particles when applying STA
procedures. In the case of the FHV particles, we aim to search for convergent azimuthal
rotations along a possible axis of symmetry located by convention along the Z-direction. In
this section, we create a geometrical model of the OMM to reorient the particles according
to the normal direction of the membrane at their closest point to the particles (Figure 3). Due
to preferential orientations imparted by the OMM membrane we experience the effect of the
missing wedge in the data set. Here, we show how to attenuate the effect of the missing
wedge applying azimuthal randomization to the particles to obtain an accurate average.
Note: This section is equivalent to section D (Figure 1), if section D is also performed, make
sure to unequivocally identify data concerning table and average from both sections.
E.1

Display the binned tomogram in dtmlice (a) or (b) when working with the

standalone version, and follow the instructions described in Figure 3 to create a surface
model of the OMM saved to disk. Display a list of the current models contained in the fhv
catalogue (c). Translate the model into a workspace variable (c) that is read into memory
(d). Use the membrane surface model to impart orientation by extracting the table contained
in the model (e). Apply the defined interior side of the membrane surface model to the
particles (e). Plot the membrane mySurface (f), press the button surface in the m.ezplot
GUI, and add the table containing the normal vector of the particles correctly oriented by
the membrane surface model to the plot (g) (Figure 3E).
(a) dtmslice @{fhv}1 -prebin 1;
(b) /dtmslice @{fhv}1 -prebin 1;
(c) dcmodels fhv -nc mySurface -ws output
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Figure 3. Imparting orientation with a membrane surface Dynamo model. The OMM is modelled by a
triangulated mesh based on a set of manually picked points. In Dynamo tomogram slice (dtmslice)
membrane points are picked using a montage (Montage>Create Montage of full depicted scene) to
manually click on a set of membrane points. By default, this montage shows slices orthogonal to Z,
extracted every 20 pixels of the non-binned tomogram (A). Montage settings can be modified by the
user (Montage>Change montage settings). Create a new membrane model in the montage GUI
following: Model Pool>Create new model in pool (choose type)>Surface. Activate the [c] and [i]
montage GUI button to insert points on this interface by activating the point switcher in the montage
toolbar (c-I button). The points are also shown in the 3D model displayed in the depiction box of
dtmslice (B). Explore the tomogram along the Z-view in the montage GUI by clicking on the arrow
buttons at the bottom. The membrane is modelled as a surface where points are manually picked by
pressing [i] or left-clicking with the mouse. Importantly, points should be clicked in the same order
from slice to slice in order to get a smother triangulation in next steps of the protocol. Points should
be picked in the slice where the OMM is clearly seen, and can be deleted by pressing [d] or rightclicking on top of the point that will display an option menu. For semiautomatic detection of points in
Z-slices above and below a reference slice, activate the Z-slice where the semiautomatic detection
is desired, leave the mouse on top of the activated Z-slice and press the key [o]. The surface that
should be modelled is the membrane where the neck of the viral spherules is inserted (Supplementary
Figure S1). Importantly, defining the interior side of the membrane model is essential to impart the
right orientation to the particles. Leave the mouse on the point where the center is defined and press
the keys [shift] and [c]. A green and yellow point is created on the inside of the membrane (A,
green and yellow dot). The model is saved into the catalogue [Active model>save active model into
catalogue (disk) or save all current models in pool by: Model pool> Save all models into catalogue].
(A) Montage window representing the XY plane of selected tomogram slices. Blue dots represent
membrane surface points linked by a red line that simulates the continuity of the modelled membrane.
The green, black and yellow bull’s eye point represents the inside side of a mitochondrion. (B)
Tomogram slice displayed in dtmslice. The OMM is represented as blue dots, this is what the user
visualizes in dtmslice when picking the membrane model points in the montage GUI. The FHV
docking site particles are represented as green dots. (C) Tomogram slice displayed in dtmslice.
The OMM is represented as a grey triangulated surface containing the FHV docking site particles
modelled as green points along the membrane surface. Importantly, the goal of this figure is to
visualize the two final models unequivocally [particles (green dots) and membrane]. At this point, no
surface triangulation is required, albeit later in this protocol triangulation is performed (see Figure 7).
(D) Oriented particles obtained by imparting orientation with the membrane using
dpktbl.triangulation.fillTable to obtain a table containing the geometrical information of
the membrane surface used to impart the correct orientation to the particles. (E) Graphical
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representation of the mitochondrial membrane as a red triangulated surface with the normal vector
(black line) of the FHV particles (black dots) pointing in the right direction, toward the outside of the
membrane. The Z orientation computed for each particle is represented by the longest semiaxis.

(d) m = dread(output.files{1});
(e) tOrientedBySurface = dpktbl.triangulation.fillTable
(m,'raw.tbl');

(f) tConsistent=dynamo_table_flip_normals(tOrientedBySurface,
'center',m.center);

(f) m.ezplot();
(g) dtplot(tConsistent,'m','sketch','sketch_length',100,'sm',30);

INFO: The membrane surface normal determines the orientation of a particle; the
directionality (in- or outwards) is determined by the interior of the membrane surface
selected when creating the membrane surface model (Figure 3). mySurface is the name
given to the surface model, if no name was given Dynamo saves the surface model with the
default name mmembraneByLevels. To change the name of the active model, follow in
dtmslice: Active

E.2

model>Change name of active model.

Management of the missing wedge: Particles are aligned and oriented with relation

to a membrane, in this case, no particular preference for rotations of the particles about the
normal direction has been applied (i.e., azimuthal rotations). Since the particles have a
preferential orientation, an average created using these particles has a strong missing wedge.
Average the particle against the table (a) and visualize the Fourier weight (fweight) (b).
(a) oa=daverage('particlesData','t',tConsistent,'fc',1);
(b) dview(oa.fweight);

INFO: In a Dynamo table the azimuthal angle is called narot, and in the current table is
set to 0 by default. Here, we run daverage with a Fourier compensation step ('fc', 1), so
that the output oa contains the property fweight, that is visualized in dview (Figure 4A). In
Dynamo the Fourier compensation counts the number of times a rotated particle contributes
to a Fourier component. While computing the raw average, each missing wedge is rotated
and added into a volume. This volume has the size of a particle in Fourier space, and it is
called fweight (a Fourier weight), representing the number of particles that contribute to
each Fourier component. Brightness is proportional to the number of particles contributing
to a particular Fourier component.
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Figure 4. Missing wedge and Fourier compensation. (A) Z view of the Fourier components present
when no azimuthal randomization is applied. Bright values mean that the Fourier component is
present in many particles, indicating preferential orientations. (B) Z view of the Fourier components
present when applying azimuthal randomization by randomization of the table using the function
dynamo_table_randomize_azimuth. (C) In dmapview the effect in direct space is shown by
depicting
both
averages,
with
and
without
randomization
side
to
side
(dmapview({oa.average,oaRandomized.average});). The effect of the missing wedge is
seen as similarly oriented stripes in (C) (left panel).

E.3

Attenuate the effect of the missing wedge in the data set by randomizing the

rotational angle narot (a). Average the particles with the new randomized rotational angle
(b), so that the Fourier weight map of the average shows a more homogenous distribution of
the particles orientations (c) (Figure 4B). Direct space views of the particles along Y show
the effect of the missing wedge as a blurred elongation of the image (d) (Figure 4C).
(a) tConsistentRandomized=dynamo_table_randomize_azimuth
(tConsistent);

(b) oaRandomized=daverage('particlesData','t',tConsistentRandomized,
'fc',1);

(c) dview(oaRandomized.fweight);
(d) dmapview({oa.average,oaRandomized.average});
Note: This treatment is not suitable when the membrane the containing the complexes of
interest is orthogonal to the electron beam as it will not contribute to fill the missing wedge.
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F. Rotational alignment STA project
After either performing the section D or section E (be careful to not mix results from both
sections concerning table and average), we create a rotational alignment STA project with
appropriate numerical parameters in order to search along the whole sphere for azimuthal
angle convergence of particles. After running this project, the average obtained reveals a
new structural feature in the crown.
F.1a

Write the table tr and its corresponding average if particles were oriented as

described in section D (a) (b).
(a) dwrite(tr, ‘zOriented.tbl’);
(b) dwrite(oz.average, ‘zOriented.em’);
F.1b Write the table tConsistentRandomized and its corresponding average if particles
were oriented as described in section E (a) (b).
(a) dwrite(tConsistentRandomized, ‘zOriented.tbl’);
(b) dwrite(oaRandomized.average, ‘zOriented.em’);
F.2

Create the rotational alignment STA project called zOriented (a). Introduce the

numerical parameters and set the computing environment (see Supplementary Tables S3,

S4). Then, check, unfold and run the project as described before (see Section C.2 and
Supplementary Table S4). Finally, visualize the resulting average in dmapview (b). Explore
results in dmapview (Supplementary Figure S2).
(a) dcp.new('zOriented','d','particlesData','template',
'zOriented.em','masks','default','t','zOriented.tbl');

(b) ddb zOriented:a –m

INFO: In the rotational alignment STA project we ask for a symmetrization of

c57

to

simulate fully rotational symmetry and force any possible symmetry axis in the data along
the Z axis: an actual physical symmetry is not assumed. Here, a relevant parameter is the
azimuth rotation range, searching for rotations along the full axis in 30° steps (Figure 5A-

C and Supplementary Tables S2, S3). Particle alignment and orientation were already
completed in previous steps, therefore cone aperture and cone sampling must be restricted
to not lose the orientation already achieved.
The results of the project zOriented shown the incipient formation of a crown. The presence
of a pointy ring structure surrounding the crown is also hinted at (Figure 5D, red
arrowheads). However, the image suffers from the effect of the missing wedge, which
manifests itself as striations along one direction (Figure 5D-E).
G. Rotational randomization STA project
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From the previous section, we have obtained an average manifesting the effect of the missing
wedge. In this section we create a template that does not have a preferential orientation by
azimuthal randomization of the particles using the table. The randomized template and table
are used to feed a new STA project where the resulting average shows clearly the teeth in
the crown.
G.1

Extract the table obtained in zOriented STA project into the workspace variable

tns (a) and impose a perturbation of the table by randomly rotating the particles around their

normal axis (b) (Figure 5F). Check the average of the particles when applying the
randomized table (c) and write the average and the randomized table to feed the next STA
project (d).
(a) ddb zOriented:rt -r tns;
(b) tr=dynamo_table_perturbation(tns,'pshift',0,'paxis',0,
'pnarot',360);

(c) oar = daverage('particlesData','t',tr,'fc',1);dview(oar);
(d) dwrite(oar.average,'randomizedAverage.em');dwrite(tr,
'randomized.tbl');

G.2

Create the STA project called zRandomized (a), check, unfold, run the project as

previously described (Supplementary Table S4).
(a) dcp.new('zRandomized','d','particlesData','template',
'randomizedAverage.em','masks','default','t','randomized.tbl');

INFO: Numerical parameters are found in Supplementary Table S3 and Figure 5G with
a graphical representation of the angle search (Figure 5H-I).
The results of this project show a faintly hinted crown-like structure with a ring of teeth. The
attenuation of the missing wedge shows the isotropic appearance of the teeth, with no stripes
along a preferential orientation (Figure 5K, red arrowheads).
H. Localized alignment project
Features of the structure are revealed after imparting orientation, rotational alignment and
randomization of the particles to overcome the missing wedge effect. A crown-like structure
surrounded by teeth-like structures is visualized. The teeth-like structures are essential for
viral RNA to be exported to the cell cytoplasm, they interact with the OMM opening a tight
whole where the crown-like structure is inserted. Hence, the teeth possess high molecular
flexibility . To improve the signal of the teeth in the final average, we need to focus on this
417

region to run a new STA project where teeth are refined. To do that, we create a mask on the
teeth area. The resulting average clearly reveals the location of the teeth allowing crown
symmetry calculation.
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H.1

Visualize the average obtained by zRandomized in dmapview (a). Select the Y view

of the average in dmapview in a single central slice where the teeth are visible (Figure 5L
and Supplementary Figure S2) and press [shift] + [s] on the selected slice. In the new
window hand draw a mask on the teeth (Figure 5L). When the mouse is released, the mask
is automatically saved in Dynamo as a revolution solid by rotating the region drawn about
the Z axis, into the file temp_drawn_revolution_mask.em. Change the name of the mask
file (b). Create a new project by branching the project zRandomized into the new localized
project (c). Check, unfold and run the project as previously described depending on the
computing environment

(see Supplementary Table S4).

(a) ddb zRandomized:a –m
(b) !mv temp_drawn_revolution_mask.em teethMask.em;
(c) dynamo_vpr_branch zRandomized localized -b 1 -noise 0
Note: the character ‘!’ in (b) is MATLAB command to call the operative system.

INFO: Numerical parameters are defined in Supplementary Table S3 and Figure 5N-O.
The result of this project provides a clearer insight into the region of interest (Figure 5P-Q).
The signal inside the mask is the only signal considered, however, the material outside the
mask does not become smeared. This corroborates that the particle alignment is robust and
not an artefact or imposition. The teeth surrounding the crown are clearly visible and the
quality of the average allows a subboxing project to be pursued on the teeth (Figures 5Q and
6). In addition, the localized masking provides a clearer insight into the region of relevance
(teeth) and visual inspection of the resulting average after c1-refinement suggest the
presence of symmetry. To assess the symmetry of the teeth region we use the following
Dynamo functionalities:
H.2

Test the symmetry of the crowns taken as a whole (a) or as the ring of teeth,

teethMask.em

(b). Symmetry c12 is obtained when applying the teethMask.em mask,

meaning that the symmetry of the structure comes from the signal of the ring of teeth forming
the crown (Figure 7B-C).
(a)

stm=dynamo_symmetry_scan('localized:a','c','order',3:15,'type',

'pearson','nfig',3);

(b)

slm=dynamo_symmetry_scan('localized:a','c','order',3:15,'type',

'pearson','mask','teethMask.em','nfig',4);

The symmetry in this area appears to be c12. This symmetry can be enforced by
symmetrization as described later in section J (Figure 7A-C).
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Figure 5. STA projects. Visual pipeline describing the basic steps applied during the STA projects to
obtained detailed ultrastructural information. (A–E) Basic steps summarizing the design of the STA
project zOriented. (A) zOriented project GUI where a particle data, table (zOriented.tbl),
template (zOriented.em) and mask (default) are used to generate an average. (B) Numerical
parameters used in (A). (C) Graphical representation of the angle search mode defined in (B)
concerning cone aperture and cone sampling as well as azimuthal rotation range and
azimuthal sampling angles. (D) Y view of the average obtained as the result of running the STA
project zOriented. (E) Z view of average slice number 66 in dmapview obtained in (D), red
arrowheads indicate ultrastructural details revealed around the crown structure of the FHV docking
site. (F–K) Basic steps summarizing the design of the STA project zRandomized. (F) zRandomized
project GUI where particle data is defined. The defined table is resulted from the STA project
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zOriented after applying the function dynamo_table_perturbation to perform azimuthal
randomization of the table (randomized.tbl). The template (randomizedAverage.em) is the
average resulting from the STA project zOriented after averaging (daverage) by applying the
randomized table (randomized.tbl). The masks are defined as the default. (G) Numerical
parameters used in (F). (H, I) Graphical representation of the angle search mode defined in (F)
concerning cone aperture and cone sampling as well as azimuthal rotation range and
azimuthal sampling angles in round 1 and 2, respectively. (J) Y view of the average obtained as
the result of running the STA project zRandomized. (K) Z view of average slice number 63 in
dmapview obtained in (J), red arrowheads indicate ultrastructural details revealed around the crown
structure of the FHV docking site. (M–Q) Basic steps summarizing the design of the STA project
localized. (M) localized project GUI where particle data is defined. The defined table is resulted
from the STA project zRandomized. The template is the average resulting from the STA project
zRandomized. The alignment mask is defined by manually drawing a mask covering the teeth
structure obtained from STA project zRandomized (teethMask.em). The rest of the masks are
defined as default. (L) Y view of slice number 63 of the average obtained in the STA project
zRandomized (N) Numerical parameters used in (M). (O) Graphical representation of the angle
search mode defined in (F) concerning cone aperture and cone sampling as well as
azimuthal rotation range and azimuthal sampling angles. (P) Y view of the average
obtained as the result of running the STA project localized. (Q) Z view of average slice numbers
58–63 in dmapview obtained in (P).

Note: symmetry per particle can be assessed using the same command described in step 7.2
by changing the input from average volume to particle volume. However, we do not
recommend to assess symmetry per particle since it may lead to symmetry artefacts due to
higher SNR. In the case that particles suffer from heterogeneity, we recommend to apply
classification methods as multireference alignment (MRA), prior to symmetry assessment.
I. Subboxing
The subboxing technique redefines the area of interest within a previously defined average.
For this biological sample, full crowns were the subjects of alignment and averaging, hence,
their signal drove the alignment of the particles. Thus far, heterogeneity and flexibility were
not considered in this approach. Therefore, potential heterogeneity within particles may
decrease the quality of the alignment as the crown is treated as a whole. In the subboxing
technique the individual teeth will drive the alignment, so that each particle in the new data
set is a subbox (a tooth) extracted from the previous box (the crown). The c12 symmetry
observed for the ring of teeth within the crown in the previous section means that the ring is
formed by twelve teeth, therefore each crown (box) provides twelve teeth (subbox) for the
subboxing STA project (Figure 6A). Here, we show how to locate and extract the teeth
(subboxes) from the crown particles (boxes), and run a subboxing STA project to refine the
teeth-like structure. As mentioned before, the teeth-like structures possess high biological
relevance in the case of FHV due their man role in viral cytoplasmic infection and
propagation.
I.1

Define the location of a seed subbox (teeth) (a) by activating the anchor points as

described in Figure 6A and Supplementary Figure S2. Extract the position of the teeth (b)
and the last refined table (c). Define the positions related to t with c12 symmetry along the
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axis (d). Plot the geometrical relation of teeth (Figure 6B, black dots) and their normal (e)
(Figure 6B, black lines).
(a) dmapview localized:a
(b) rSubunitFromCenter = [88,80,53] - [64,64,64];
(c) ddb localized:rt -r t
(d) ts = dynamo_subboxing_table(t,rSubunitFromCenter,'sym','c12');
(e) figure;dtplot(ts,'m','sketch','sketch_length',100,'sm',30);view(151,12);axis equal.

INFO: The center of the box (crown) is (64, 64, 64) in pixels and the location of the teeth
is (88, 80, 53). We subtract half the sidelength of the full box to reveal the position of the
asymmetrical unit expressed in relation to the center of the box.
The new subboxed table ts includes metadata for 12 times as many rows as the original
table t, due to the fact that particles (teeth) come from the previous particles (crowns). The
system of reference on each particle (teeth) points Z in the direction of its original box
(crown). The X and Y orientations of each tooth are symmetrically related to its
corresponding box (crown).
I.2

Create a subboxed data folder that contains the cropped particles (teeth) from the

original tomogram suiting the sidelength that we previously obtained in dmapview (32
pixels) (a). Average the new particles (teeth) (b), visualize them (c) and write the average
(d).
(a) dtcrop('crop.rec',ts,'subboxData',32);
(b) osb = daverage('subboxData','t',ts,'fc',1);
(c) dview(osb.average);
(d) dwrite(osb.average,'subboxRaw.em');
I.3

Create a mask covering the tooth structure (a) and visualize the mask on the average

(b, Y view) (c, Z view) (Figure 6E-F). Write the mask into disk (d).
(a) cs = dynamo_sphere(10,32);
(b) figure;dslices(osb.average,'y','ov',cs,'ovas','mask');
(c) figure;dslices(osb.average,'ov',cs,'ovas','mask');
(d) dwrite(cs,'maskTooth32.em');
I.4

Create a subboxed STA project (a). Check, unfold and run the subboxing STA

project as described before (Figure 6G-H and Supplementary Tables S2, S3 and S4) and
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check the refined teeth (b). This result can be visualized in Chimera (c) (Figure 6I). In order
to path Chimera to Dynamo see Supplementary Figure S2.
(a) dcp.new('subboxBig','d','subboxData','template','subboxRaw.em',
'masks', 'default','t','subboxData/crop.tbl','show',0).

(b) ddb subboxBig:a:ite=[0,3] –m
(c) ddb subboxBig:a –c

INFO: The flag

'show',

0

suppresses the dcm GUI from appearing as a window.

numerical parameters are defined in Figure 6G and Supplementary Table S2. Another way

of entering the numerical parameters into an STA project by the command line is by using
dvput as follows:

(1) dvput subboxBig mask maskTooth32.em (the mask is introduced in the project).
(2) dvput subboxBig ite_r1 3 (three iterations are defined for round 1 (ite_r1))
(3) dvput subboxBig cr_r1 4 (cone aperture in round 1 is defined as 4).
(4) dvput subboxBig cs_r1 2 (cone sampling in round 1 is defined as 2)
(5) dvput subboxBig ir_r1 4 (azimuth rotation range is defined as 4 in round 1).
(6) dvput subboxBig is_r1 2 (azimuth rotation sampling is defined as 2 in round 1).
(7) dvput subboxBig rf_r1 2 (refined is set at 2 for round 1)
(8) dvput subboxBig rff_r1 2 (refine factor is set at 2 for round 1)
(9) dvput subboxBig dim_r1 32 (particle dimensions are defined as 32 pixels in round 1)
(10)
dvput subboxBig lim_r1 [4,4,4] (shift limits are set at 4,4,4 pixels in X, Y and
Z, respectively)
(11)
dvput subboxBig limm_r1 1 (shift limiting way is set at 1 in round 1).
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Figure 6. Subboxing STA project. Visual pipeline describing the basic steps taken during the
subboxing STA project to obtain detailed ultrastructural information of asymmetrical subunits. (A) Y
view in dmapview of the average obtained in STA project localized to measure the distance between
the crown [red circle, (C) button inside the red boxed area] and the tooth (blue circle, (N) button inside
the red boxed area). (B) Graphical representation of the particles contained in the sub boxed table
(dynamo_subboxing_table). Black points represent the subunits around the crown structure and
black lines show their corresponding normal vector. (C,D) Z and Y view of the average obtained after
performing daverage with the subboxed particles, respectively. (E,F) Z and Y view of the average
obtained after performing daverage with the subboxed particles and applying the mask
dynamo_sphere, respectively. (G) Numerical parameters used in the subboxed STA project
(dcp subboxBig). (H) Graphical representation of the angle search mode defined in (G) concerning
cone aperture and cone sampling as well as azimuthal rotation range and azimuthal
sampling angles. (I) Density map of the average result of the execution of the subboxed STA project
displayed in chimera (dchimera), red arrowheads indicate the revealed teeth surrounding the crown.
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J. Creation of 3D scenes
The FHV docking site structure is attached to the OMM and possesses a crown and a ring
of twelve teeth that help transition of the viral RNA from the mitochondria into the cell
cytoplasm. This structural information is better understood in 3D scenes; therefore, we
explain the depiction of 3D scenes using Dynamo (Figure 7). We will use the results from
section H (average and table) to build a 3D figure.
In the case that this section is performed independently of the rest of the protocol described
above, see section Equipment set up to download table, template and membrane model, and
omit steps J.3 and J.4 of this section.
J.1

Define the tomogram containing the structure as a slice object (a), the source file

(b), the center (c), the horizontal and vertical length (d) and the view to be displayed (e).
Then, the slice is computed and the data is fetched (f).
(a) s = dpktomo.volume.slices.Slice();
(b) s.source = 'crop.rec';
(c) s.center = 'center’;
(d) s.l = [1000,1000];
(e) s.eulers = 'z';
(f) s.fetchData();

INFO: The object

s

reads data from a tomogram file. s.center can be defined as

coordinates [x,y,z] (e.g. [256,200,100] (coordinates and dimensions are expressed in pixels).
J.2

Define a figure (a) and a depicter for the slice object s (b). Then the axis must be

considered (c) to create a scene (d). The perspective of the figure can be modified (e).
(a) f = figure; haxis = gca();hold on;
(b) sz = dpktomo.volume.slices.SliceGraphic(s);
(c) sz.axis.h = haxis;
(d) sz.create();
(e) view([-38,60]);
J.3

Define and write the table containing the metadata information of the particles

(crown) that will be placed in the figure (a) (b).
(a) ddb localized:rt –r t;
(b) dwrite(t,’alignmentLocalRefinement.tbl’);
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J.4 Extract the average (a) and write it into disk (b) from localized STA project. Then,
display the average (c), symmetrize by c12 in dmapview to obtain an improved graphical
depiction (see Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S2) and hand draw a mask on the crown
structure as defined in Figure 7D-F and Supplementary Figure S2.
(a) ddb localized:a –r a;
(b) dwrite(a, ‘averagedLocalRefinement.em’);
(c) dmapview averagedLocalRefinement.em;
Note: The hand draw mask is used to assess the symmetry of the masked region.
J.5

Read the hand draw mask (a) and the template (b), then apply the mask onto the

template (c).
(a) maskRevolution = dynamo_read('temp_drawn_revolution_mask.em');
(b) template = dread('averagedLocalRefinement.em');
(c) final = dsym(template,'c12') *maskRevolution;

INFO: The notation .* indicates the pixelwise multiplication of two volumes. So that we
can obtain a final volume for 3D representation were only the region of interest is included.
J.6

Write the final template (a) and visualize it (b).
(a) dwrite(final,'placedTemplate.em');
(b) dview placedTemplate.em;

J.7

Define a new figure (a) and create the triangulation for the template (b) as well as

its corresponding surface (c).
(a) f2 = figure();
(b) dt=dynamo_isosurface(final,'isolevel',0.79,'real_isolevel',true,
'-show',false);

(c) trisurf(dt.tr);axis equal;

INFO: The object dt contains the triangulation parameters.
The result is a triangulation of a representative isosurface of the average. Now, we proceed
to insert copies of the average where the particles are inserted (crowns, Figure 7G) in the
OMM.
J.8

Extract the table from the localized STA project (a) and create a triangulation

object that merges the result of copying, relocating and rotating the isosurface of one
template on all the positions identified in the table (b).
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(a) t = dread('alignmentLocalRefinement.tbl');
(b) tAll = dpktbl.triangulation.place(t,dt.tr,'rc',64.5);

INFO: The number 64.5 indicates the position of the rotation center for each box (crown).
Remember that the particles were cropped with a sidelength of 128 pixels.
J.9

Use the depiction figure (a) to display all triangulated averages corresponding to the

positions of the particles described in the table (b). Adjust figure colour (c) and style (d). Set
some display features, such as name of figure (e), functionality of mouse cursors to zoom,
drag and rotate the viewpoint (f), shading (g) and angles (h). Define a colourmap for the
tomogram slice and the averages (i), and set again the colour of the averages again (j).
(a) figure(f);
(b) hTriangulation = trisurf(tAll); shg;
(c) hTriangulation.FaceColour= 'c';
(d) hTriangulation.LineStyle = 'none'; shg;
(e) axis equal; f.Name = 'Simple trisurf scene';
(f) mbgraph.cursors.setMouse3d([]); shg;
(g) shading(haxis,'faceted');
(h) l = lightangle(-45,30); shg);
(i) ocm = dynamo_colourmap();shg;
(j) hTriangulation.FaceColour= 'c';

INFO: Coexistence of two or more colourmaps needs to be simulated in MATLAB by
using the Dynamo function dynamo_colourmap. The command shg; is used to bring the
figure to the front.
J.10

Refresh the figure (a) and move the depicted slice to satisfy visualization (b).
(a) s.refresher.dataUpdatesAfterGeometryChanges();
sz.surface.autoUpdate();

(b) s.shift([0,0,100]]);

INFO: By doing step (a) any change in thickness, center, and axis, among others, will be
automatically refreshed in the figure, e.g. shift the slice upwards.
J.11

Read the OMM model (a) and extract its triangulation into the figure (b) (Figure

7H).
(a) m = dread('membraneModel.omd');
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(b) hMem =trisurf(m.mesh.tr);

INFO: Note that 'membraneModel.omd' refers to the path of the file containing the surface
model. The model path may change depending on the location of the file and the name given.
If section E.2 was performed to get the surface model, this model should be still contained
in the workspace variable m, therefore, step (b) in section J.11 can be directly applied.

Figure 7. Visualization of 3D scenes from Dynamo models and density maps. (A) Y view of the
average obtained by executing the STA project localized. (B,C) Graphical representation of
symmetry (dsymmetry_scan) found in (A) with and without applying the mask file teethMask.em,
respectively. (D) Y view of the c12 symmetrized average obtained by executing the STA project
localized. (E) Y view of the slice number 65 of the average obtained by executing the STA project
localized. The mask is defined by manually drawing an area covering the crown structure (red
line). (F) Y view of the c12 symmetrized average obtained by executing the STA project localized
STA after application of the mask defined in (E). (G) Graphical reconstruction using trisurf of the
structure of the crown as a triangulated surface (dynamo_isosurface). (H) 3D displayed
(dslice3d) of the crown particles (cyan surface) inserted in the OMM (grey triangulated surface,
dpktbl.triangulation.place) in the tomogram.

3.4

Discussion

STA is a unique method used to elucidate the structure of in situ macromolecular complexes.
It is increasingly used in the field of electron tomography now that improvements in
microscope hardware facilitate the visualization of vitrified cells and their lamellae

205,206,412

. In

tomography, particles of interest are imaged distributed in 3D space along with other
components of the cellular context. Thus, tomography projects present several biological
scenarios that differ from one another on the level of particle distribution. For example,
while some particles of interest might be embedded in a membrane, other might be
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distributed in the cell cytoplasm or associated with cellular organelles. This requires a broad
range of approaches to extract ultrastructural information, and might require the
development of complex tailored approaches on a case-by-case basis.
Here, we describe a detailed protocol customized for a particular geometrical case (isolated
particles irregularly distributed in a direction imparted by a membrane). In this data set, FHV
macrocomplexes are imaged at close-to-native state within an intact mitochondrion.
Visualized FHV particles are structurally arranged as they would be in nature, inserted in
the OMM. Thus, the OMM is presented as a common feature among the FHV particles,
making an appropriate candidate to drive particle alignment not only due to convergence but
also to signal. In other biological scenarios, e.g., proteins decorating cytoskeletal protein
filaments, the filament will act as the FHV OMM driving the particle alignment. In the case
of reconstituted membrane proteins in liposomes (forming proteoliposomes), the liposomal
membrane drives particle alignment. However, in the case of purified or cytoplasmic
proteins and viral capsid proteins, the protein signal drives particle alignment. In this
scenario, an alignment mask would be appropriate to exclude noise signal originated by the
buffer, the cytoplasm or neighbouring cytoplasmic proteins. Such biological samples, e.g.
ribosomes , HIV capsid proteins , are suitable for high-resolution STA due to their
397

336

sampling abundancy and overall homogeneity. Furthermore, the missing wedge effect on
such particles is not so acute since particles are randomly distributed, and therefore, not
suffering from preferred orientation.
In contrast, membrane or filament attached macrocomplexes, e.g., FHV and microtubulebound dynein-dynactin complexes , are aligned based on such conspicuous features. In
418

these cases, particle alignment should be feasible in few iterations on a STA project,
however, protein signal convergence may be challenging in cases where membrane/filament
signal is much stronger than the protein signal or particles suffered from heterogeneity
respect to their interaction with the membrane/filament feature. Such challenges may be
solved by the appropriate use of masks during STA projects as well as investing higher
number of iterations for refinement.
Ultrastructural studies concerning cell biology are often interested in answering a relevant
biological question rather than aiming for the highest resolution possible. In the case of FHV,
the main biological question is focused on the ultrastructural characterization of the viral
crown; how viral spherules interact with the OMM to transfer their RNA genome to be
replicated and therefore, propagate within the cell cytoplasm? This biological question was
answered by teeth visualization at the viral crown by STA. Teeth are shown to disrupt the
OMM by creating a channel for RNA transference into cytosol. However, other structural
biology projects involving Dynamo for STA pursue high-resolution cryo-ET. Such projects
are focused on estimating final average resolution as key to assess particle convergence and
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refinement. Dynamo estimates the resolution through the customarily called golden standard
method. An alignment project ran in adaptive bandpass modus inside Dynamo will estimate
the resolution of the attained average through the calculation of the Fourier Shell Correlation
(FSC) of two half averages computed independently at each iteration. Particle convergence
353

is measured in a regular STA project by computing the FSC between the last and previous
computed average.
In such STA projects thousands of particles are involved, therefore, extensive computational
resources are convenient to improve effectiveness, as e.g., the use of GPU accelerators.
These are especially suitable for subtomogram averaging tasks, where the computational
burden lays on the comparison of many rotated versions of the same volume (the template)
against the same data particle. This is a close to ideal scenario for the use of GPUs, whose
architecture explicitly devises optimal performance for intensive processing of a given data
piece. Speed up factors in the approximate range of 200x have been reported in . For the
365

case described in this protocol GPU devices are not required due to low number of particles
and iterations during the STA project involved in this stepwise procedure.
To conclude, this protocol describes the operative logic of the Dynamo software package,
showcasing the repertory of tools available for geometric manipulations. The protocol offers
information about Dynamo commands that are routinely used during STA, so that the user
can become familiar with the Dynamo environment. The procedure is divided into several
modules that can also be taken individually to solve punctual issues that arise when
tomographic data are analysed. Even though the data set is specific, the problems presented
are not unique, but common to many STA projects, e.g., automatic assignment of asymmetry
(subboxing) and inherent loss of Fourier information in presence of preferential views
(missing wedge). Thus, many of the tools explained in this protocol can be applied to a broad
range of STA scenarios for tomographic data, and promise to inspire the development of
new STA strategies while the Dynamo software package is being used.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusion and Outlook
Of note, this chapter contains fragments from the book chapter stated in Part II, Chapter 1,
complemented with novel topics specifically related to my work on image processing for cryo-electron
tomography and subtomogram averaging.

The first STA on a cryo-preserved sample was performed on tomograms of purified
thermosomes with the structural output reaching a resolution of approximately 20 Å . Since
419

2011, STA structures at sub-nanometer resolution have become more common with some
of them reported at near-atomic resolutions
STA

has

a

resolution

of

. However, the average structure reported by

314,334,336

30-40

Å

(see

EMDB

deposition

statistics

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/). This prevalence of lower-resolution structures is
primarily due to the complexity of the STA workflow and the variability of the analysed
protein complexes. Large protein complexes like the nuclear pore complex , bacterial
420

flagellar motors or bacterial secretion systems are extremely flexible and not abundant in
421

422

tomograms, thus, decreasing the chances to obtain high-resolution STA structures.
Therefore, the challenge of STA is not only in obtaining high-resolution, but also to do it
from a limited number of potentially heterogeneous particles. Nevertheless, in my view,
cryo-ET is the future of structural biology since high-resolution cryo-ET structures have
already started to become more abundant and no theoretical basis restricts the attainable
resolution of STA. Thus, with the momentum for cryo-ET and STA already in-place, I can
predict that the future of the technique will continue to improve computational efficiency
and image processing algorithms, in order to answer to key biological questions.
In addition, software developments are driving improvements in resolution for all STA
structures. The STA workflow may be considered as data moving from one functional
module to another, as outlined previously (see Figure 4, Part II, Chapter 1). Further
improvements in performance could be achieved by either creating novel operating modules
and/or optimizing the input-output between modules. The workflow outlined in Figure 4 of
Part II, Chapter 1 contains up to five image interpolations between the original tilt series and
the final structure, with each of them contributing to the degradation of high-frequency
information in the final STA map. Therefore, incorporating the principal image processing
steps – tilt series alignment, CTF-correction, 3D reconstruction and STA – into a self-
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consistent integrated workflow, as has been partially done by several software suites
including IMOD/PEET

423,424

, emClarity , and Dynamo , may provide additional gain.
403

358

In Dynamo, we have now integrated tilt series alignment, tomographic reconstruction and
advanced STA computational tools. Furthermore, compatibility between alignment files
produced by IMOD and Dynamo is provided as well as a variety of conversion tools to adapt
the output files from one software package to another. An example of this is the converter
script file that takes defocus files from CTFFIND4 and transforms them into readable IMOD
files to perform CTF correction by either ctfphaseflip from IMOD or NovaCTF.
Moreover, we have developed local reconstruction tools intending to perform per-particle
alignment refinement based on the Euler angles obtained from STA to go back to the tilt
images and refine the alignment model using the particles as fiducial markers. This is
currently under development and testing, however, since the tilt series alignment module is
now available in Dynamo, it can serve as the basis for such alignment refinement strategy.
Another important bottleneck in cryo-ET is the capability of high-throughput approaches.
Currently, cryo-ET data collection takes about 15-60 minutes per tomogram. While this may
provide sufficient data for highly abundant proteins including viral capsid proteins, vesicle
coats, repetitive filaments, and cellular ribosomes, for many less abundant proteins it could
require prohibitive durations of instrument time to collect several thousand particles. Some
progress has already been made with more stable microscope stages, faster cameras, and
faster data collection routines that speed up throughput by an order of magnitude , that will
392

lead to more high-resolution STA structures in the future. However, automation is still a
limiting factor for high-throughput cryo-ET, especially during image processing.
Our computational strategy allows detection, selection and refinement of fiducial markers
automatically, tested in broad-range of data sets, and resulting in the alignment of tilt series
in batching mode. To date, high-resolution cryo-ET has been possible in in vitro samples of
membrane-assembled protein macrocomplexes and viral capsid proteins; both samples
forming highly ordered lattices, similarly to what is commonly known as 2D crystals. These
data sets have been acquired in optimally aligned 300 kV microscopes equipped with an
energy filter and using the dose-symmetric acquisition scheme. In terms of image
processing, they have been aligned assuming rigid body motion, CTF-corrected, dosefiltered and reconstructed by WBP. The STA was mainly performed using functions and
modules of Dynamo combined with in-house scripts. However, as accessibility of hardware
and software increases, more researchers will be able to employ cryo-ET and STA as a
mainstream technique for high-resolution structural analysis of macromolecules in their
native context.
An example of this is the cryo-FIB technologies to study macromolecular complexes in situ
in eukaryotic cells. Cryo-FIB has been proved to come together using a multitude of complex
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hardware and software tools to allow the detailed structural analysis of a spectrum of
macromolecular complexes in the cell. Dynamo and other software packages aim to fulfil
these requirements by developing novel modules and conversion tools alongside with
detailed tutorials and online documentation freely shared with the scientific community.
To conclude, my Ph.D. thesis embodies the scent of structural biology: biological research
and method development. In this way, biological applications are possible thanks to novel
advancements whose progress motivated by new biological challenges.
Development of methodology is crucial for cryo-EM. The field of cryo-EM is currently
building its momentum only thanks to important advents in algorithms and software for
image processing. Usually, method development research requires an important investment
of time, as well as the acquisition of detailed knowledge on a variety of scientific topics
which, depending on your background, may look at first sight to not be adding any
meaningful biological result to your research study. Projects like Dynamo consist of a set of
constant, persistent studies with a long-term goal of optimizing and implementing
computational methods to fulfil the requirements of complex and interesting biological
samples. During this research process, some of the resulting tools might be useful for the
initial purpose for which they were conceived for, often they will not be useful at all, and
eventually, they will be extremely useful for a novel application that was not initially
planned. Even though this outcome seems to be obvious, and can be applied to a variety of
disciplines, it is rarely appreciated at first. One may think that if there is no immediate
biological relevance, it is not interesting. It may be not considered as ‘high-impact’ as
journals and reviewers wisely point out, but it is interesting and relevant, indeed, at least to
me. It might not seem fair if such method development projects are not equally supported
and evaluated as biological projects. Technologies as cryo-EM or more recently cryo-FIB
have taken a great number of years to be developed, and only later, applied to answer
biological questions. Finally, thanks to the support and generosity of those who saw what
some people did not: the potential of combining technology, maths, physics, chemistry and
biology, today cryo-EM has been awarded the 2017 Noble Prize in Chemistry. This
encourages me and the field to keep doing what we are interested in, but mostly what we are
fascinated about.
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CLOSING REMARKS
Part I
The initial goal of the PD human brain project was defining the building blocks of different
stage-types of Lewy pathology such as LBs, PBs and LNs, to create a novel classification
based on their ultrastructural features in combination with immuno-EM. When I started my
Ph.D., EM sample preparation and SBF-SEM imaging were established in the lab, however,
no CLEM workflow or a defined strategy to clearly identify ageing brain features from Lewy
pathology in EM images was established. Furthermore, 3D image processing tools were
largely lacking since it was the first time that the laboratory studied brain tissue samples of
PD donors.
During the process of defining a clear strategy for my project, I also invested some time
exploring a potential cellular model for PD, human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)
derived from PD patients, to study the disease as well as aSyn aggregation under different
conditions. Culturing iPSCs requires specific laboratory conditions, therefore, I carried out
the iPSCs experiments at the stem cell lab of Prof. Verdon Taylor. Unfortunately, even
though preliminary results showed that a CLEM approach could be applied to iPSCs
combining SBF-SEM and ET studies, this project was decided to be discontinued.
Alternatively, I focused on collecting new data on non-demented and PD human brain
samples, and carefully analysed this new data, together with data acquired prior to my arrival
in the lab, with the goal of discerning CA from Lewy pathology. Thanks to that, and the
input of my Ph.D. committee member Prof. Stephan Frank and colleagues, we could clearly
distinguish Lewy pathology from other brain bodies. I could identify CA, Hirano bodies,
and filamentous bodies similar to those found in normal ageing ape brains, in both PD and
control non-demented brains by EM . This research work has helped to close an important
425

part of a project started more than 8 years ago. Importantly, the studies described in this
dissertation are the first to combine CLEM and modern EM approaches to shed light on the
ultrastructure of human brain bodies. Furthermore, I have extensively assisted, trained and
passed my knowledge to new lab members, always leaving them their own space to build
their independent research ideas, so that the human PD project can be continued. Now, new
questions are waiting to be tackled by combining the knowledge of human brain bodies and
the established multi-scale methodology generated during this dissertation.
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Part II
My work on Dynamo, image processing and subtomogram averaging started more as a cry
for help than a research project. The human PD brain project entailed collection and analysis
of a vast number of 3D tomograms from many donors. This data needed to be organized,
analysed and shown comprehensively. In this way, I was personally able to work more
efficiently on the data, but others, e.g., collaborators and new lab members, were also able
to understand and adapt the data, using my scripts and archiving systems as they wished.
During this process, I developed a personal interest in learning script writing, MATLAB and
general image processing algorithms. By doing this, and also by participating in several
Dynamo workshops as an instructor, I was able to learn the needs of cryo-ET practitioners
and the common problems faced in this field. Thus, I started to develop my own questions
and ideas mainly thanks to the enthusiastic and inspiring supervision of Dr. Daniel CastañoDíez, the developer of Dynamo.
The implementation of 3D image processing analysis in MATLAB and Dynamo highly
contributed to the quality of the scientific articles in Part I of this dissertation. As Dynamo
is internationally used, we routinely received user requests and issues that can now be
attributed to the extensive protocols and tutorials that have been implemented during this
dissertation and also published as scientific articles. Furthermore, Dynamo is a flexible
software package that now includes wrappers in the form of MATLAB scripts to use other
shell system functions and software packages in a batch processing mode. Complementarily,
a new archiving system has been created to which I have contributed and tested.
In addition, an algorithm for tilt series alignment is now implemented in Dynamo. This
algorithm is specifically designed for cryo-ET data sets aiming to achieve high-resolution
STA, but also to enable high-throughput cryo-ET data processing. I have tested the algorithm
in a variety of data sets - over 200 -, as well as contributed to the identification of bottlenecks
and areas of improvement in this algorithm, as well as overall in Dynamo generally. All
these described modules and tools are already included in Dynamo, and will be made
publicly available with the appropriate supporting tutorials and documentation within the
next release of the Dynamo package: Dynamo series 1.2.
All implemented tools shown in this dissertation have already been taught in recent Dynamo
workshops as well as in international conferences. Moreover, a wiki page on Dynamo as
well as MATLAB scripts for cryo-ET image processing tools and pipelines are public, also
in the web-page repository host-service GitHub. This is important not only for the research
shown in this thesis, but also for the transmission of knowledge and tools to other research
groups, the field and the scientific community, which has always been the purpose of my
research.
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APPENDIX A
Extended methods of Part I, Chapter 2 and 3
A.1.

Human post-mortem brain tissue samples

All protocols of the Netherlands Brain Bank (NBB), Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience,
Amsterdam (open access: www.brainbank.nl), and of the Normal Aging Brain Collection
(NABC), VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, were approved by the Medical Ethical
Committee (METC), VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. For brain
samples and/or bio samples obtained from the NBB, all material has been collected from
donors for or from whom a written informed consent for a brain autopsy and the use of the
material and clinical information for research purposes was obtained by the NBB. For brain
samples obtained from NABC, all material has been collected from donors for or from whom
a written informed consent for autopsy and the use of the material and clinical information
for teaching and research purposes was obtained by the department of Anatomy and
Neurosciences, VUmc, the Netherlands.
For samples from the Institute of Medical Genetics and Pathology of the University Hospital
Basel, the histological analysis of all brain specimens was authorized by the ethics
committees on human studies of the cantons of Basel, Switzerland. Explicit consent was
obtained for all cases. The guidelines of the ethics committee northwest and central
Switzerland (www.eknz.ch) were strictly followed for the analysis of all human samples.
Specimens were collected and archived as formalin-fixed paraffin blocks by the Institute for
Medical Genetics and Pathology, University Hospital Basel.
The detailed neuropathological and clinical information about the samples was obtained in
compliance with local ethical and legal guidelines.
In all cases, brain tissues were collected using a rapid autopsy protocol developed by the
NBB at VUmc. At autopsy, four 0.5 cm-thick adjacent brain slices of the mesencephalon
and hippocampus (mid) were collected. For EM, 1 - 2 mm cubes of the ventral part of the
3

Substantia nigra, pars compacta (SNpc), canalis centralis and hippocampal region (CA2)
were dissected and fixed for 6 hours in a mixture of 2% paraformaldehyde/2.5%
glutaraldehyde in 0.15 M cacodylate buffer with 2 mM calcium chloride, pH 7.4 and then
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washed with PBS. One slice of mesencephalon and hippocampus was directly snap-frozen
for processing for LCM and subsequent lipidomics and CARS analysis.
Neuropathological assessment was performed on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded
sections (6-7 μm thick), collected from multiple brain regions according to the guidelines of
BrainNet Europe. Briefly, 6 µm thick sections were cut and stained used H&E, Congo red,
Gallyas silver stain, and immunohistochemistry against amyloid-β (clone 6f/3d, 1:100,
DAKO, United States), hyperphosphorylated tau (clone AT8, 1:100, Innogenetics, Belgium)
and αSyn (clone KM51, 1:500, Monosan, The Netherlands). For pathological staging of
amyloid-β, neurofibrillary and neuritic plaque and αSyn, pathology, diagnostic criteria were
used according to the BrainNet Europe

426–428

Association guideline

and the National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer's

. The PD brain donors fulfilled the United Kingdom Parkinson’s

429–432

Disease Society Brain Bank (UK-PDSBB) clinical diagnostic criteria for PD . As is routine
433

for such brain donors, staging of Alzheimer’s disease was evaluated according to the Braak
criteria for NFTs , CERAD criteria adjusted for age and Thal criteria . The presence and
434

435

topographical distribution of αSyn (monoclonal mouse anti-human-αSyn, clone KM51,
Monosan; Fig. S1) was rated according to Braak’s staging scheme for αSyn and a modified
223

version of McKeith’s staging system for αSyn (i.e., brainstem, limbic system, amygdalapredominant or neocortical .
436

A.1.1. Samples in Chapter 2:
Post-mortem tissue samples from five donors (Donors A - E) with clinical diagnosis PD with
dementia (PDD) and one non-neurological control (Donor F-Control), all with ~5 hours
post-mortem delay, were obtained from the Netherlands Brain Bank (NBB,
www.brainbank.nl; Appendix B, Supplementary Table 1) and the Normal Aging Brain
Collection (Dept. Anatomy and Neurosciences, VUmc), respectively.
Disease staging
Staging of Lewy body disease and Alzheimer’s disease related pathology was performed based
on Brain Net Europe (BNE) consensus guidelines (aSyn426; NFT427; Abeta437) and National
Institute on Aging-Alzheimer's Association (NIA-AA) criteria429. Additionally, brain tissue was
also inspected for other salient pathology such as age-related tau astrogliopathy (ARTAG)438,
cerebral white matter rarefactions, cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA439) and (micro)infarctions
and hemorrhages and TDP pathology440.

Samples in Chapter 3:
Post-mortem tissue samples from PD and aged, non-demented donors all with 5 – 8 hrs postmortem delay (Supplementary Table S1, Appendix C), were obtained from the Netherlands
Brain Bank (NBB, www.brainbank.nl), the Normal Aging Brain Collection (Dept. Anatomy
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and Neurosciences, VUmc, the Netherlands) and the Institute of Medical Genetics and
Pathology of the University Hospital Basel, Switzerland.

A.2.

Histological staining analysis

8 μm-thick paraffin-embedded post-mortem human brain tissue samples from all donors
were deparaffinized and stain following the H&E protocol . 6 μm-thick paraffin-embedded
432

post-mortem human brain tissue sections were deparaffinized and processed for PAS
staining .
432

A.3

Whole exome sequencing and PD gene analysis in Part I, Chapter 2

Post-mortem brain tissues from donors used for these EM studies (Table 1) were analysed
by whole exome sequencing (WES) with a focus on the analysis of the PARK genes and
additionally some genetic risk factors for dementia. No listed known causative genetic
variants were detected in the donors. In Donor B-PD, a variant in the LRP-10 gene, a
potential new gene causal for PD that needs yet to be confirmed by others, as previously
described . Variants were to be reported if they fulfilled the following four criteria: (1)
236

Variant(s) located within the following list of genes associated with PD or Parkinsonian
syndromes: ATP13A2; ATP6AP2; CHCHD2; DNAJC13; DNAJC6; EIF4G1; FBXO7;
GBA; LRRK2; PARK2; PARK7; PINK1; PLA2G6; RAB39B; SNCA; SYNJ1; TARDBP;
VPS35; VPS13C; MAPT; GRN; TMEM230; POLG; DCTN1; PTRHD1. (2) Possible
splicing variants → intronic or exonic variants (synonymous variants have been included)
located within 10 bp at the exon-intron boundaries. (3) Exonic variants that have a coding
effect (synonymous variants have been excluded). (4) Novel variants or variants present with
a minor allele frequency (MAF; below 1%) in the following publicly available databases:
NHLBI

Grand

Opportunity

Exome

Sequencing

Project

(ESP)

(http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/); Exome Aggregation Consortium Browser (ExAC)
(http://exac.broadinstitute.org/);

1000

Genomes

(http://browser.1000genomes.org/index.html);

dbSNPs

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/); Genome of the Netherlands (GoNL)
(http://www.nlgenome.nl/).

A.4

Serial block-face SEM imaging

Post-mortem human brain tissue was fixed in 2% filtered paraformaldehyde (Electron
Microscopy Sciences, EMS) / 2.5% glutaraldehyde (EMS) in 0.15 M cacodylate buffer
supplemented with 2 mM calcium chloride, pH 7.4, washed in 0.15M cacodylate buffer with
2mM calcium chloride and kept at 4 ºC for 1-2 days. 60 μm thick slices were then cut and
collected at RT using a vibratome, washed in cold 0.15M cacodylate buffer with 2mM
calcium chloride. The human brain slices were immersed in freshly prepared 2% KFeCN in
0.3M cacodylate buffer with 4mM calcium chloride and 4% OsO , pH 7.4 for 1h on ice,
4
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washed 5 times for 3 min with double distilled H O (ddH O) at room temperature (RT) and
2

2

incubated in 0.22μm-filtered thiocarbohydrazide (TCH) solution for 20 min at RT.
Afterwards, they were washed 5 times for 3 min in ddH O and immersed in 2% OsO in
2

4

ddH2O at RT for 30 min, washed 5 times for 3 min in ddH O and placed in 1% uranyl acetate
2

in ddH O at 4 ºC overnight. The slices were then washed 5 times for 3 min with ddH O at
2

2

RT, immersed in lead aspartate solution at 60 ºC for 30 min, washed 5 times for 3min with
ddH O at RT and dehydrated in ice cold EtOH 6 times for 5 min at EtOH concentrations of
2

25%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 100%, and 100%. Next, they were immersed in 50% Durcupan
(Sigma Aldrich):ethanol for 30 min, then in 100% Durcupan for 1h, and incubated in 100%
Durcupan overnight all at RT. Following this, the slices were immersed in freshly-prepared
100% Durcupan for 2h and finally embedded in Durcupan at 60 ºC over a time period of
48h

441,442

.

A.5

Correlative light and electron microscopy for Part I, Chapter 2

The CLEM workflow is summarized in Appendix B, Fig. S4, and pictorially shown in Figs.
443

S2-S3.After resin hardening, small pieces of the resin-embedded tissue (~ 1 mm x 1 mm)
were cut and mounted on standard aluminium pins, then physically cut using a razor blade
into a trapezoid shape, which is optimal for the collection of serial tissue sections. All tissues
sections were generated using a physical ultramicrotome (Ultracut EM UC7; Leica
Microsystems, Germany) and cut at a thickness of 100-200 nm. They were alternately
collected on SuperfrostTM Plus glass slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) for later LM
and EM grids (EMS Diasum, PA, USA) with a carbon-stabilized formvar film for TEM
imaging. Slides were processed for immunohistochemistry using mouse anti-αSyn
(Invitrogen 180215, LB509 concentrate) diluted 1:500. The sections were etched in a
saturated ethanolic potassium hydroxide solution for 5 minutes followed by washing in PBS.
Endogenous peroxides were quenched with 1 % hydrogen peroxide in 10 % methanol for 10
minutes followed by blocking in antibody diluent (Dako /S 202230) for 10 minutes. The
sections were incubated in primary antibody for 1 hour at 37 °C followed by washing with
0.25 % Triton X-100 in PBS and incubation with the Immpress Reagent Anti-Mouse Ig
(Vector/VC-MP-7401) secondary antibody for half an hour at room temperature. Bound
antibody complexes were detected using the Permanent HRP Green Kit (Zytomed Systems)
with incubation for 3 minutes at room temperature, before counterstaining with
haematoxylin, dehydration and coverslipping.
The slides were screened by LM and compared side-by-side to identify Lewy pathology.
LM images of selected slides displaying αSyn-immunopositive inclusions were collected at
40x magnification using a Zeiss Axiophot (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) with monochromatic
light, or at 60x magnification using a Nikon Ti-E widefield and the images were manually
stitched together using Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Incorporated) or FIJI to
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create a montage revealing the trapezoid shape of an individual tissue section. The full
montage representing the individual tissue section was then cropped to the limits of the tissue
borders using an edge-detection lasso tool, which followed the trapezoid shape of the tissue
sections. TEM images of EM grids that contained tissue sections immediately adjacent to
those on the selected LM slides, were collected either on a Talos 200 keV TEM (FEI,
Thermo Fisher, USA) and manually stitched together using Adobe Photoshop, or on a Titan
Krios 300 keV TEM (FEI, Thermo Fisher, USA) using the SerialEM56 montage option. The
resulting EM montage was overlaid with the corresponding LM montage obtained for the
alternating tissue sections collected on a glass slide, to define the specific location of the
αSyn-immunopositive inclusions in the TEM images (Appendix B, Figs. S2-S5) and guide
the collection of subsequent higher resolution images and electron tomography. The
collection of serial tissue sections on a single EM grid meant that the same αSynimmunopositive inclusion was present multiple times and that obstruction of the inclusion
by a grid bar was not an issue, since another section of the same grid, where it was not
obscured, could be used.

A.6

Correlative SBF-SEM/TEM

After the resin had hardened, 1 mm areas of the 60 μm-thick, resin-embedded tissue slices
2

were cut at RT using a razor blade, mounted on standard aluminium pins, sputter-coated
with gold and platinum in a vacuum system to enhance conductivity for SEM, and directly
transferred to the chamber of a SEM for imaging. An FEI Quanta 200 FEG (Thermo Fisher,
USA) equipped with a physical microtome (3View, Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA) mounted
directly inside the microscope’s observation chamber was employed. An accelerating
voltage of 5 keV, a spot size of 3, a scanning speed of 2 µsec/pixel, and high or low vacuum
mode depending on the conductivity of the sample, were used for the serial block-face (SBF)
imaging. After removal of an ultrathin (70 nm thick) layer using the 3View system, an image
of the surface of the remaining specimen block was acquired using the Digital Micrograph
software (Gatan), followed by further iterative section removal and SEM imaging. Such
serial surface images were collected at 7 - 16 nm/pixel resolution in both the X and Y axes
for specific ROIs, i.e., regions of the 1 mm tissue surface displaying a CA; ROIs were
2

selected so that the CA was roughly centered. Alternatively, the whole 1 mm tissue block
2

surface was scanned using a pixel size of 80 nm and 70 nm-thick layers were removed from
the block until the entire 60 μm thick, resin-embedded tissue slice had been imaged. In both
cases, the recorded SBF-SEM image stacks were digitally aligned, and reconstructed into
3D z-stacks/tomograms using the TrakEM2 module of Fiji (NIH ImageJ) . 3D tomograms
444

of tissue, representing roughly 15-50 µm-wide areas in the Z dimension were collected.
These were large enough to contain entire CA.
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To enable correlative TEM, once a region of interest containing inclusion bodies was
identified and partly imaged by SEM, the sample was removed from the SEM chamber and
cut using a physical ultramicrotome (Ultracut EM UC7; Leica Microsystems, Germany).
The resulting 30-50nm-thick slices obtained were sequentially collected on EM grids (EMS
Diasum) with a carbon-stabilized formvar film, and imaged at room temperature (RT) using
a Philips CM10 electron microscope operated at 80 kV. Electron micrographs were recorded
on a 2,048×2,048-pixel charge-coupled device camera (Veleta; EMSIS GmbH, Germany).
Colour annotation of the resulting 2D micrographs was performed manually using Adobe
Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Incorporated).
A.7

TEM data acquisition

For TEM data acquisition, samples were imaged at RT in a Talos Arctica TEM (FEI, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA) operated at 200kV, a T12 (FEI, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)
operated at 120kV and a Philips CM10 (FEI, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) operated at
80kV. Electron micrographs were recorded on a 4096 x 4096-pixel CMOS camera (FEI
Ceta, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and Veleta 2048 x 2048-pixel (EMSIS GmbH,
Germany) camera.
A.8

ET data acquisition

A.8.1

Part I, Chapter 2

For TEM tomography, samples were imaged at cryogenic temperatures using a Titan Krios
(FEI, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) equipped with a Quantum-LS energy filter (20 eV slit
width) and a K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA) and operated
at 300 kV acceleration voltage, or at room temperature on a Talos (FEI, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA) operated at 200 kV. For TEM tomography, Tilt series were recorded using
the SerialEM software with a unidirectional tilt-scheme at 2-3 degree increments or a
409

“dose-symmetric Hagen tilt-scheme”. The latter procedure begins at low tilt and then
alternates between increasingly positive and negative tilts to maximize the amount of highresolution information maintained in the tomogram for subsequent subtomogram averaging
and 3D colour segmentation, and also yields improved tracking between sequential tilt
angles . Images for the tilt series were collected at 3° increments over a range between -60°
388

to 60° at a nominal defocus within 6-10μm.
A.8.2

Part I, Chapter 3

For 3D TEM tomography, samples were imaged at RT in a Titan Krios. Tilt series were
recorded using the SerialEM software according to the Hagen scheme (described above).
389

Images for the tilt series were collected at 3º increments from –60º to +60º at a nominal
defocus ≤ 1 µm. The final pixel size was 4.311 Å at the specimen level.
A.9
Tilt series alignment
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Tilt series alignment by cross-correlation and patch-tracking followed by 3D reconstruction
of unbinned tomograms were performed using etomo of the IMOD software . Resulting
445

tomograms were binned by a factor of 2 (in ET data shown in Part I, Chapter 2) or 4 (for ET
data shown in Part I, Chapter 3) in all dimensions using IMOD. Anisotropic filtering and
semi-automatic 3D colour segmentation of the tomograms was performed by userinteractive thresholding and volume rendering using the Amira 6.0 software (FEI). Movies
were generated using the Amira 6.0 software (FEI). Movies of reconstructed, non-colour
segmented tomograms were created using IMOD software.

A.10

Local texture analysis

Sub-tomographic texture analysis was performed using the Dynamo software

.

358,366,367

A.10.1 Part I, Chapter 3
To analyse the texture of a given 3D area inside a tomogram, the boundaries of the area were
manually identified. Afterwards, high contrast locations were selected and used as centers
for the extraction of cubic volumes of 30x30x30 pixels (i.e., 51.7 nm side length), yielding
sets of ~100 cubic particles per area. Mutual alignment of particles extracted from the same
area was performed through 20 iterations of sub-tomogram averaging, measuring until
convergence, i.e., until no further improvement of the alignment parameters was detected by
additional iterations.

A.11

Clustering analysis in Part I, Chapter 3

To test the hypothesis that CA are more often located in close proximity to blood vessels in
the ROIs (areas of hippocampus and SN close to the ventricle), three entire 1 mm x 1mm x
60 μm resin-embedded tissue slices were examined by SBF-SEM by repeatedly imaging the
1 mm2 surface of the block (pixel size of 80 nm) and removing 70 nm-thick layers, as
described above.
The most suitable block was analysed further. All blood vessels and CA present in the
volume represented by the image stack were traced and reconstructed using the Dynamo
software. For the statistical analysis, the distance between a CA and a blood vessel was
defined as the minimum distance between the CA and the surface of the blood vessel,
abstracted as a triangulated mesh. The distance between each CA and its closest blood vessel
in the 3D space was computed by measuring the distance between the CA and every blood
vessel present and selecting the closest one. The size of the blood vessel was irrelevant.
To analyse the distance profile obtained, a computer simulation was performed to determine
the distance distribution expected for a Poisson distribution of the CA, i.e., if the CA were
located at independent random positions relative to each other and the blood vessels. The
simulation was computed for ten thousand randomization sets. Every randomization set
contained the same CA as the experimental data set, but the location of each was randomized
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according to a Poisson distribution. For each randomization, the distance profile of the
randomized CA relative to the blood vessels was computed, allowing the expectation and
variance of the number of CA below a given distance to their closest blood vessel to be
calculated.

A.12

Quantification and statistical analysis in Part I, Chapter 3

CA was manually quantified in histological human brain sections from all donors stained by
PAS and H&E method in Fiji (NIH ImageJ) by multi-point tool, and areas were measured
by polygon selection tool. The concentration of CA per mm2 was calculated and graphically
represented using GraphPad PRISM software.
Shape and size of CA in the 3D EM data set were computed in a semiautomatic fashion: The
approximate location of each CA was selected by visual inspection. These estimates were
used to feed an image processing algorithm based on texture and edge detection that
determined the final values for radiuses and heights reported on Appendix C, Supplementary
Figure S5a. Mean values and SD of CA diameters were statistically assessed using GraphPad
PRISM as well as a description of the CA population in the 3D EM data set reported in
Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S5b and c.

A.13

Lipid-αSyn Co-Staining and Fluorescence Imaging in Part I, Chapter 2

Tissue sections (10 μm thick) of a snap-frozen tissue slice of the hippocampus (including
CA2) of Donor A-PD and the SN of Donor B-PD were cut using a cryostat (Leica) collected
on glass slides at -18 °C, shipped on dry ice from the VUmc to C-CINA, and subsequently
stored at -80 °C. Immediately after removal from -80 °C, slides were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 30 minutes in a humidity chamber. They were then rinsed in
PBS and treated with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS, washed with PBS and incubated for 2 hrs
at RT with a primary antibody to αSyn, LB509 (amino acid 115-122; abcam ab27766). After
washing with PBS, slides were incubated for 1.5 hrs at RT with a cocktail of secondary
fluorescence-conjugated antibody Alexa488 and DAPI (4',6-diaidino-2-phenylindole,
dilactate; BioLegend) to visualize nuclei. Slides were washed with PBS, and then treated
with Nile Red stain (Sigma 19123) for 10 min in the dark. Nile Red powder was originally
diluted to 0.5 mg/ml in acetone to make a stock solution, and a fresh working solution was
prepared every time by diluting an aliquot of this stock 1:200-fold in 75% glycerol. Stained
slides were washed in 75% glycerol, treated with Sudan Black in the dark, rinsed in PBS
and mounted in Mowiol coverslip mounting solution. They were allowed to dry in the dark
overnight, and then stored at 4 °C in the dark prior to imaging. Confocal fluorescence images
(1024 x 1024 pixels) were mainly acquired at a magnification of 40x, using a point-scanning
confocal microscope (CLSM Leica TCS SPE with a DMI4000 microscope) equipped with
advanced correction system (ACS) objectives and the solid-state laser system: 405 nm
(DAPI), 488 nm (Alexa488), and 635 nm (Nile Red). Composite images and co-localizations
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were calculated and created using standard tools in the Imaris software (Bitplane AG) and
final figures were composed in Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Incorporated).
Untreated tissue samples were checked by LM before and after staining/labelling to look for
auto-fluorescence, as this could interfere with label detection, and then by CLSM to visualize
greater detail in 2D and 3D. As a further control, tissue sections were treated with the
secondary fluorescence antibody alone, without the primary antibody, and examined by LM
and CLSM to check for unspecific labelling.

A.14

Co-labelling for STED Microscopy in Part I, Chapter 2

Multiple labelling experiments were performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
20μm-thick midbrain and hippocampus sections, using markers for organelles and αSyn.
For heat-induced antigen retrieval, sections were placed in sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0) in
a steamer at 90-99 °C for 30 min. Antibodies against VDAC-1/Porin (Abcam ab14734),
LAMP-1 (Abcam ab24170) and S129-phosphorylated αSyn (pSer129 Ab 11A5) directly
labelled with AlexaFluor 488 were used. Abberior STAR 580 and STAR 635P fluorophores
(Abberior, Bioconnect) were used as secondary antibodies. Nuclei were visualized by DAPI
staining (Sigma). STED microscopy was performed on a Leica TCS SP8 STED 3X
microscope (Leica Microsystems). Sections were irradiated with a pulsed white light laser
at wavelengths of 499, 587, and 633 nm. A pulsed STED laser line at a wavelength of 775
nm was used to deplete the Abberior fluorophores (580, 635P), and a continuous wave (CW)
STED laser with a wavelength of 592 nm was used to deplete the Alexa 488 fluorophore.
Further, to obtain confocal images of the DAPI signal, sections were irradiated with a solidstate laser at a wavelength of 405 nm. The DAPI signal was not depleted. All signals were
detected using a gated hybrid detector in counting mode. Images were acquired using a HC
PL APO CS2 100 × 1.4 NA oil objective lens, and the resolution was set to a pixel size of
20 nm x 20 nm. Finally, deconvolution was performed with Huygens Professional (Scientific
Volume Imaging; Huygens, The Netherlands). Images were adjusted for brightness/contrast
in ImageJ (National Institute of Health, USA), and final figures were composed using Adobe
Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Incorporated).

A.15 Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry and Lipidomics of
Microdissected Tissues in Part I, Chapter 2
Cryostat-cut tissue sections (7 μm) of the hippocampus (mid) of Donor A-PD, the
mesencephalon of Donor B-PD, and the corpus callosum of a non-neurological control donor
(Donor F-Control) were collected at -18 °C. Sections were stained with haematoxylin
(Sigma) for 1 min, washed under tap water for 5 min, quickly washed in sterile water, then
stained with Eosin for 10 sec.
They were washed in 96% EtOH for 30 seconds, 100% EtOH for 30 sec, then air-dried under
a chemical fume hood prior to laser-capture microdissection (LCM). For the second LCM
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run, adjacent 7μm-thick sections of the Donor A-PD hippocampus were immunostained with
an antibody against αSyn FL-140 (sc-10717, Santa Cruz; dilution 1:2000) for 30 min after
fixation with 96% EtOH. After rinsing with PBS, the immunostaining was visualized with
Envision detection systems peroxidase/DAB (DAKO). Sections were rinsed again with TrisHCl (pH 7.4) and running tab water, subsequently air-dried and stored at 4 °C. LCM was
used to obtain approximately 3000 αSyn-immunopositive inclusions from the CA2 of Donor
A-PD and 2700 Lewy bodies from the SN of Donor B-PD. In both cases, these inclusions
were laser-cut from inverted adjacent tissue polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) membrane
slides positioned on the stage of a LMD6500 (Leica Microsystems) microscope, collected
in the cap of either 0.2 or 0.5 ml Eppendorf tubes, and kept on ice until further processing
for mass spectrometry. Dentate gyrus (DG) region was also laser-cut from hippocampus of
Donor A-PD as an additional control, and myelin-rich regions were laser-cut from the corpus
callosum (myelin-rich, hence lipid-rich) of a non-neurological control brain donor.
For mass spectrometry, 40 – 60 μl of chloroform:methanol 2:1 (v/v) was carefully added to
the inverted caps and shaken gently to dissolve the collected αSyn-immunopositive patches.
The closed tubes were inspected using a magnification glass to ensure that there was no
undissolved material. When this was the case, they were analysed by liquid chromatography
mass spectrometry (LC-MS).
A Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLC nanoUPLC system with Reprospher 100 Si column (3 μm,
150 x 0.4 mm, 100 Å, Dr. Maisch GmbH, Ammerbuch-Entringen, Germany) was used to
separate the isolated material by normal phase LC. The column temperature was set to 40
°C with a flow rate of 10 μL/min. Mobile phase A was isopropanol:hexane:100 mM
ammonium carboxylate 58:40:2 (v/v/v) and mobile phase B was isopropanol:hexane:100
mM ammonium carboxylate 50:40:10 (v/v/v) .
446

After an initial phase at 40% B for 5 min, the gradient was ramped up from 40% to 100% B
over 25 minutes and followed by a steady phase at 100% B for 5 min. To identify the eluting
peaks, the capillary nanoUPLC was connected to a Waters Synapt G2 HRMS mass
spectrometer. The mass signals and their fragments were obtained by a MS scan and a survey
MS/MS scan method. A standard off/axis ESI source was used as an atmosphere-vacuum
interface. The spray voltage was set to 2.8 kV, the desolvation temperature was set to 200
°C, and the source temperature was set to 100 °C. The MS/MS spectra were obtained using
mass-dependent collision energies. Waters Masslynx and Progeenesis QI software was used
to evaluate the data.

A.16 Correlative CARS/FTIR and Immunofluorescence Imaging in Part I,
Chapter 2
Cryostat-cut tissue sections (10 μm) of the CA2 of Donor A-PD, SN of Donor B-PD and
white matter of Donor F-Control were collected at -18 °C in the same manner as prepared
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for confocal immunofluorescence (IF) imaging, and dried under a stream of dry air at RT
before CARS or FTIR imaging. No stain was applied prior to imaging. Only data from Donor
A-PD is shown (Appendix C, Figs. S15-S16).
CARS images were acquired using a commercial setup consisting of a picosecond-pulsed
laser system that generates two synchronized beams collinearly aligned in an inverted
confocal microscope (TCS SP5 II CARS; Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany). In
this setup, a fraction of the fundamental light of an Nd:YVO4 (HighQ Laser, Rankweil,
Austria) at 1064 nm is coupled into the microscope and used as a Stokes beam in the CARS
process. The frequency-doubled output (532 nm) is used to synchronously pump an optical
parametric oscillator (picoEmerald; APE, Berlin, Germany), tuneable in the 780–960 nm
range. The laser beams are focused into the tissue by an HCX IRAPO L water immersion
objective (25x/0.95 W CORR; Leica Microsystems). The forward-detected CARS signal is
measured via a non-descanned detector. The mean laser power was measured at the tissue
position and found to be 28 and 21 mW at 816 and 1064 nm, respectively. A typical pixel
dwell time of 32 μs per scan was selected (31 s per image, 1024 x 1024 pixels covering up
to 300 x 300 μm sample area, pixel resolution 300 nm . CARS images of tissues were
447

measured at 816 and 806 nm, which correspond to 2850 cm-1 (lipids, CH2) and 2930 cm-1
(proteins, CH3). The lipid and protein distribution profiles in αSyn-immunopositive
inclusions were calculated using the Image Processing and Statistic toolboxes of MATLAB
(The MathWorks, Inc., Mass., USA).
For the FTIR measurements, infrared hyperspectral data acquisition was performed in
transflection mode using an Agilent Cary 620 microscope with an Agilent Cary 670
spectrometer (Agilent, California, USA). Spectral data were collected by an MCT focal
plane array detector with 128 x 128 elements, providing a field of view (FOV) of
approximately 422 μm x 422 μm with a 25x magnification. The spectral data were collected
from 3700 - 950 cm-1 with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. Fourier transformation was
performed with a Mertz phase correction, Blackman-Harris 4-term apodization, and a zero
filling of 2. A high numeric aperture of 0.82 was used . Tissue sections were prepared on
448

MirrIR low-e- slides (Kevley, Chesterland, USA) for the transflection (reflectionabsorption) measurements. The second derivative that minimizes the effects of the standing
wave artefact was tested in addition. This resulted in the same spectral band positions.
Therefore, the vector-normalized spectra were used.
The resulting raw spectral maps were pre-processed using the previously described
workflow . Strong artefacts possibly arising from cracks or folds in the tissue were
449

eliminated by quality control based on the signal-to-noise ratio and the integral of the amide
I band. The remaining spectra were subjected to a Mie and resonance-Mie correction based
on Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction, EMSC in the wavenumber range from 3100
450
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to 950 cm-1. The correction was performed with 30 iteration steps. Higher numbers of
iteration steps (up to 100) were tested but the resulting spectra did not show further
variances.
For immunofluorescence staining, after CARS or FTIR imaging tissue sections were kept
on the slides and fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 30 min. Slides were rinsed and shipped in
PBS, then treated with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min. Slides were rinsed with PBS
before incubation for 2 hrs at RT with an antibody targeting phosphorylated αSyn, phosphoS129 (pS129; abcam ab59264). After washing with PBS, sections were incubated for 1.5 hrs
at RT with a secondary fluorescent antibody (Alexa488), rinsed again with PBS and applied
with the next primary antibody to αSyn, LB509 for another 2 hrs at RT. After rinsing with
PBS, sections were incubated for 1.5 hrs at RT with a secondary fluorescent antibody
(Alexa647), rinsed in PBS, and applied with Sudan Black for 30 min. After rinsing again in
PBS, they were finally mounted in Mowiol and allowed to dry in the dark overnight,
subsequently being stored at 4 °C.
Brightfield and immunofluorescence images corresponding to each CA2 region imaged by
CARS or FTIR were collected at 10x magnification using a confocal microscope (Leica TCS
SP5 CARS with a DMI3000). Images from brightfield/immunofluorescence and CARS or
FTIR were overlaid and aligned to each other based on the morphology of tissue edges and
lipofuscin deposits that appeared as black granules in the cell soma. Images were collected
using an Ar-laser with 488 nm (Alexa488) excitation. An overlay of CARS or FTIR images
with their counterparts showing αSyn immunofluorescence was performed using Adobe
Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Incorporated).
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Supplementary Tables and Figures of Part I, Chapter 2
B.1.
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Supplementary Table 1. Clinical and pathological characteristics of brain donors. Donors are referred
in the text as either ‘PD’ or ‘Control’ in the following nomenclature: Donor A-PD, Donor E-Control, etc.
Load of aSyn pathology was high in limbic and neocortical regions in all PD(D) cases (Braak aSyn
stage 5-6)426, and absent (0) in the control (“Con”) case. Neurofibrillary and amyloid-β (Abeta)427,437,439
pathology were absent (0) or low (1-2) in most PD(D) and control, but two cases showed more severe
NFT (3) or Abeta) load (C). Eight cases showed mild (1) or severe (2) capillary cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (CAA)439. None of the cases showed infarcts or TDP pathology.

PDD=Parkinson’s disease with dementia; age-at-onset = age at clinical diagnosis of PD; n.a. = not
available; Con = non-neurological control; NFT = neurofibrillary tangles; CERAD = Consortium to
Establish a Registry for Alzheimer Disease; CAA = cerebral amyloid angiopathy; aSyn = aSyn; PMD
= post-mortem delay. Age at onset = age at clinical diagnosis of PD. * = Donors used in EM studies.
All donors were used for STED studies.
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Supplementary Table 2. Lewy pathology identified and characterized using CLEM show
heterogeneity of inclusion types with majority containing mostly an organellar medley.
a

“+, ++, +++” indicate increasing level of abundance.

Not possible to distinguish between aSyn filaments and neurofilaments, or other filaments of similar
diameter and appearance. *, **, *** indicate increasing level of abundance of such filaments, whereas
“0” indicates absence. Indicated by pink arrowheads (Figs. 1, S5).
b

Unclear what proteins the proteinaceous inclusions contain or what physical form they have. They
appear as cloud-like clumpy dark patches by EM (blue arrowheads, Figs. 1, S5).
c

Reminiscent of the previously published EM micrographs of Lewy pathology. 0, absent; X, present;
n/a not applicable as EM images of LN have not been published previously.
d

N

Lewy neurite.

⨀ Difficult to distinguish filaments from clumped proteinaceous matter.
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B.2.

Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure S1. Histopathological analysis of PD brain donors. (a-d) Immunohistochemical
analysis of aSyn pathology. aSyn (KM-51) immunostaining in the CA2 region of the hippocampus of
Donor A-PD. (e-h) aSyn (KM-51) immunostaining of the SN of Donor B-PD. Images shown are from
tissues that were taken from the same region of the same brain donors used for the other methods
employed in this study, including CLEM and SBF-SEM. Scale bars = 50 µm. (i-l) Conventional
histopathological aspect of FFPE sample of the SN obtained from a PD brain donor shows Lewy
pathology and CA side by side. H&E stained tissue sections; yellow arrowheads indicate CA; black
arrowheads indicate LBs. Note the similar size of the two structures and that they can occur in close
proximity to one another. Scale bars: i-k = 10 µm; l = 20 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S2. CLEM to identify Lewy pathology. aSyn-immunopositive inclusion from
Donor D-PD is shown as an example. The same one inclusion serially sectioned is shown in each
white circle in a-g. The same CLEM procedure shown here was applied to identify all Lewy structures
in this study. (a) EM montage of 100-200 nm-thick tissue sections collected on an EM grid. (b) LM
montage of aSyn-immunostained adjacent tissue sections (also 100-200 nm-thick), overlaid onto the
EM montage at 100% opacity. (c) LM montage overlay at 80% opacity. (d-f) Higher magnification
area of the white box depicted in ‘a-c’; black arrowhead indicates blood vessel and white arrowhead
indicates nucleus of nearby cell. Dotted white circle shows aSyn-immunopositive inclusion. (e, f)
Coloured feature represents inclusion, immunostained for aSyn; bound antibody complex detected
by Permanent HRP Green Kit (Zytomed Systems), slides were counterstained with haematoxylin. (g)
Higher magnification area of the sub-region shown in ‘d’ containing the inclusion (dotted circle) and
neighbouring nucleus. (h) Higher magnification of inclusion. Scale bars a-c = 200 µm, d-f = 20 µm, g
= 5 µm, h = 1 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S3. CLEM and CLSM to identify Lewy pathology. (a-f) LM image and
correlating EM image for aSyn inclusions. 150 nm tissue sections collected on LM slides were
processed using the LB509 antibody and immunopositive aggregates identified using a peroxidase
detection system and green chromogen. Slides were counterstained with haematoxylin in order to
identify cellular features for correlation with EM images. The same immunopositive inclusion is
indicated (dashed green circle) in an adjacent 150 nm tissue section collected on an EM grid. White
arrows indicate tissue features that were used for correlating the LM and EM images. (a) CLEM for
Fig. 1d and S8, Donor C-PD, (b-d) CLEM for Fig. S6 d-f, respectively Donor D-PDD, (e-f) CLEM for
Fig. S10 and Fig 6, respectively Donor E-PD. (g, h) Examples of differential antibody staining for two
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aSyn immunopositive inclusions. Adjacent tissue sections were stained with either LB509,
phosphorylated aSyn (pSyn; 11a5) antibody or Ubq. The correlating EM picture for each inclusion is
shown. (g) CLEM for Fig. S9, Donor D-PDD, (h) CLEM for Fig. 5, Donor D-PDD. All scale bars, a-h =
10 µm. (i) CLSM images from a LB in a neuromelanin-containing neuron in the SN of Donor A-PDD,
immunolabeled for aSyn (LB-509), Serine 129 phosphorylated aSyn (11A5) and Ubq.

Supplementary Figure S4. CLEM workflow. CLEM is often used to localize specific molecules of
interest within the complex and diverse biological landscape of cells and tissues, typically via
genetically encoded fluorescent or enzymatic markers. LM is first used to visualize wide-field images
with limited resolution, essentially providing a map to the labelled structures of interest. Such a map
is then used to guide to the structure of interest for higher-resolution visualization by EM at a smaller
imaging window. The general sequence of steps taken to achieve this for PD brain tissue sections is
shown.
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Supplementary Figure S5. CLEM to identify LNs. (a, b) aSyn-immunopositive inclusion from Donor EPD is shown as an example. The essential procedure was used to identify all LNs in this study. (a)
LM image of aSyn-immunostained adjacent tissue sections (also 100-200nm-thick); Green coloured
features represents LNs, immunostained for aSyn; bound antibody complex detected by Permanent
HRP Green Kit (Zytomed Systems), slides were counterstained with haematoxylin. (b) Corresponding
2D EM image showing the same two regions of LNs (circled in yellow) as identified by aSyn
immunostaining in ‘a.’ Scale bar = 10 µm. (c) LN from Donor B-PD, SN. 2D EM micrograph indicating
the LN (yellow dotted oval) as identified by aSyn immunostaining in adjacent tissue section, and the
specific positions where electron tomograms were collected (pink dotted boxes). Higher
magnification images of pink dotted boxes represented in Figure 3. Scale bar = 3 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S6. Lewy pathology as identify by CLEM. Projections of the central 20 slices
of each reconstructed 3D tomogram are shown for each aSyn-immunopositive inclusion and
surrounding cellular milieu. Feature details (arrowheads) are tabulated in Supplementary Table 1.
Additional aSyn-immunopositive Lewy pathological inclusions are shown in Figs. 3, 4 and S5-S12.
Donor identities are shown in Table 1. (a) aSyn-immunopositive inclusion in Donor A-PD (Movie 5),
(b-c) in Donor B-PD (Movies 6, 7), (d-f) in Donor D-PD (Movies 8-10, CLEM data Fig. S3 b-d). Scale
bars = 1 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S7. Filamentous Lewy pathology within neuromelanin-containing organelles.
Identified by CLEM in Donor C-PD. CLEM data shown in Fig. S3a 2D electron micrographs showing
the ultrastructure of a predominantly filamentous aSyn-immunopositive inclusion (same as shown in
Fig. 1d) at (a) low magnification (white dotted circle) in which it can be seen amongst neuromelanincontaining organelles (black high contrast spots), and increasingly higher magnification in (b) and
(c). In addition to filaments and vesicles, distorted mitochondria are also interspersed at the periphery
of the inclusion. Scale bars: a = 5 µm; b, c = 1 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S8. Membranous Lewy pathology within neuromelanin-containing organelles.
Identified by CLEM in Donor D-PD. CLEM data shown in Fig. S3g 2D electron micrographs showing
the ultrastructure of a predominantly membranous aSyn-immunopositive inclusion at (a) low
magnification (white dotted circle) in which it can be seen amongst neuromelanin-containing
organelles (black high contrast spots), and increasingly higher magnification in (b) and (c). Abundant
clustered mitochondria (vesicles with cristae) are interspersed amongst the other notated features.
Scale bars: a, b = 5 µm; c = 1 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S9. Membranous Lewy pathology within neuromelanin-containing organelles.
Identified by CLEM in Donor E-PD. CLEM data shown in Fig. S3f 2D electron micrographs showing
the ultrastructure of a predominantly membranous aSyn-immunopositive inclusion at (a) low
magnification (white dotted circle) in which it can be seen amongst neuromelanin-containing
organelles (black high contrast spots), and increasingly higher magnification in (b) and (c). Abundant
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clustered mitochondria (vesicles with cristae) are interspersed amongst the other notated features.
Scale bars: a = 5 µm; b = 2 µm; c = 1 µm.

Supplementary Figure S10. Subcellular distribution of aSyn and organelle markers within Lewy
pathology without a p-aSyn positive outer layer. STED microscopy showing distribution of (a) marker
for phosphorylated aSyn (pS129), (b) marker for mitochondria (porin VDAC1), (c) marker for
lysosomes (LAMP1), (d) overlay of ‘a-c’, (e) higher magnification view of the edge of the aSynimmunopositive inclusion shown in ‘d’ (f-i) Same STED microscopy and markers as in ‘a-d’, but a
different inclusion, showing empty vacuoles that may represent autophagic vacuolar-like structures
reminiscent of CLEM (Fig. S12), (j) higher magnification view of center of the inclusion shown in ‘i’. (kn) Same STED microscopy and markers as in ‘a-d,’ but a LN, (o) higher magnification view of the LN
as in ‘n.’. Images are representative across 14 PD donors for Lewy structures without the p-aSyn
outer layer. Scale bars: d, i, n = 2 µm; e, j, o = 1 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S11. Co-localization of lipids with aSyn in Lewy pathology. Confocal
fluorescence LM projected image stacks of snap-frozen 10µm-thick tissue showing aSynimmunopositive inclusions in the (a-c) hippocampal CA2 region of Donor A-PD, and (d-f) SN of Donor
B-PD. Inclusions immunopositive for aSyn are visualized in green (LB509 antibody), lipid-rich
structures are visualized in red by Nile Red staining, and nuclei are visualized in blue by DAPI.
Column i = aSyn (green), nuclei (blue); Column ii = lipids (red), nuclei (blue); Column iii = overlay of
aSyn (green), lipids (red), and nuclei (blue); Column iv = co-localization of aSyn and lipids (yellow).
Scale bars: a, d = 20 µm; b, c, e, f = 5 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S12. Lipid and protein distributions in Lewy pathology detected by label-free
CARS or FTIR imaging combined with correlative immunofluorescence CLSM for aSyn. In Donor APD, CA2. (a) CARS image of lipids in an aSyn-immunopositive inclusion in PD brain tissue, recorded
at 2850 cm-1. (b) Projected confocal immunofluorescence stack showing the same area, after
immunostaining for aSyn (LB509). (c) Overlay of the CARS and aSyn immunofluorescence data
shown in ‘a’ and ‘b’. (d) CARS intensity distribution profiles for lipids and proteins within the area,
showing high peaks in the region of the LBs. (e) FTIR image of lipids in an aSyn-immunopositive
inclusion in PD brain tissue. (f) Projected confocal immunofluorescence stack showing the same area,
immunostained for aSyn (LB509). (g) Overlay of the FTIR and aSyn immunofluorescence data shown
in e and f. (h) FTIR intensity distribution profiles of lipids and proteins within the inclusion. Scale bars:
20 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S13. Detection of the lipid and protein distribution in neuron of control patient
by label-free CARS and FTIR. (a) CARS image of lipids in a neuron of brain tissue, recorded at 2850
cm-1. (b) Confocal fluorescence showing the same area, after staining with Neurotrace (530/615) to
stain the Nissl substance. (c) Overlay of the CARS and Neurotrace fluorescence data shown in ‘a’
and ‘b’. (d) CARS intensity distribution profiles for lipids and proteins within the neuron (black circle).
These results show decreased lipid and similar protein intensities in neurons compared to
neighbouring tissue, which is in contrast with the results, i.e. increased lipids and proteins in Lewy
structures (Figure S15). (e) FTIR image of lipids in a neuron of brain tissue, recorded at 2850 cm-1.
(f) Confocal fluorescence showing the same area, after staining with Neurotrace. (g) Overlay of the
CARS and Neurotrace fluorescence data shown in ‘e’ and ‘f’. (h) FTIR intensity distribution profiles for
lipids and proteins within the neuron (black circle). These results show decreased lipid and similar
protein intensities in neurons compared to neighbouring tissue, which is in contrast with the results,
i.e. increased lipids and proteins in Lewy structures (Figure S15).
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Supplementary Figure S14. Liquid chromatography (LC) mass spectrometry (MS) and lipidomics
reveal lipid content of Lewy pathology. Predominant peaks in all traces (a–c) represent the presence
of phosphatidylcholine (PC) and sphingomyelin (SM) lipids. Mass spectrometric trace of (a) myelin
as dissected from corpus callosum of non-neurological control donor, Donor F-Control, (b) laser
capture micro-dissected LBs (~2700) from hippocampal CA2 region of Donor A-PD, (c) laser capture
micro-dissected LBs (~3050) from SN of Donor B-PD. (d) Mass spectrometric traces of controls:
dentate gyrus (DG) laser capture micro-dissected, not shown to contain any LBs, from hippocampus
of Donor A-PD; (e) blank tube, and (f) blank solvent, 5 µl chloroform/MeOH (2:1), as control
experiments. Each curve shows MS signal over LC retention time with the m/z window scanning for
the ratios indicated at the right end of the curves in ‘a’. These m/z windows select for the lipids
indicated above the vertical lines in ‘a’.
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Supplementary Figure S15. Hypothetical mechanism for the formation of membranous Lewy
pathology in PD. (a) Organelles including mitochondria as they exist physiologically in the cell, and
(b) in the presence of pathologically aggregated or modified aSyn (e.g., phosphorylated at Ser129,
oxidized, truncated, etc.) together with other protein aggregates. Over time, this may lead to (c)
disruption of organellar membranes and (d) further aggregation of organelles and disruption and
fragmentation of their lipid membranes. (e) Larger clumps of lipid membrane fragments, aggregated
proteins, vesicles and other general membrane bound structures, which compact over time in the
restricted cellular environment, would give rise to the ultrastructure of the majority of Lewy pathology
(membrane-rich) as observed by the CLEM, SBF-SEM and STED methods used in this study.

B.3.

Supplementary Videos

Video 1. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1a, Donor A-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 2. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSyn immunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1b, Donor B-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 3. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1c, Donor D-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 4. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Figs. 1d, Donor C-PD, S7. Thickness
of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 5. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6a, Donor A-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 6. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6b, Donor B-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
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Video 7. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6c, Donor B-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 8. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6d, Donor D-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 9. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion (LB). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6e, Donor D-PD. Thickness of
tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 10. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of aSynimmunopositive inclusion in neurite (LN). Corresponds to Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6f, Donor D-PD.
Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 11. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of a region
inside aSyn-immunopositive inclusion (LB, Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1a, Donor A-PD) collected at higher
magnification. Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 12. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of a region
inside aSyn-immunopositive inclusion (LB, Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1a, Donor A-PD) collected at higher
magnification. Tailed membrane stacks are clearly visible, as indicated in Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1a
(two yellow arrow-heads on right-hand side). Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 13. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region at the
edge of the aSyn-immunopositive inclusion (LB, Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 1a, Donor A-PD) collected at
higher magnification. A mitochondrion is clearly visible, as indicated in Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 2c (white
oval). Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 14. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region at the
edge of the aSyn-immunopositive inclusion (LB, Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6a, Donor A-PD) collected at
higher magnification. Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 15. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region inside
the aSyn-immunopositive inclusion (LB, Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. S6a, Donor A-PD) collected at higher
magnification. Cluster of vesicles in separate adjacent compartment to LB is visible as shown in Part
I, Chapter 2, Fig. 2d. Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 16. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region within
an aSyn-immunopositive Lewy neurite (same as shown in Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 3a, Donor B-PD)
collected at high magnification. Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 17. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region within
an aSyn-immunopositive Lewy neurite (same as shown in Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 3b, Donor B-PD)
collected at high magnification. Thickness of tissue section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 18. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region within
a ‘control’ neurite in brain tissue from a non-neurological, age-matched control donor (same as shown
in Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 3c, Donor F-control) collected at high magnification. Thickness of tissue
section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 19. Reconstructed and colour-segmented 3D transmission electron tomogram of region within
a ‘control’ neurite in brain tissue from a non-neurological, age-matched control donor (same as shown
in Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 3d, Donor F-control) collected at high magnification. Thickness of tissue
section imaged ≈ 150 nm.
Video 20. Reconstructed serial block-face scanning electron tomograms (SBFSEM) depicting three
separate Lewy pathological inclusions within the SN of Donor B-PD. Scale bar = 5 µm.
Video 21. Stimulated emission depletion microscopy showing a Lewy pathological inclusion in the
same tissues (Donor B-PD, SN) as taken from parallel blocks for the SBFSEM ultrastructural analysis
(Part I, Chapter 2, Fig. 5). Thickness of tissue section = 20 µm.
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C.1.

Donor

A

B

Supplementary Tables

Sex

Male

Female

Diagnosed
as

PD

PD

Brain

Age at
death
(years)

weight

77

1240

90

PMD
(hrs:min)

5:15

Source

CA
identified
by LM

CA
analyzed
by 3D EM

Data shown in Part I, Chapter 3 from
hippocampus

Data shown in
Part I, Chapter
3 from
brainstem

NBB

3974

6+1*

Table S2; Fig. 2a; Fig.S1a-b; Fig. S4a, g,
k, s; Fig. S3a, c; Fig. S6a; Fig. S8; Movie
S2A

Fig. S1c-d;
Movie S5

319+1*

Table S2, Fig. 1; Fig. 2d-f; Fig. 4; Fig.
S1g-h; Fig. S3c; Fig. S4b, d, j, l-p, r, t-p.
I; Fig. S7; Movie S1; Movie S2B; Movie
S3

Table S2; Fig.
2g, j, k; Fig.
S1g-h; Fig. S2b;
Fig. S4f, h; Fig.
S6a; Movie S2F

(g)

1335

4:45

NBB

6516

C

Male

Aged

84

1195

3:30

NBB

4188

7+1*

Table S2; Fig. 2b,c; Fig. 3; Fig. S1e-f;
Movie S2E; Movie S3

Table S2; Fig.
2h, i, l; Fig. 5;
Fig. 6; Fig. S1ef; Fig. S4c; Fig.
S6b; Fig. S9;
Movie S2D;
Movie S4

D

Male

Aged

92

1210

7:45

Normal aging brain
collection, VUmc

1083

-

Fig. S1i-j

Fig. S1k-l

220

3

-

Fig. S4e, i, q;
Movie S2E
(canalis
centralis)

500

1*

-

Fig. S6f

E

Male

Aged

76

1261

5:20

University
Hospital, Basel

F

Male

PD

84

1430

4:50

NBB

Supplementary Table S1. Information about the post-mortem human brain sample donors. PD: Parkinson's disease. NBB: Netherlands Brain Bank. *TEM data.
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Membrane type

Width (nm)

Non-CA cellular membranes

5.4 ± 0.8

CA membranes

5.4 ± 0.9

Supplementary Table S2. Membrane cross-sectional diameters determined from 2D TEM images.
The cross-sectional diameter of membrane fragments within 10 different CA found in post-mortem
brain from donors A, B and D is compared to the cross-sectional diameter of other cellular
membranes in corresponding TEM images. Number of measurements, n = 600 in both cases, total
number of 2D TEM images analysed = 211; p = 0.2349, R-square = 0.001178; no significant
differences among means (p < 0.05). As the membrane planes will rarely have been oriented parallel
to the incident electron beam, these values are an underestimate of the actual membrane diameter,
which is best measured in a 3D reconstruction (see Appendix C, Supplementary Fig. S6 and Part I,
Chapter 3, Section 3.3 Discussion).
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C.2. Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure S1: Corpora amylacea identified by PAS. Sections were stained by PAS and
imaged by LM. CA are visualized as purple/pink circular structures and small dots. (a) Donor A
hippocampal section (towards ventricle). (b) Higher magnification image showing CA and blood
vessels; some CA are close to cell nuclei and blood vessels. (c) Donor A brainstem SNpc. (d) Higher
magnification image showing CA and blood vessels; some CA are close to cell nuclei and near blood
vessels. (e) Donor C brainstem SNpc. (f) Higher magnification image showing CA, blood vessels and
pigmented cells. (g) Donor B brainstem SNpc. (h) Higher magnification image showing CA and blood
vessels; some CA are close to cell nuclei and cytoplasm as well as the blood vessels. (i) Donor D
CA3 hippocampus. (j) Higher magnification image showing CA and blood vessels. (k) Donor D
brainstem SNpc. (l) Higher magnification image showing CA near a blood vessels and within
pigmented cell. Black arrowheads = CA; red arrowheads = vascular vessels; white star = aged
donors; other panels are PD donors. SNpc: Substantia nigra pars compacta. Scale bars = 50 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S2: Quantification of the concentration of Corpora amylacea identified by H&E
and PAS staining in donors. (a) PAS stained section showing CA location and distribution in
hippocampal dentate gyrus from donor B. (b) PAS stained section showing CA location and
distribution in SN from donor C. (c) Sections imaged by LM were used to identified and quantify the
number of CA/mm2, per donor and per region. A HC: n = 8, mean = 0.27 ± 0.3; A SN: n = 3, mean =
0.02 ± 0.02; B HC: n = 6, mean = 0.65 ± 0.53; B SN: n = 6, mean = 0.2 ± 0.12; C HC: n = 4, 0.06 ±
0.2; C SN: n = 4, mean = 0.14 ± 0.04; D HC: n = 7, mean = 0.14 ± 0.07; D SN: n = 3, mean = 0.06 ±
0.02; E CC: n = 3, mean = 0.06 ± 0.02; F HC: n = 7, mean = 0.11 ± 0.1; F SN: n = 10, mean = 0.01 ±
0.02. (d) Number of CA per mm2 in the HC and brainstem region. HC, n = 24, mean = 0.3 ± 0.37;
Brainstem: n = 19, mean = 0.12 ± 0.1; p-value = 0.034 by unpaired t-test. HC: hippocampus; SN:
substantia nigra pars compacta; CC: canalis centralis. All data represented in this figure are shown
as mean ± SD acquired from six donors. Scale bars = 50 µm.

Supplementary Figure S3: Images describing Corpora amylacea and their cellular context in the
human brain from Supplementary Movies 1 and 2. (a) Image from Appendix C Supplementary Movie
1 showing CA and blood vessels within the resin-embedded tissue block. (b) Image from Appendix
C, Supplementary Movie 2 indicating CA, axons, brain cell nuclei and blood vessels. (c) Image from
Appendix C Supplementary Movie 2 showing an intracellular CA and cell organelles at the edges of
the CA.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Extended gallery of heavy metal-stained Corpora amylacea as visualized
by SBF-SEM. Each image represents a single central slice from a 3D stack. Green asterisk = CA
surrounded by a membrane and thus considered to be intracellular; red asterisk = blood vessels.
Red labels (e, i, q) = lower contrast images, because low vacuum conditions were used when
acquiring the SBF-SEM data; white star = aged donors; other panels are PD donors. All data were
acquired from hippocampal regions except (c) from (SNpc), and (e, i, q) from canalis centralis, which
were from brainstem. SNpc: Substantia nigra pars compacta; SBF-SEM = serial block-face scanning
electron microscopy. See Appendix C, Supplementary Table S1 for details about the respective
donors. Scale bars = 10 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S5: Quantification of shape, diameter and number of intracellular and
extracellular Corpora amylacea imaged by 3D EM. (a) For a total number of 258 3D full size CA width
and height were measured in donors A, B, C and E. Each dot represents a CA, and colour-coded as
intracellular or extracellular CA. (b) For all 3D EM stacks containing CA in this study (n = 335) CA
diameter was measured (µm) and represented as mean (horizontal colour coded line in box) and
diameter data distribution from donors A, B, C, and E. Intracellular: n = 46, mean = 3.58 ± 2.6;
Extracellular: n = 289, mean = 5.99 ± 4.01, Combined: n = 335, mean = 5.66 ± 3.94. (c) Depiction of
the intracellular (13.73%) and extracellular (86.27%) CA population as imaged in this study using 3D
EM.

Supplementary Figure S6: TEM micrographs of intracellular and extracellular Corpora amylacea
showing homogenous composition among different donors and brain regions. (a) Overview of
extracellular CA in donor A hippocampus and donor B SNpc (top). High magnification images of
boxed areas in top panel shown dense packed membranes composing the CA with vesicles,
cytoskeletal protein filaments, cell organelles and neighbouring cell extensions at their immediate
surroundings (bottom). (b) Overview of intracellular CA in donor C hippocampus and donor F SNpc
(top). High magnification images of boxed areas in top panel shown dense packed membranes
composing CA, vesicle and cytoskeletal protein filaments being integrated into the CA, all enclosed
by a cytoplasmic membrane (bottom). Purple arrowhead = CA; green arrowhead = cytoplasmic
membrane. SNpc: substantia nigra pars compacta. Dashed boxes represent the regions shown in
the bottom panels. Scale bar = 1 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S7: 3D morphology and localization of Corpora amylacea in hippocampus of
PD donor B, as visualized by SBF-SEM. (a) 3D surface reconstruction of the SBF-SEM data stack
showing CA (purple surfaces) and blood vessel (red surfaces). (c-e) 3D visualization via 2D
orthoslices of SBF-SEM data from CA found in. (c) XY orthoslice, (d) YZ orthoslice and (e) XZ
orthoslice of the SBF-SEM stack displayed in (a and b). 2D image is shown in Figure 2f. Red
arrowhead = blood vessel (basal lamina), purple arrowhead = CA, green arrowhead = cell containing
CA forming a neurovascular unit, yellow arrowhead = pericyte forming a neurovascular unit. SBFSEM = serial block-face scanning electron microscopy. Scale bars = 10 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S8: Analysis of TEM tomograms of hippocampal Corpora amylacea reveals
membrane structures in a PD donor. (a) TEM image of a 150nm-thick section of an extracellular CA
in hippocampal CA2 of donor A. (b.i) Central slice of a tomogram of the periphery of the CA. The CA
is in the bottom right corner. The region imaged is indicated by the white box in (a). (b.ii) Cellular
structures adjacent to the CA in (b.i) (black box) show filamentous content. (b.iii) CA content includes
membrane structures. (c.i) Colour-segmented 3D display of tomograms corresponding to (b). CP =
Cytoplasmic space, CM = Cytoplasmic membrane structures. (d.ii) Sub-tomogram averages of
features from (b.ii) shows filamentous structure. (d.iii.) Sub-tomogram averages of CA content show
a membrane signature. TEM = transmission electron microscopy. Scale bars = 1 µm in a; 50 nm in
b.i, b.ii and b.iii. Width of Z-slices of the reconstructed subvolume averages in d.ii and d.iii is 105.6
nm.
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Supplementary Figure S9: Subtomogram averaging of Corpora amylacea electron tomograms
reveals membrane structures in a non-demented aged donor. (a-f) Reconstructed tomogram
projections of different regions of extracellular CA. Measured membrane diameters in subtomogram
averages of 3D reconstructed patches of CAs are indicated in each panel. (a.i – f.i) top view and (a.ii
– f.ii) side view of the average of the structures present in a – f, respectively. (a) The edge of the CA.
(b) The core of the CA. (c) A core region of CA containing a vesicle. (d) Edge of the CA and a
neighbouring vesicle. (e) Core/edge region of the CA containing a mitochondrion. (f) Core region of
the CA containing a vesicle. Panel (e) equates to Part I, Chapter 3, Fig. 5a and panel (c) to Fig 5b.
Scale bars = 200 nm in a - f; 5 nm in a.i - f.i and a.ii - f.ii.
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Supplementary Figure S10: Sub-tomogram averaging of membranes as found within the Corpora
amylacea. (a) Series of Z-orthoslices of a TEM tomogram of CA, which show the membrane pattern
and dynamics throughout the tomogram. (b) 3D triangulation of the membrane shown in (a) across
the tomogram. (c) 3D surface reconstruction of a membrane (yellow volume) in the tomogram as
generated by 3D-colour segmentation. TEM = transmission electron microscopy.
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C.3. Supplementary Movies
Supplementary Movie 1. SBF-SEM of the entire human brain tissue sample block. 3D reconstructed
tomogram of a tissue sample block from the hippocampus brain region of donor B. Movie displays
sample block shown in Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 1c and statistically analysed in Figure 4 and Appendix
C, Supplementary Fig. S5. Time-lapse series were acquired with a rate of 4 fps in the compressed
format JPEG. SBF-SEM = serial block-face scanning electron microscopy. Scale bar = 100 µm.
Supplementary Movie 2. SBF-SEM and 3D-colour segmentation of Corpora amylacea. (A) 3D
reconstructed tomogram of the tissue sample block from the hippocampus brain region of donor A.
The different colours represent the different electron dense layers within the CA. Features such as
cell organelles, CA, brain cells and blood vessels are indicated. (B). Extracellular and intracellular
CA (second video) from donor B hippocampus. (C) Donor E brainstem canalis centralis. Data
acquired at low vacuum. (D) Extracellular CA donor C, brainstem SNpc. This CA was partially imaged
by SBF-SEM, and used for TEM / ET shown in Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 5, 6 and Appendix C,
Supplementary Figs. S9. (E) Intracellular CA from donor C hippocampal CA2 region. This stack is
shown by 3D-surface reconstruction in Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 3 and Appendix C, Supplementary
Movie 3. 2D image is shown in Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 2b. (F) Extracellular CA from donor B
brainstem SN. 2D images of these CA are shown in Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 2j and k. All 3D stacks
shown were considered for CA shape and diameter measurements contained in Appendix C,
Supplementary Fig. S5. Time-lapse series were acquired with a rate of 4 fps in the compressed format
JPEG. Time-lapse series were acquired with a rate of 4 fps in the compressed format JPEG. SNpc:
substantia nigra pars compacta; SBF-SEM = serial block-face scanning electron microscopy. Scale
bars: A = 10 µm; B, E, D and C = 5 µm; E = 3 µm.
Supplementary Movie 3. SBF-SEM of intracellular and extracellular Corpora amylacea. 3D
reconstructed tomogram of tissue sample blocks from the hippocampus CA2 regions of donor B and
C showing intracellular from Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 3 and extracellular CA from Appendix C,
Supplementary Figure S7 as well as the neurovascular unit forming the blood brain barrier (BBB) and
vascular system of the brain. All 3D stacks shown were considered for CA shape and diameter
measurements contained in Appendix C, Supplementary Fig. S5. Time-lapse series were acquired
with a rate of 4 fps in the compressed format JPEG. SBF-SEM = serial block-face scanning electron
microscopy. Scale bars = 3 µm for donor C, and 8 µm for donor B, respectively.
Supplementary Movie 4. TEM tomograms of Corpora amylacea. 3D reconstructed, NAD-filtered, and
3D colour segmentation of TEM tomograms depicting an extracellular CA in the brainstem SNpc of
donor C. Movie displays tomograms that are analysed in Part I, Chapter 3, Figure 5, 6 and Appendix
C, Supplementary Figure S9. Time-lapse series were acquired with a rate of 4 fps in the compressed
format JPEG. SNpc: substantia nigra pars compacta; TEM = transmission electron microscopy. Scale
bar = 200 nm.
Supplementary Movie 5. TEM tomogram showing an overview of the edge of Corpora amylacea and
the cellular environment. 3D reconstructed TEM tomogram of hippocampus CA2 from donor A
showing the edge of and extracellular CA and the neighbouring cellular environment. Movie displays
tomograms analysed in Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S8. Time-lapse series were acquired with
a rate of 4 fps in the compressed format JPEG. TEM = transmission electron microscopy.
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Source

Data set

# tilt series

Sample type

Reference

In-house

FtsH*

68

Reconstituted protein in liposomes

-

5HT3

75

Reconstituted protein in liposomes

[355]

T6SS

9

Bacteria

[356]

Collaborators

30

Purified organelles

-

10009

27

Reconstituted protein in liposomes

[438]

10037

1

Virus-like particles

[439]

10046

46

Reconstituted protein in liposomes

[355]

10047

1

Bacteria

[409]

10048

1

Bacteria

[409]

10062

11

Yeast

[440]

10064

11

Purified ribosomes

[384]

10110

16

Bacteria

[441]

10113

4

Bacteria

[442]

10114

7

Bacteria

[442]

10115

Bacteria

[442]

10164

Virus-like particles

[323]

-

-

EMPIAR

TOTAL

-

355

Supplementary Table S1. Information on data sets analysed in this study. *data set shown in this
thesis.
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Step

Single core

Multicore (14 units)

Marker detection

51.55

24.37

Marker selection

40.83

7.38

Shifter

4.54

2.56

Indexing

6.2

3.41

Binned 2 alignment

5.9

4.44

Full size marker scaling

5.6

3.1

Full size alignment

37.56*

16.8**

TOTAL

2 min 29 sec

1 min 4 sec

Supplementary Table S2. Computational time for FtsH data set. *writing time = 24.3 sec; **writing
time = 19.61.
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APPENDIX E
Supplementary Table and figures in Part II Chapter 3
E.1 Supplementary Tables

Section

Command

Function

Modifiers

Modifiers effect
Create new catalogue

-create
Tomographic data
dynamo_catalogue_manager or dcm
management

Opens Dynamo -at
catalogue GUI
-l tomogram

dtmslice();

Opens Dynamo -c
dtmslice GUI
-prebinned

dfile();

Read
file
providing
file
type and size
information

dtmshow();

Inspect image file
-otf (on the fly)
or volume

Add data to the catalogue
List items of a given
category, in this case
tomograms
Catalogue name
Bin factor

451
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Section

Command

Function

dynamo_catalogue_bin();

Bin tomogram
(bin factor needs
to be indicated)

dcmodels();

200

Gives the model
information of a
catalogue

dread();

Read file

m.grepTable();

Extract a variable
from an object
(m), in this case
the table of a
catalogued model
called ‘m’.

dtinfo(‘name of the table file’);

Gives a summary
of the
information
coded in a table

dtcrop();

Crops particles
out of a
tomogram

daverage();

Average particles
applying a table.
Often used to
create a template.

Modifiers

Modifiers effect

-zchunck

Maximum number of Z
slices that are kept
simultaneously in the
memory during the
binning process.

-nc

Name of model contains

-ws

Defines a workspace
variable for the indicated
model

-i l

List of model indices
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Section

Command

Function

Project design:
particle alignment

dwrite();

Write files in disk

dcp.new();

Creates a new
STA project

dvcheck();

Indicates a
possible error in
the STA project

dvunfold();

Creates a script to
run the STA
project

Modifiers

Modifiers effect

-v
Send output of ddb query
to the depiction GUI
called dview.
ddb();

ddbrowse();
Aligning the axis of
symmetry: strategy
A: without
geometric
information

Dynamo data
base

Dynamo data
browse

Creates a
geometrical
dpktomo.examples.motiveTypes.MembraneWithRod(); object with the
shape of a
membrane with a
rod.

-m

Send output of ddb query
to the depiction GUI
called dmapview

-c

Send output of ddb query
to Chimera

-d

Load data

-t

Load table

sidelength

Define dimension

rodRadius

Define radius of the rod

rodShift

Define position of the rod

rodHeight

Define height of the rod
201
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Section

Aligning the axis of
symmetry: strategy
with geometric
information

202

Command

Function

dalign();

Align particle
data against a
mask

dynamo_table_rigid();

Modifies a table
according to the
geometrical
information of a
rigid body

dtplot

Plots data

dpktbl.triangulation.fillTable();

Impart an
orientation to the
point of a given
table

dynamo_table_flip_normals();

Flip the normal
of a table
according to the
given center
point

dchimera();

Opens chimera
from Dynamo.
Often used to
export data
directly from
Dynamo to
Chimera

m.ezplot();

Depict model (in
this example: m)

Modifiers

Modifiers effect

getMask();

Harness the rod as a mask

viewMask();

Display mask in dview

-path

Add chimera path from
your local system
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Section

Command

Function

Modifiers

Modifiers effect

following and
indicated option,
i.e., surface
Management of the
missing wedge

Project for
rotational
randomization

Project for
localized
alignment

Subboxing project

dynamo_table_randomize_azimuth();

Randomize the
rotational angle
of the particles

dmapview();

Open GUI to
explore and
compare averages

dynamo_table_perturbation();

Impose a
perturbation in a
given table,
keeping the rest
of parameters
constant but
randomly rotates
the particles
around their axis
of symmetry
(narot).

dynamo_vpr_branch();

Branch a given
project into a new
one keeping all
settings from the
given project.

dynamo_subboxing_table();

Creates a
subboxed table
out of a boxed
table
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Section

3D scenes

Command

Function

dynamo_sphere();

Creates a sphere
that can be used
as a mask

dvput();

Enter
numerical
parameters
values

dvhelp();

List the names of
the numerical
parameters
used in a STA
project

dslice3d();

Create an
orthogonal slice
of a given
tomogram to the
indicated
direction (x, y or
z) that cuts a
defined point.

dpktomo.volume.slices.Slice();

Creates slices
from a given
tomogram along
with geometrical
parameters

Modifiers

Modifiers effect

source

Defines tomogram

center

Defines center of the
displayed tomogram

l

Defines length of the
displayed tomogram

fetchData

Compute defined slice of
a given tomogram and
parameters
Imparts a rotation
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Section

Command

Function

Modifiers

Modifiers effect

eulers

dpktomo.volume.slices.SliceGraphic();

Depict a defined
object (i.e., slice
from a
tomogram)

shg();

Brings figure to
front

dsym();

Symmetrize a
given average

dynamo_isosurface();

Creates an
isosurface based
on a given
average

trisurf();

Display
triangulation of a
given object

dpktbl.triangulation.place();

Create a
triangulation
object

dynamo_colourmap();

Display selected
colours on a
triangulated
object

axis

Create an axis based on
the data depicted

create

Create the slice in the
available axis

Supplementary Table S1: Dynamo basic commands.
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Name

Command line name

Definition

Iterations

ite

Number of iterations to be performed in a given round (i.e., during a
Enter zero to skip a round.
given round, several iterations are performed with the same parameters).

nref

Number of references used during the iteration. Each reference will
generate its own average and its own cross correlation matrix (ccmatrix). For multireference alignment see online
References are completely independent from each other: there is no documentation.
interaction between them and they act as separate computation channels.

References

Cone
aperture

The first two Euler angles are used to define the orientation of the
vertical axis of the protein. First Euler angle (tdrot) rotates the template
around its z axis. Second Euler angle (tilt) rotates the template around
its x axis. Dynamo scans for this axis inside a cone: The 'cone_range'
parameter defines the angular aperture of this cone.

cr

Tips

360 degrees is thus the value for a global
scan.
To skip the part of the angular search
that looks for orientations, you have to
set:
1) 'cone range' to zero, and
2) 'cone_sampling' to 1.

Cone
sampling

cs

Azymuth
rotation
range

inplane_range

Dynamo scans the best orientation of the axis of the reference inside a
cone. The cone sampling parameter expresses the discretization inside
this cone. The sampling is given in degrees, and corresponds to a
representative angular distance between two neighbouring orientations
inside the cone.
or ir

To skip the part of the angular search that
The third Euler angle (narot) defines rotations about the new axis of the
looks for azimuthal rotations and\or
reference. 360 degrees is the value for a global scan.
orientations, set:
Defines the interval of sampling for the azymutal range (degrees). It is
associated with the narot angle (New Axis ROTation).

Azymuth
rotation
sampling

206

inplane_sampling

or is

the axis of the template is rotated to a new orientation (defined by tdrot 'inplane range' to zero, and
and tilt).
'inplane_sampling' to 1.
The rotated template rotates again on its new axis (an ‘inplane’
rotation).
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Name

Command line name

Definition

Tips

It defines the angular interval (in degrees) between two of these inplane
rotations.
Number of refinement levels to compute in each single particle.
Multilevel alignment compares a set of rotations of the reference against
the data, selecting the best orientation and searching again with a finer
sampling. The sampling in the refine search is half the sampling used in
the original. The range of the refinement search encompasses all
orientation that neighbour the best orientation found in the original
search

Refine

refine

or rf

Refine
factor

refine_factor

High pass

high

High pass threshold or filter (in Fourier pixels)

If your template is smaller than the data,
the bandpass parameters will be rescaled

Low

low

Los pass threshold or filter (in Fourier pixels)

If your template is smaller than the data,
the bandpass parameters will be rescaled

or rff

Controls the size of the angular neighbourhood during the local
refinement of the angular grid.

First letter indicate the type of symmetry:
‘c’:

Symmetry

sym

rotation symmetry around z

Symmetry is applied at the beginning of the round to the input reference. ‘h’: helical symmetry around z
‘ico’: icosahedral
‘cbo’:

Particle
dimensions

dim

symmetry

cuboctahedral symmetry.

This is a useful parameter to bin the
particles when running an averaging
project. The dimension of the cropped
Resamples the particles to the specified dimensions (pixels). Template
particles is 128 pixels in the original
and mask will be resampled accordingly. This value represent the full
tomogram, those can be binned by a
cube sidelength.
factor of 2 for the project to run faster for
this first alignment project, so the
particle dimension are set to 32 pixels.
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Name

Command line name

Definition

Tips
If no restriction should be imposed, put a
zero on the ‘area_search_modus’
project parameter.

Shift limits

area_search

or lim

Restricts the search area to an ellipsoid centered and oriented in the last
The position 15 of the table keeps a
found position. The three parameters are the semiaxes of the ellipsoid.
record on how far apart was the real
If a single parameter is introduced, the ellipsoid collapses into a sphere.
maximum of the cross correlation value
from the restricted maximum.
States interpretation of parameter ‘area_search’.
-

Shift
limiting
way

Separation
in
tomogram

Basic MRA

208

0: no limitations
1: limits are understood from the center of the particle cube
2: limits are understood from the previous estimation on the
particle position. The origin of the shifts changes at each
Option 3 and 4 are useful to avoid
iteration.
area_search_modus
or
particle gradually shifting away from the
limm
- 3: limits are understood form the estimation provided for the
initially user-entered locations.
first iteration of the round. The origin of the shifts will change
at each round.
- 4: limits are understood from the estimation provided for the
first iteration of the project. The origin of the shifts is thus
defined for the full project, and stays static during the full
computation.
Minimum separation allowed between the position of two particles
(pixels). If the value is a positive number Dynamo checks relative
positions of all the particles in each tomogram separately. Whenever two
separation_in_tomogram
particles are close together than ‘separation_in_tomogram’, only the
particle with the higher correlation stays. The other is deleted from the
table.
mra

Activate the Multi Reference Alignment (MRA). It swaps particle from
reference to reference according to CC score.
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Name

Command line name

Threshold
parameter

Threshold

Definition

Tips

Threshold value to select which particle are averaged in vies of their
cross correlation value (CC).

or thr

Interpretation of the threshold parameter.
Threshold
modus

threshold_modus
thrm

or

-

0: no thresholding policy
1: threshold parameter is an absolute threshold. Only particle
with CC above this value are selected.
2: effective threshold = mean(CC)* threshold_parameter.
3: effective threshold =
mean(CC)+std(CC)*Threshold_parameter
4: threshold_ parameter is the total number of particle (ordered
by CC).
5: Threshold ranges between 0 and 1 and sets the fraction of
particles.

Supplementary Table S2: dcp GUI Numerical Parameter
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first

zOriented

zRandomized

Localized

subboxBig

project

project

project

project

project

Round

1

1

1

2

1

1

Iterations

4

3

6

1

6

6

References

1

1

1

1

1

1

Cone aperture

360

20

5

0

0

4

Cone sampling

30

10

2

1

1

2

0

360

360

30

30

4

1

30

30

5

5

2

Refine

5

5

5

5

5

2

Refine factor

2

2

2

2

2

2

High pass

2

2

2

2

2

2

Low

32

32

32

32

32

32

Symmetry

c1

c57

c1

c1

c1

c1

32

32

32

64

64

32

20 20 20

888

888

888

442

1

1

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0

0

0

0

0

0

Parameter

Azymuth rotation
range
Azymuth rotation
sampling

Particle
dimensions
Shift limits
Shift limiting way
Separation in
tomogram
Basic MRA
Threshold
parameter
Threshold modus

20 20
20

Supplementary Table S3: Numerical Parameters values for each project of the protocol. First column defines
the name of each parameter. The rest of the columns concerns one project each and defines the value taken by
the parameters. Note that all projects complete one round except project zRandomized that completes two
rounds.
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Environment

Platform

Definition

Windows,
Linux, Mac

Run project on one single core within a MATLAB
environment.

dcp GUI

(press bottom RUN) or type ‘name of
the project’ in MATLAB

Windows,
Linux, Mac

Start parallel pool with available MATLAB workers
specified by the user.

dcp GUI

(press bottom RUN) or type ‘name of
the project’ in MATLAB

Windows,
Linux, Mac

Run project on the cores specified by the user within a
standalone environment.

Linux, Mac

Run project on GPU (number of GPUs specified by the
user) within a MATLAB environment.

Linux, Mac

Run project on GPU (number of GPUs specified by the
user) within a standalone environment.

./’name of the project.exe’*

Cluster MPI

Linux

Run project on a cluster of CPUs controlled by an MPI
parallelization protocol.

Queue submission

Cluster MPI with
GPUs

Linux

Run project on a cluster of GPUs controlled by an MPI
parallelization protocol.

Queue submission

MATLAB
MATLAB
modus)

(parfor

Standalone
GPU
MATLAB)

(under

GPU (standalone)

Run a Dynamo STA project

./’name of the project.exe’*
dcp GUI

(press bottom RUN) or type ‘name of
the project’ in MATLAB

Supplementary Table S4: Computational environment in Dynamo.

*In a terminal where Dynamo is activated but the Dynamo console is not running (‘Dynamo>’ does not appear in the terminal).
Note: To check number of available cores in Linux: go to the dcp GUI press on the bottom computing environment and go to Tools> Check number
of available cores (Linux). In a MATLAB environment to check number of available cores go to the dcp GUI press on the bottom computing
environment and go to Parallel Toolbox> Check cores available for MATLAB Parallel Toolbox.
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E.2 Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure S1. dtmslice basic functionalities. (A) dtmslice command opens a
Dynamo GUI for visualization and annotation of tomograms. Different parameters are displayed:
image contrast (box 1), plane of view (box 2), projection thickness, transparency and bandpass (box
3). One of the main functions of dtmslice is particle picking. Picking particles in Dynamo throughout
dtmslice involves creating models (box 4, Model pool>create new model in pool) of specific
geometries resembling the distribution pattern of the biological structure of interest within the
tomogram. (B) The manually created models reside in memory (Model pool>Open current model pool
as a table) until they are saved in disk, into the catalogue. To save a model into the catalogue click
on: Active model>save active model into catalogue (disk) or to save all current models in pool: Model
pool> Save all models into catalogue. Create a general model (Model pool>Create new model in pool
(choose type)>general) containing the picked particles concerning the FHV docking site, the neck.
The currently active model is visible in the dtmslice scene, and particles are picked, and thereby
added to the model, by pressing [c] when the tip of your mouse is positioned on the particle of
interest. A direct map between user clicks and putative positions of particles is visualized in the
dtmslice depiction window (A and C, green dots). Press the key ‘delete’ in the keyboard to delete
last clicked particles. (C) Right click on a specific particle and a menu with the metadata information
of the point will be shown as well as the option delete, among others. Importantly, bear in mind that
the particle-picking step is essential for STA. Selected points positioned in the center of the structure
to consider will be used as mark to extract the subvolumes from the tomographic data, and subset
them in a data folder with the proper format. To do this, we need to analyse the sidelength of the
particles within the tomogram (in pixels) by pressing the keys [1] and [2], which define two anchor
points that appear as blue and red rhombohedral points in dtmslice, respectively. Both
rhombohedral points are linked by a dashed line. Information concerning coordinates, length and
normal direction can be accessed by clicking on the dashed line, and displayed in the ‘Anchors
for Plane Section’ in the GUI (box 5). (D) Biological features that can be seen composing and
surrounding the particles (FHV docking site).
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Supplementary Figure S2. dmapview GUI. dmapview is a Dynamo GUI that helps to explore
averages obtained from STA projects. Several averages can be loaded in order to compare the
changes that occur when applying different parameters and geometrical transformations. For
example, in Figure 4C improvements concerning the missing wedge effect when randomizing the
table is shown by dmapview({oa.average,oaRandomized.average});. Depiction of the evolution of the
average from the first template to iteration number can be visualized in dmapview through: ddb
zOriented:a:ite=[0,3] –m. Iterations 0 and 3 will be visualized in dmapview. To visualize all iterations
use the command: ddb zOriented:a:ite=*. In box 1 the view X, Y, Z as well as the rotation angles
(tdrot, tilt, narot) can be changed. A sphere with X, Y, Z axis helps to visualize the orientation
displayed. Furthermore, display options can be modified as well as the contrast (left clicking on the
contrast graph changes the red dashed line to the clicked area and right clicking changes the blue
dashed line to the clicked area). Box 2 defines the central slice and the thickness of the average
displayed. Box 3 helps to visualize specific orthoslices; to see specific orthoslices of the average
drag the arrow buttons or to see all orthoslices of the average press the bottom ‘full’. Rotation and
isosurfaces can be applied and the density map can also be sent to software like Chimera*, EMAN2
and IMOD when pathed to Dynamo. Box 4 presents the markers C (center, left clicking) and N (north,
right clicking), that can be activated and clicked to measure distances and position sub-structures
within the average. In Box 5 a mask can be designed with several shapes, saved and applied onto
the average. When pressing the bottom ‘layer’ a new dview window opens visualizing the average
with the mask applied to it in red. Box 6 describes different operations that can be applied to the
average, such as bandpass filtering, normalization and symmetry among others.

*Dynamo includes a link to send maps into Chimera UCSF, EMAN2 and IMOD. To make these tools
functional Dynamo needs to know the location of Chimera UCSF, EMAN2 or IMOD. Taking Chimera
UCSF as an example, in a MATLAB environment type dynamo_chimera -path myChimeraPath In the
standalone version, set the path to Chimera UCSF before initiating the Dynamo session in your shell,
for instance: export PATH=$PATH:myChimeraPath or in a running Dynamo session type:
mbsys.os.addPath('myAbsoluteChimeraPath');
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